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Mai i'ehs.
The Maine School'iub met at the West End Hotel,
Mai eh L’Ttli, about JO being presiiiei v%as served, after which ineeches were made.
The followers
were
elected: President,
ITirringtoii, Farmington; vice
11. E. Cole, Bath; secretary
i. F. \\
Johnson, Watcrville;
executive committee, Prof. A.
(Mono; member of memberr.tec, W. L. Powers, (fardiner.
ol the graduates and pupils
Watcrville Academy. WatcrInstitute, and Coburn Chiswiil be held at the Hotel

i

<

|
*

f

j

i><i.**tou, Friday evening, April
All forinei pupils and
'■‘k.
-;h their lrieuds, are invited to
Professoi William Mathews,
the early pupils and teach-ide.
Princip.il Frank \V.
M., Professor Edward M.
Natiiauicl Butler, Professor
aud Honorable Lewellyn
;-e present and
respoud to
front car of a loaded train
k railroad, lelt the iron
ni'i protruding three feet over
v\oik, struck an unoccupied
Main street, !.’■ tckland, ownreM't heii>
i in- 'luiidii.'A1 \vas

i

[
j

wo

ami

ill row 11

about

nil ten

estimated at
b.'aid >•! trade .it .Machias
March --4th, with Deorge
president; Fdw. B. Curtis.
icii w and Henry 11. Mnith,
us; YV. >. Patlangall, serreI wo
11. Hailey, treasurer.

b.lui

}
>:

damagt

is

present, lneiudiiig represen
ni' ii.The Old ’l iwn city
is
issued a certificate of
j
Hartwell, the Democratic
leported that lion. F. 11.
I. publican candidate
for
c a
hid m equity and c-oncion
in court.The Pine
a
dinnei in honor ol Bow|
Hid the prominent alumni of
|
at Hotel Brunswick, BosTi li.
Mole than 120 friends of
I'Sistcd
in the celebration of
|
|
night and among the promi.s \\.-re Pew
YY De W. Hyde,
|
j
Bowdoiu, P. C. llill, secreboard oi education. Dr. D.
\
director of ilemenwav gym[
\
o\ard;and Hon. K. 11. Curtis,
Boston.The black ulster
i
itief Engineer YV. A. Allen of
< eiitral when
lie fell from the
was
drowned at Lewiston,
at 10 o'clock Friday forenoon
rew which was dragging the
I
the middle falls.
The coat
half way up the back but was
The sleeves
any other way.
idc out, and no buttons were
in his pockets were his leather
‘s note
)
book and a newspaper....
the late Dr. B. F. Tibbetts of j
I
provides for special bequests
>20,000. Of this sum £10,000
itiied to his sister, Abbie A.
i:-'
d,
£2,000 to his brother,
5U1“Tibbetts, and £2,000 to A. L.
’'
One thousand dollars he
net, bed in the Waterville hos^
made nine bequests of £200
Alonzo Towle, the Maine Centi, has just been promoted to
of division foreman of motive
take the place of Mr. J. A. j
1
feigned. Mr. Towle will take
"
thee on April 1st, and will have
is in Portland.
For a number
Mr. Towle has been engineer
1 11. A.
Whitney’s train, the
y
iikee, between Bangor and Portnimander L. L). Carver visited
•i wood Post. o. A. II. of Rock
unlay night, it being his lirst
Another general order is
l
f.iriy in April_The Suat Rockland closed last Fri{[
ii'i's to the number of 15 were
i
m*
rriminal receipts for the
j
only s2t)0, the smallest for
ten years_The 1 asters of
"mall shoe factory, Auburn,
a
strike Saturday afternoon,
i;
it is supposed, is to enI
j,.' 1
! icc the firm to
recognize the
Shoe Workers’ Union.Mr.
r
1,1
William Blackwell of Corinth
>l< to celebrate their diamond
r’.
si
Mr.
"n, if nothing happens.
is '.k'j years old and his wife,
|
They have been married over
11'
:,t)(l both are natives of Fairfield,
ti ist of
May the State Assessors
ij
a
campaign that will last until
}(i!,ll: Hu* members of the board,
Hayford of Canton; Hon.
;
1‘utt.leof Lewiston, and Hon. W.
'111 ut ^e^ast» accompanied by
’’himiner, will visit every county in
h
torthe purpose of holding meet^
l*le v^ious local assessors rel,le taxation of property.
This
fcai ,!
valuation of the State will be
ia<J,
I he State Insurance Commisls
ie <
tending out to those interested
s 01
Maine, including those made
Uij
e
legislative session of 1895.
s
,,one in accordance with a resolve

|
l
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"f,

0i„;ru))

iii8J1

passed by the last legislature, which says
that the insurance commissioner be authorized to compile the insurance and fraternal beneficiary laws of the State, including those enacted during the session
of the legislature, and cause 2,OCX) copies
of the same to be printed and bound for
the use of the department.

The Winterport

March 1,18%.
Winterport,
To the president, trustees and members of
Winterport Free Library Association:
I have the honor to herewith submit
my
account as treasurer for the
year ending

February 29,18%, showing receipts and expenditures in items:
Whole amt. received hom all sources.$380 89
paid out for all accounts.. 343 77

In Biuef.
Clarence D. Warner, prominent in society and an ex-professor at the
Massachusetts Agricultural College, is alleged to be a swindler. His operations
are said to cover a period of years and
many towns and cities from Massachusetts
to beyond the Mississippi.
His schemes
are reported to be of a gigantic character
and involve several hundred thousand
dollars. He is now a fugitive from justice, it is said.The Lexow greater New
York hi)] passed the assembly March 20th
without amendment, 1)1 to 50.
The assembly defeated the referendum amendment to the greater New York bill 50 to
«s7.
Sixty-three Republicans, 28 Democrats voted for the Lexow hill; 38 Republican, 18 Democrats against it.At Jacksonville, Fla., March 20tli, Bicyclist Harry
I). Elks, under official sanction, broke the
two mile standing start amateur unpaced
record, going the distance in 4.30 4-5.
W. C. McDonald, the millionaire tobacco
manufacturer of Montreal, has just donated half a million dollars to McGill University for the purpose of providing a
building for the study of chemistry, mining and architecture. This brings Me1>< maid's donations to this university up to
£2,000,000.The report that Mavoyeni
Bey, Turkish minister to the United
States, has been re-called is confirmed at
the foreign ollice in Constantinople.
Greater New York will have an area of
350 square miles, making it the largest
American city and nearly three times the
size of Philadelphia. But London spreads
over 088 square miles.
The consolidation
will advance New York to the position of
the world’s second city, and as its rate of
growth is nearly double that of London it
should he the first before the end of the

coming century.Mrs;.

$37 12
band in bank, $29.47, and cash,
$7.<15.
The income from 32 members.$ 04 00
On

gifts

in money.
town.

53 00
100 00
State.
10%
Books sold.
2 05
Elizabeth Dean Johnston fund,in trust 1% 00
Returned from publishers.
2 59
Fines.
;; 25
Home minstrels. 45 00
1 settee sold.
1 00

all sources.$3H0 89
You will kindly note that several items of
receipts should be separated so that you may
know the actual available funds received
from books and general expenses.
From

Members.... $ <‘>4
Gifts.
53
Town. 100
State.
io
Fines.
;;
Home minstrels.
45

savings department at 4 per cent.; the income, $4, will be available in August at disposal of the trustees. This gift is a valuable
It does credit to the donor as well as
to the illustrious citizen whose name it
bears. Tisdal Dean was noted for his interest in the welfare of his town and her citione.

particularly so to the young men
of his day. Were he living this association
would find him a warm friend. What monument can more honor than a trust fund for
all time, for your children’s children unborn
to call to mind the benefactor.
It is hoped
that others will add to this trust fund and
thus do good to the many who live after
zens, and

Booth-Tucker,

tnem.
I he introduction of

library

Thursday

heart disease,

a

reading

room

haps premature.

ia perto the

It would add much
when we need funds to
add to our number of books. I submit for
your consideration the opening of the outer
room one afternoou each week for two hours
for children to visit, and to provide for their
entertainment picture hooks and other elementary matter, thus in a primary way educate them for library study.
It need not be
expensive and I think it would be appreciated by the parents.
The library is open to citizens. It requires
much labor to care for and keep it up. The
librarian’s duties are exacting. The president lias devoted much time, often neglecting
private business. The secretary has given
his department careful attention.
The trustees have at all times been agreed ami the
success of the library lias been their aim,
giving freely their services.
Estimated receipts known:
Town..SloO 00
expenses at

Washington Whispekings.
General
Thomas Lincoln Casey, late chief of enC.
S.
A
died
the
at
new
Congineers,

probably

00
00
00
%
25
00

$275 25
The Elizabeth Dean Johnston fund is on
deposit in the Portland National Bank iu

the wife of the commissioner recently appointed by Gen. Booth to take charge of
the Salvation Army in this country, arrived at New York, Saturday, on the steamer
St. Louis, accompanied by her son and
and daughter and by Major Malan, Gen.
Booth’s
Elizabeth
secretary.Mrs.
Charles, author of “The Chronicles of
the
Schonberg-Cotta Family,” “The
Martyrs of Spain” and a number of other
works died at Hampstead, England, March
20th.The American schooner William
Todd, from Mobile, Ala., was fired upon
by two Spanish gunboats, six miles off the
Isles of Pines.
Four solid shots crossed
tlie schooner’s bow after the captain
hoisted tlie United States colors.
The
vess *1 was boarded and searched
by an
armed boat's crew, but nothing of a contraband character was found.

gressional

Meeting of

Free Library.
Me

afternoon,

a

time

lie was in his
room in the new building and was seized
with a pain in iiis heart,
lie was laid
upon a lounge ami died almost instantly... j
The Congressional conferees have agreed
to the Cuban resolutions as passed by the
Senate, and the House it is believed will
State.
if) no
accept the report and concur with the Elizabeth Dean Johnston fund.
4 00
Senate.
These resolutions favor according belligerent rights t«> the Cuban insurAssumed income.
on
gents.The deficit for the year to
Estimated expenses:
March 28ih is $18.01)0,000. Jit April heavy
interest payments fall due and with the Kent.s 05 (K)
f»(M)0
Librarian, etc.
present latio of receipts and deficit at tin* Janitor. io 00
liseai ytnr may .approximate $27,000.1 MX).
Insurance.•.
1(H)U
Secretary ( arlisle’s estimate was sl7,0()0,Fixed charges.sllf» 00
oou.The items in the sundry civil bill,
To this should be added expenses for rerej oiled to the 11 oust* Thursday, contained the following oi Maine interest: Salapairs, fuel, lights, postage, -express, bookries of tlie superintendent of Maine life
cases and shelves. These items your trustees
saving station. sljiOO, with an assistant can determine from
;
gilts in money and memof $1,200; fish commission work, (ireen
Lake, Maine station, superintendent, j ber's fees we must look for the balance. A
"1.500. foreman, "780, lish cult mist, "i)r»0,
people who have made the success for the
one laborer, sT"0, in all $5, 120, the estiWinterport Free Library unequaled will
mate being $4,500.
Craig's Brook, Maine surely voluntarily come forward with their
station, superintendent, $1,500, foreman,
aid.
$720, one laborer s540 in all $2,700, the
I had the honor to represent your associaestimate $4,500.The National Woman's
Christian Temperance Cnion, Chicago, has tion at the meeting of librarians in Augusta
March 12th. It would have pleased you much
sent a letter to Speaker Thomas li. Reed,
in which they thank Him bu his action in to have heard the compliments bestowed
enforcing the rule against smoking in the upon Winterport and her people by the
House of Representatives.
members present from all parts of Maine,
counting among them college and city libra'I t kf Topics.
Col. \\. c. Morrill of
rians of prominence.
Pittsfield announces the following races:
In conclusion, I should tail in my duty did
At Fairlield, August lltli, three minute
the many courtesies and
class, trot, and pace, stake $500. At Pitts- 1 not acknowledge
field, August 14th, 2.25 class, trot and kind aid not only from your hoard, hut others
pace, stake, $400; August 12th, 2.20 class, at home and abroad.. To your president and
trot and pace, stake, $300; 2.35 class, trot
librarian, the large amount of work so cheerand pace, stake, $300.E. M. Dolloff of
fully performed.
Pittsfield has sold another 5-year-old HarOur gifts and donations have in most cases
binger colt to Beverley, Mass., parties for
been voluntary. Many have expressed a de"200, shipping expenses to come out of
the purchaser.The three leading fairs sire who could not see their way clearly. To
in Maine this year have arranged their all, whether money, books or kind words,
dates of exhibition so as not to interfere individually and officially, I wish to express
with each other, as follows: New England
my appreciation.
Fair, Portland, August 17-21; Eastern
A new year is before us and our treasury
Maine Fair, Bangor, August 25-28; Maine
is ready to receive, and I need not assure
State Fair, Lewiston, August 31 to Sepyou that your board of trustees will prompttember 4.
of

1

“The outlook for a
prosperous season for Maine’s fish and
game is first-rate,” said Colonel E. C.
Farrington, secretary of the Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association. “The
lakes will open early this year and many
hundreds of sportsmen will be attracted
to the State, leaving barrels of money and
thereby pleasing every one. Affairs of the
Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association are in a most satisfactory state.”
Fish and Game.

To the headers of the Journal.

days we shall mail a 32-page, ilbook, entitled “An Honest Tale
Plainly Told,” together with other interesting literature, to the head of every family in
In

a

few

lustrated

Waldo

These

county.

nanus

have been fur-

nished us hv the Tax Collector in each town,
and are correct.
We learned years ago that about 99 per
cent, of Postmasters are honest, conscientious, and perform the duties of their office
in a strictly honorable manner. These men
will deliver every book to the person, as addressed. The other one per cent, are bigots,
cranks. These men often destroy second
class mail matter, or neglect to deliver it
properly as required by law.
We don’t know as there is one of these
fellows in Waldo county. There may be;
therefore he it known, that if any family
does not receive their hook within a reasonable time after its arrival at their office, and
will inform us of the fact, we will make an
investigation at once, and if the matter has

been willfully destroyed

unnecessarily
satisfactory reward
or

delayed, wre will pay a
to the complainant, and guarantee their
Postmaster will deliver promptly next time.
Tiik Nutriola Company,

Belfast,
Cost

Maine.
of

Compulsory

Pilotage.

The schr. Charles H. Wolston was built in
1883 and carries 525 tons of coal on 12 feet
draft.
The Maud H. Dudley was built in
1884 and carries 030 tons coal on 13 feet. The
Wolston has paid for compulsory pilotage

$3,297 and the Dudley $3,027, making a total
of $(>,924 on these two small vessels in about
twelve years.
[Bath Times.

ly and intelligently expend
good of our people.

the

funds for the

best

Fred Atwood,
Treas. of Winterport Free Library Ass’n.

Meeting

of the Board of

Trade.

The Belfast Board of Trade held an adjourned meeting at the Police Court room
Tuesday evening, with a good attendance.
Capt. Charles Baker of the hotel committee
reported that the committee had failed to
raise enough money to build the. Crosby Inn
and asked that the committee he discharged.
The report was accepted.
Mayor Hanson
of the committee on new industries reported
that he. hail learned from correspondence
with

jtallies

in

other citi

s

that the

reason

they had not entered into negotiations with
the match factory company was the uncertainty of the machine doing its work. The

opinion that Belfast is
in no condition to invest money in experiments with machinery that larger places are
afraid of. As to shoe factories, the comcommittee is of the

find vacant and idle factories all
over New England, and do not think it advisable to try to get such enterprises to locate here in the present state of business of
the country. Mr. Hanson asked the opinion of the Board as to advertising for industries in trade papers, and, on motion of C.
B. Hall, $30 wras voted to the committee to
mittee

be used in

advertising.

stated that he had been in
formed that four men were ready, should
the Crosby Inu plan fail, to build a hotel on
the Ford lot, and also that an offer of $5,000 had been made towards a $20,000 hotel
on the vacant lot on
Phoenix Row. Tlie
Board adjourned to meet at call of the offiMr.

Hanson

cers.

Easter Sunday will be obIslesboro.
served at the Baptist church at Islesboro.
Sermon in the morning by Rev. Geo. E.
Tufts and an Easter Sunday school concert
in the evening.

Waldo

County

The

Grange.

Waldo County Pomona Grange held its
regular meeting Marcli 24th with Saudy
Stream Grange, Unity. The day was pleas-

1890.

NUMBER 14.

Belfast

Schools.

Easter Services iu th

monthly meeting of the School Committee was held at the Superintendent’s office
Monday evening, March 30th, with a full
The

ant, but owing to bad traveling and a town board present, chairman J. H. Howes premeeting being held in the place the attend- siding.
It was decided to begin the school in the
There was
ance was not as large as usual.
quite a gootl attendance in the afternoon. Union District next Monday, the school ofThe Worthy Overseer, J. G. Harding, took ficers of Searsport and Swanville having
the Master’s chair and appointed the follow- agreed to the proposition of the Belfast
ing pro tern, officers: Moses Clements, Over- committee.
Eastern Lodge of Good Templars was
seer ; T. J. Dill, Chaplain; G. C. Levanseller,
Steward; Pro. Cilley and Sister Harding, granted the use of the brick schoolhouse in
East Belfast, for lodge meetings on
Assistant Stewards; M. A. Sayward, PoTuesday
mona: Sister McManus,Ceres.Sister Helen C.
evenings.
of
The
which
Thomas gave the address
welcome,
resignation of Miss Jane A. McLellan,
touched upon the improvements of the place, first assistant in the High School, was reand was sparkling with wit. The response ceived. The committee on teachers was inwas by M. A. Sayward and was quite an
structed to see Miss McLellan and endeavable paper, treating of many of the leading or to induce her to remain until the close of
topics of the day. Nine Granges were re- the present school year; if she could not so
ported, as follows: Northern Light, Winter- remain, the committee are to procure a subport; Star of Progress, Jackson; Rising Sun, stitute.
Knox; Harvest Moon, Thorndike; Sandy
The committee on text books and appli-

Stream, Unity; Sebasticook, Burnham; Di- ances wa9 instructed to procure a supply of
rig»>, Freedom; Ritchie, Waldo; Hillside, diplomas for the High School.
The Committee then went into executive
Thorndike, and Albion Grange in Kennebec
county by Sister Fowler. Remarks for the session for a discussion of the question of
good of the order were made by J. G. Hard- Supervisorship. The term of Mr. O. C. Eving and Orrin Learned. A committee on ans expires May 1st. It was voted to emtime, place and program was appointed, con- ploy him for the remainder of the school
sisting of B. F. Foster, Frank Lane, Wm. year, or until July 1st.
Elliott and Sisters B. W. Downs and Helen
C. Thomas. The noon recess was then taken.
A class of 17 were instructed in the fifth degree. The choir gave a selection. The topic,
Shall we sustain the State store? was discussed by J. G. Harding. The topic, What
constitutes the new woman? was discussed
by Sisters B. W. Downs. L. M. Billings, S.
McManus, M. A. Sayward and Bros. Cookson and Harding.
Sandy Stream Grange
furnished the following entertainment: Rec.
by Mabel Bacon; violin and organ solo by
Bro. and Sister Cookson; Rec. by Olive
Rand ; Rec. by Lila Lowell.
The next meeting will be with Sebasticook
Grange, Burnham, April 21st, with the following program: Opening exercises; address of welcome by Sister Peter Barrows;
response by Sister Mabel Bacon; report of
Granges; conferring fifth degree; remarks
for good of the order; appointment of committee; recess: music; Topic, What is the
low prices of farm produce? to
be opened by Orrin Learned; Topic, What
is woman’s work on the farm? to be opened
by Sister Crosby Fowler. The remainder of
of the

cause

the program to be furnished by Sebasticook
There will be reduced rates by
railroad. [C. A. L.

Grange.

The Tost

iu

overhauling

old papers came across a memorandum
made by his father of the expense attending
the journey from Belfast to New York iu
1825.
In these days of rapid transit and
cheap fares the following figures will be
some

read with interest:

Nov.
Stage from Belfast to Waldoboro.$ 2 00
11.

I),
S.

at

schoolroom to be used for that purpose.
Schools began Monday with a good attendance.
The following changes in teachers
have been made: Mis9 Ida Roberts succeeds
Mrs, Rena Sholes, resigned, in the North
Primary ; Miss Gertrude Ferguson succeeds
Miss Roberts at the Head of the Tide; and
Miss Alma Robinson, formerly assistant at
former District No 12, succeeds Miss Fer-

mar

guson at Citypoint.
No. 12 this term.

Union

..25

and lodging, Waldoboro.28

2 (53
Nov. 12.
Fare from Waldoboro to WiscasM2
set.
Breakfast at do.27
Fare to Bath ferry, 8 miles.<52
12
To over the do.
2 25
Do. to Portland.
.50
D. it Brunswick.
s. and lodging, Portland..58

5.78
Nov. i;;
4 hit
Fare to Portsmouth.
B. at Keunebunk.;7 1-2
50
i>. at Portsmouth.
50
at Salem.
4 00
Fare to Boston.
0

27

Nov. 14.
B. and lodging at Boston.75
Dinner.50
20
Taking trunk to stage house.
(S.oo
Fare to Hartford.
.37 1-2
S. at Worcester.
Nov. 15.
.50
B. at Hartford.
2.00
Fare to New Haven.
3 ()<»
Do. to New York.
D. at New Haven.50
S. at Stamford.50
14 20
82

Sundries.

of

course

of

ttie

Granges.

of Belfast had a clam-bake
connection with the regular meeting last
Saturday evening. They expect to confer

Equity Grange

in

the

third and fourth degrees next Saturday.

Seaside Grange of Belfast conferred the
fourth degree on four sisters and three
brothers last Saturday evening. After the
work the grange ad journed to a truck-team
which stood at the door, and the furniture,
paraphernalia, etc., was removed to the new
hall, where after unloading the goods a
clam chowder was served. The new hall is
very neatly finished ami well lighted, ami is

admirably adapted not only to grange meetings but to daucing, entertainments, etc.
There is a good stage, with a rear entrance.
The lower stoiy is well arranged for “feeding the multitude,” with ample dining room
and convenient kitchen and other

acces-

sories.
W. C.

T. U. Anniversary.

Belfast Woman’s Christian TemperUnion observed its twenty-second an-

Tlie
ance

niveisiry

last

Saturday

evening,

by

a

picnic

supper and social gathering at the rooms on
Mam street. There was a large attendance
of

to

After a
and invited guests.
business session the company sat down
bountiful supper, which included a

members

short
a

meats, escaloped clams,
large variety
cake, doughnuts, pastry, etc. After the
of

tables were cleared away a short time was
devoted to social intercourse ami a literary
Mr. and Mrs. E.
program was presented.
S. Pitcher each sang a solo and Mrs. P. S.

Cunningham,
Staples,
Alexander, Mrs. Edwin Frost, Mrs. Fred N.
Savery and Miss A. A. Hicks gave recitations. Remarks were made by Mrs. A. E.
Clark, Miss Hicks, Mrs. Alexander, SuperMrs.

Charles

Mrs.

intendent O. C. Evans, Messrs. Oscar Hills,
F. N. Savery and J. S. Fernald. The meeting closed about 8.30 o’clock.
Camden.
Noah Moulton, a resident on
Mechanic street, wras severely injured Saturday morning in the Carletou, Norwood &
Co. quarry, where he has worked for several
A stone from a blast struck him in
years.
the forehead, fracturing the skull severely.
Mr. Moulton considered himself at a safe
distance and did not pay attention to the
warning wheu given, and thus unexpectedly received the dangerous blow'.... At the
annual meeting of the school board held in
Dr. J. K. Hooper’s office, J. K. Hooper wras
elected chairman and T. A. Hunt superintendent.

assistant at

up w'ith

before

supplemental reading
the beginning of the

be taken
next school
to

year.

Mayor Hanson has appointed police officer
Knights to serve as truant officer until the
City Government makes a permanent appointment.
The

Belfast

LANDLORD AT

A NEW

Hotels.

TKE WINDSOR

Personal.

Mr.

Mosher, Tenor,

Assisted

Mr.

IMPROVEMENTS AT THE OTHER HOTELS.

service

evening

will

consist

boarders in addition to the general business
travel. The dining room of the Stephenson
house is to be arranged for a sample room
for commercial travelers and the present
sample room in the hotel will be converted
into a leading room for guests. These, and
will make the Revere

House equal to any hotel of its size in the
State.
Centner is making improvements at
Phoenix House, re-arraugn-g rooms,

L. L.

furniture,

etc.

Wedding Bells.
Adams-BoyD.
A
(piiet wedding took
place at the residence of Col. and Mrs. John
M. Adams Woodfords, Hearing, March 25th
at noon—the marriage of their daughter,
Susan Merrill Adams to Dr. James Harrington Boyd of Chicago Univ. rsity. The ceremony was impressively performed in the,
presence of relatives and immediate friends
by Dr. Nathaniel Butler, President of Colby
University, assisted by Rev. E. P. Wilson
of Woodfords. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd left on
the afternoon train for the West.

Miss Adams has visited Belfast, the last
time with the Maine Press Association, and
has many friends here who will wish her the
fullest measure of happiness aud prosperity.
Roome-Patterson. J. Frank Roome and
Miss Nellie Patterson were united in marriage Saturday, March 28th, at 3 p m., at the
parsonage on Newhall street, Lynn, Mass.,
by Rev. Albert W. Moore, D. D., pastor of
the Central Congregational Church.
After
the ceremony the happy couple were driven
to the house of the bride’s brother, Martin
Patterson, 25 Stone place, where a light
lunch was partaken of, after which they immediately left for North Billerica, where
they will make their future home. Their
were
both beautiful and
many presents
useful.
Bucknam-Colby. There was a quiet wedding by Rev. William Forsyth at his residence in Bucksport Saturday evening when
Henry C. Bucknaw and Miss Ruby A. Colby
were united in wedlock.
Mr. Buekuam is
the engineer of the tug Ralph Ross, and
Miss Colby has fora few years been a milliner in Bucksport.
When they returned to
Mrs. Nettie Hill’s, where Miss Colby has
been boarding, they found a number of
friends to congratulate them, much to their

surprise.
Nominations by the Governor.
Inland

Commissioner

of

Fisheries and

Game—Leroy T. Carleton, Winthrop,
Judge of the Belfast Police Court—Ruel
W. Rogers, Belfast.
Inspector of Prisons and Jails—Augustus
W. Gilman, Foxcroft.
Trustee of the State Collage—Charles P.
Allen, Presque Isle.
Trustee of the Soldiers’ Orphans’ Home—
Lorenzo D. Carver, Rockland.
Inland Fish and Game Ward* n—Charles

W.

Berry, Liberty.

Misses

very

Mrs. F. E. Twiss of Lawrence, Mass., is
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. II.
Strout.
Jennie WhkUlen went to Everett,
Monday to visit her father, Wm.
H. Whidden.
Miss

Mass.,

Haydn

Dexter Guptill has been appointed Aid
the Staff of Commander Carver of the
Department of Maine, G. A. R.
T.

on

Fred W. Rust of Kansas City, Mo., is
spending a short vacation, from Williams
College, with friends in Belfast.
Waldo B. Newton returned fejo Boston
a visit of three weeks to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. .1. A. Gilmore.
Mrs.

yesterday, after

Justices of the Peace and Quorum—
George J. Grotton, Belfast; W.H. McLellau,
Belfast; C. W. Page, Hampden; Josephs.
Walker, Brooksville.

Superintendent

man,

Loud.
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A. MeLel.au, lirst, assistant of
Bellas! High School, has resigned her

Miss .lane
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to

become lirst an*.stunt o! the

Ly

Boston, of whit h Mr. A,
11. Kelley, formerly principal >f Belfast High
School, is principal.
man

school of Kant
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Fred A. Harriman of Waterville

Messrs.

and Chas.

A.

f

Harriman

Bath

arrived

Palestine Saturday to spend Sun lay
with
their
Commandery, Knights Templar, will he parents, Mr ami Mrs A. J. Harriman,
held at the I’nitariau church at 1 o’clock ! Charles was a< companmc by his wife and
Sunday afternoon. The church will hw daughter, who wiil remain for a few days.
appropriately decorated with evergreens, j G I Mildram of We Is has been engaged
ornamentation j
Easter
lilies,
etc., and
as
principal of the Book port high sehool.
corresponding to the day and the Order Mr. Mildram
graduated trom Bates college
The

of

Faster service of

I

d from the Book land

al

There is

ser-

Bragg of Islesboi
sport Saturday, rii their return
from New Bruusw .- k, where they had h*,en
to adopt a litth daughter, wh>-.tec mpunied
,Jo)

Mi
Bruce
Jones

a

lour

last

vice in Lew

tin

music

McIntyre returned
weeks’ evangelistic
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a

will be

given

of Maxim-

now

week from

day lor

’1

Easter music, will he
Catholic church at 10 a. m.

a

Mars

ship with sermon at 10 1.". Subject, “Eternal
1
Hope." Sunday School at 1_‘ Young Peomeet
at
The
Tl
lie
Resur<»,
i
lig
pic's
Topu

Methodist church will
he appropriate to the day, ami an Faster
concert will he given in the evening by the
Sunday school.
Services appropriate to the day, with

Monday to buy their
They v:d return Satur-

1 )ermot.

Postlude.

at the

1st.

Elliott, the stage
becoming tamous and
former Rockland girl, is Jessie
name

who is

who is

Sept.

n

milliner, Miss Cush-

I5«>st<>n

went to

Loud.

he L’niversalistchurch next Sunday the
services will he as follows:
Morning wor-

special

Cates and

The real

rendered:
Offertoire in D b

schools <). C. Evans
position with an increas-

of
a

ed salary, Ins duties to beg

*

annual

that lie has

states

spring millinery.
day.

k.

re-

remains prac-

Misses Annie L. Barr, Sarah H. Fletcher
and Susie E. Dinsmore are at home from
school for a short vacation.

Mrs. Pitcher.

by the Sunda> School at 7 o’elo.
morning service the following

week,

last

Capt. Robert F. Patterson and family
have moved to Lynn, Mass., and leased their
house to A. G. Spencer.

Hymn, “The Day of Resurrect:mi,”

sermon

condition of Mr. Win. M. Erskine,

The

ported seriously ill
tically unchanged.

Scripture,

The

last

Mrs. .1. C

Solo, “The Angel’s Message,”

and Ella Haswell left
relatives in Newton,

Doe

visit to

a

visiting

Prayer.

tin*

for

Mass.

Chorus.

tin Life

Amy

Monday

Responsive Scripture readii g.
Hymn, “Mary at the Savior's Tomb.”
Apostle’s Creed.
Gounod.
Anthem, “Lovely Appear,”

r»«

in new

Mrs. E. L. Talbot went to Bangor TuesMrs. Lettie Pace.

day to visit her friend,
Mayo.

Organ Voluntary,
Anthem, “Christ is Risen from the Dead,”
Arr. from Wagner.

ccit

nature well qualified lo meet tierequirements of a hotel landlord.
E. A. Jones, proprietor of the Revere
House, lias leased the Stephenson house opposite, ami has fitted up sixteen rooms,
which, in connection witn the Revere, will
accommodate a large number of summer

putting

York.

the Baptist church, in the morning, the
pastor will preach on “The Stone Rolled
Away,” Mark 10: 3-4. The following music
will he rendered by the choir:
Keene.
Selection, “The Love of Christ,”
Anthem, The Lord is Risen,
Lynes.
Solo and Quartette.
Easter
Wales.
Carol, Riug, Happy
Bells,
In the evening there
will be a special
choral service. Following is the program:

At

Josie Burkett left last Friday for a
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dougau of New

Miss
visit to

At

varied

the

Ross H. Sanborn returned to Bangor Minia tarry of six months in Belfast.

day after

both morning and evening will
be by the quartette, assisted by Mrs. R. H.
Howes, soprano, and a chorus, with Mrs. J.
W. Jones and Miss M. E. Faunce, organists.
The church is to be handsomely decorated
for the occasion.

Offering,
Carol, “Joy Bells,”

from

U. S. Postoffiee Inspector W. B. Snow
spent Sunday with friends in Belfast.

The music

aud is by

changes,

Maurice E. Davidson is at home
Bates College for a short vacation.

Mr. Parker.

Response, “Let Thy Mercy,”

Blanche L. Sullivan went to Boston
for a short visit.

Miss

largely of one of the popular responsive services prepared specially for Easter. Beside
the regular music given iu the service the
following selections will be given:
Organ voluntary.
Loud
Carol, “Easter-tide,”
Miss Durham.
Song,
Gounod
Song, “Easter Eve,”
Postlude.

a

Wednesday

Bonner
(’lark

Organ

improvement,

endeavor to so manage the* house
the patronage of the t raveling public. Mr. Knowltou is a practical
business man. and during the World's Fair
at Chicago he managed very successfully a
large boarding house near the grounds. He
has a large acquaintance with traveling men

fe\' minor

Win. H. Quimby returned Tuesday from
short visit, to Portland.

Macy

I lie

in town Fri-

Charles E. Johnson went to Boston Monon business.

Schilling

Postlude, “March,”

was

on

day,

Greatorex

that it will merit

a

G. J. Shaw of Hartland
on business.

Rossini
Organ voluntary, “Offertoire,”
Carol, “Wonderful Easter Morning,” Iteane
Easter anthem, “The Passing of the King,”

Solo by Mrs. R. H. Howes.
Response, “And ye shall seek me,”

yester-

day

vice will be held at 7 .‘10 o'clock iu the morning. The subject of the forenoon sermon
will be “The Witness of the Resurrection.”
The following music will be given:

Carol, “Ringing the Bells,”

in town

was

George A. Quimby left for Boston
Moutlay’s boat.

by Miss Colburn, Soprano, Mr.
Wardwell, tenor and Mr. Sanborn, violinist.
At the North church a special Easter ser-

anil will

in the line of

Mr. Edward Johnson
on business.

day

Pettingill, Bass,

Gloria,

business.

Otis A. Alden arrived from Lynn yesterday for a visit.

M. E. Faunce Organist

Chorus.
Short address, “The empty grave,”
Pastor
“I;
know
that
II\inn,
my Redeemer Lives."
Pra.v er and Benediction.

changes

S. H. Mathews is in Ellsworth and vicinityon

Solo and Chorus.

HOUSE.

With the advent of spring our hotels are
being put in the best condition possible to
take care of the traveling public and summer visitors, and to make up so far as practicable for the loss of the Crosby Inn.
Marcellas R. Knowltou lias leased the
Windsor Hotel for a term of three years,
and took possession April 1st. He will make

Total.833 00
News

no

in an informal
the School Committee
Monday evening, said that the work of the
schools this year is fully one year ahead of
the corresponding grades last year, and that
the work is more thoroughly done.
The Committee have under advisement a

some

1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2

There is

Superintendent Evans,

statement

of Trip to New York in 1825.

gentleman of this city

A

Robert Waterman has been engaged to
have the care of all transported pupils during the noon intermission, the Lower Gram-

Churches.

e

Easter will be generally observed in the
churches of this city next Sunday. All the
churches will be decorated more or less
elaborately, and all appropriate to the day.
Rev. J. M. Leighton, at the Unitarian
church, will take for his morning subject,
“The Easter of the Heart.”
The music will
be as follows:
Offertoire “De Saint Cecile,”
Orison
“Jubilate iu G,”
Danks
Once the Lord of Glory Lay,
Bartlett
with violin obligato, Mr. Sanborn,
“Gloria”
Wiske
Grass and Roses,
Bartlett
Solo, Miss Russ, with violin obligato,
Mr. Sanborn
Loud
Carol, Joy Bells,
Postlude, Festal Marche,
Brewer
Miss Sullivan .Soprano, Miss Russ,Contralto,

Knights Templar.

1

The usual Faster

ser-

in hS'.>:i and

vice of the Order will he given, with a serF. Tilton of the Baptist
mon by Rev. J.
church. The music will he as follows:
Anthem, Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem,
lv

Quartette and full Chorus.
Solo,
Miss Russ.
Solo,
Carol, Ring, Merry Bells,
Concerning

Local

at

Cape

while

coi.ege for several

in

IB
lege mm
tin best college
■

twirVrs in the Slate.

Albert M. Ba h, whose hone- is in Blue
Jlill, is the first offi u r of the steamship
Comanche of the Clyde Line, running be-

nox

Loud

tween

York and

New

her when she

Industries.

Maine

N. S. Lord is making 4 of the larger sails
for sell. Emma S. Briggs, and a suit for a

yacht building

was

years the pitcher of the
was at
the time one >>1

Mr. Bieli

officer of the

ship Robert

years

in

south sh >uld take

people going

six

He joined
Philadelphia.

Florida.

budding

Comanche.
been

Rozier.

was

the

years tirst
L. Belknap, amt has

was t>r six

with the Clyde line

Geo. E. Tufts attended the meeting
of the Central Maine Theological Circle at
Waterville Tuesday. Mr. Tufts was the
essayist of the meeting, and his subject was
‘My Impressions of Some European
Churches ami Church Ser\ices." The pracRev.

The Monroe cheese factory last season
made 1,456 cheeses, which weighed 57,794
pounds, out of 553,140 pounds of milk received.

The certificate of incorporation of the
Wood Manufacturing Company of LiticolnB.
tical topic was presented by Rev. H
ville has been recorded in the Waldo CounMitchell of Foxcroft. Sub. “Junior Christy Registry of Deeds. The purposes of the j
tian Endeavor Work.”
corporation are tile manufacturing of long !
and short lumber, barrel heads, and turned |
athletic work. The amount of capital stock Mayor Hanson Favors High License.
1
is £25,990; amount already paid in is £13,000;
In his inaugural address Mayor Baxter of
Lewis E. Pitch- |
par value of shares is £100.
discussed at seine length the enPortland
er of Northport, Charles E.
Peabody ;tnd
of the prohibitory law, replying
forcement
William 1. Peabody of Lynn, Mass., are di- !
'ion.
to lr.s eritu s, and stating how, in his
rectors; Lewis E. Pitcher is president and ;
The
the law eoiihl he effectively enforced
Charles E. Peabody is treasurer. The cor- j
Bath Times refers to this address in a circuthe
mill
will
and
J
operate
improve
poratiou
lar sent to the Mayors of Maine cities, and
in Lincolnville
formerly owned by Mr.
the subject.
asks for their opinions on
Pitcher.
Among th< replies received was one from

j

<

Sheriff

Norton Complimented.

inspectors of jails say in their report
that “the Waldo county jail at Belfast has
been managed in a manner exceedingly creditable to Sheriff Norton, it has been kept,
neat and clean, and is no longer tilled with
tramps. The vigorous methods adopted by
the county commissioners and sheriff have
been most satisfactory in results.” The
figures given show the total commitments
in this jail for 1895 to have been 233, divided
as follows,
tramps, 207; poor debtors, 9;
drunkenness, 13. There were 4 commitments
The highest price
for selling intoxicants.
The

Mayor Hanson of Belfast, who said:

opinion it
prohibitory law
fact that, the people
In my

is

impossible

to

enforce

Belfast because of the
will not endorse the acts
Belof the officials who endeavor to do so.
fast runs under what may he termed practiis
cally a low license. Very rarely a party
scut to jail for a short time; as a rule, they
are simply fined.
I believe in ami practice temperance and
in the interest of temperance 1 thoroughly
believe in high license and local option.
Local option will keep the traffic out of the
suburban towns equally as well as prohibition. The license with certain restrictions
will keep the traffic in the hands of responsible men and furnish protection to minors
paid for board in the jaiis of the State is and habitual drunkards.
I would prohibit the sale of liquor to these
$2 50 per week, iu Franklin, Oxford, Somerset and Hancock. The counties which pay two classes and make the penalty for a viola$2 are Kennebec, Knox and Lincoln, Waldo tion, forfeiture of the license.
Not having read Mayor Baxter's address,
and Washington; $1.75. Aroostook, Cumberland Penobscot and York ; $1.80, Androscog- I cannot state whether 1 agree with his
gin. There* was an increase of poor debtors opinion or not, 1 can only speak my own
sentiments.
jailed over the previous year of 48.
the

in

A

j

Repira Stats Cnmitii
WILL IJE HELD IN

CITY HALL, PORTLAND,

Thursday, April 16, 1896,
At Eleven o’clock A. ,\L.

Letter

hoped that upon his second entrance into
dignifiedJ position he holds that he
[Special Correspondence of The Journal.] might be induced to take a residence and
Washington, I). C., 28th March, 1890. entertain royally. Mr. Reed, however,
With the exception of the presidency shows an independent mind in this domesitself, there is not a more responsible or tic matter as he does in everything else,
difficult office under our tri-fold system of and is living in modest appartmeuts at
government than the Speakciship of the the Hotel Shoreham, which is known as
National
House
of
Representatives. i Vice-President Morton’s hotel, thereby
Charged with the organization of the avoiding to Mrs. Reed the inconvenience
Washington, D. C.

from

the

f s< lediny fix candidates for
tor ti e i fit use
I
President and Vice-President «d the
elecu n
Viiti 'i S'11 s ami four delegates at large and
four ad* i;ates t■ > at 1 end the Na; iona 1 Republican
< m \i
ri. to In- held at St Louis. Misst uri. on
many important committees of this great
Tuesda> I ttt c D>. 1 Sand transacTing any other
1 ;it ma\ pro] erl\ eotne he fore it.
bn si in
the
officer is
legislative
I he l-a.-is «d rt pit sentai inti will be as follows
the peor.
‘•'••wn and Plantation will be entitled to bold to a stiict
eaeb
on** <ie’i yaie. and for each seventy-five votes east
not
for all‘the
Ri i u lican candidate lot (iovernor m ple,
tor tin
3KIM, an additional de'egate, and for a fraction hition which is oftentimes rushed
of lot i, loirs in < xcess of sew ntv live votes, an
at unguarded moments, but for the failadditional relocate.
Vactti I'tts in tin* delegation ,,f any City, Town
ure of Congress to
as well.
Yet
or Plantation can oiilv be tilled by a resident of
the ( nnt> m whit h the vacancy exists.
those
who a few short mouths
The State c< mmittee will he in session in the
that an acreception n m of the hall at nine o’clock, on the ago were
tin rnii y <t <le convention, for the imrpose of
Hon. Thomas Brackett Reed
receiving tl e credentials of delegates. De elates ceptance by
in onfer to be eligible to participate in the con- of the
managership of the nationvention, mnst. be elected subsequent to the date
of ilie eall for this convention; and delegates, al
would
be to
this
should
not
be
under
call,
elected to the State
him in the attainment of his
convention to he hereafter called for the purpose
of mm 'hinting; a candidate for (iovernor.
for
preferment,
All electors of Maine, without regard to past ; higher aspirations
for he has
political oifTerences, who are in sympathy with reckoned without their
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Reestimagained ground in
publican National Committee or the Republican
National Convention, are cordially invited to tion.
unite with the R« j uhlieans of the State in electing delegates to this Convention.
Whatever may be the faults of the disPer ordei Republican State Committfe.
.JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
and he is
tinguished
I
BYRON OYD. Secretary.
he never allows his massive brain
Augusta. Maine, dan. 2K, is'.uk

and hard work incident to the

Mrs.

March, might

gentlemen
loudly proclaiming

<
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in State Convention.
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success
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as

since
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When (link clouds
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and fold

Tin
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doi

the House of Rep-

there

are

and the ceremony

young couple

censure

a

fellow member

rich

which the former considered
i;.\ai.:

tion
Stars

in 1857,

these who

quickly

recovered

himself,

of lead in

or

’5(I there

thought to
Shelburne,

be

a

Coos

develop
the deposit
to

the mine; but late

did not prove sufrich to make the operations profitable, the works were abandoned. In 1850
the writer was employed in lumbering on

upon the glory and dignity of the
and Stripes, and in violation of the

however,

deposit

large scale
as

ficiently

oath taken at the commencement of the

in

In ls.V>
was

the

highlands situated two or three miles
—though it looked much less—north from

and

the White Mountains proper, or “Presidential range,” and about four miles west

bis usual promptness succeeded in
weighed down with sorrow" and trouble by
the passage of the resolutions.
preventing
that we might bene lit in some way.
If
from Gorham village, one of the most imHad the chair been occupied by a less
we could not go the sorrowing heart to
portant stations on the Grand Trunk railcheer, and go to wipe the falling tear, we adroit, and resolute, and capable politiThe writer having a keen appreroad.
cian
the
result
have
been
a
wet
might
could write and send messages of sympaciation of the grand mountain scenery in
blanket
upon future Republican prospects
thy. To the heart bowed down with grief
that enchanting region, and wishing to
in the south—in a section which is just on
w hat can he
compared to real sympathy?
visit the lead mine, as that was counted
the brink of breaking away from its old
Hold and silve r to the soul that is wrung
one of the points of interest, arranged with
time-honored political moorings.
w ith anguish is of little*
consequence comtwo friends for an excursion to that place,
As the probable Republican candidates
pared to heartfelt sympathy. Ilow much
which was about nine miles distant, east.
for
the
the
presidency
daily routine of To add to the
sympathy is needeel in this cold-hearted
novelty of the excursion it
t he Spt aker is
interesting, but it is doubtworld.
To tin* aged and feeble, and to
was to be taken on foot.
The members of
ful
if
he
the
for
it
is
a
hard
enjoys
life,
those who are “shut in" and cannot go
our party were all boys or young men,
about and enjoy life as once they could, one, and such as any man might well j
whose ages ranged from twenty to a year or
Most of the
how delightful it seems to meet with a shrink from entering upon.
two past that period. The day fixed for the
work
connected with his legis“telling"
s) inputlftic soul and listen to kind w'ords.
excursion, August 27th, proved fine. To
In li ving to comfort others in their sor- lative duties, or w ith his campaign for the
the writer the vividness of that morning’s
St.
I.ouis
is
conducted
in
the
nomination,
i"w it makes tin* darkness
disappear from
walk amid the surrounding scenery, as resolitude of night in company with his
our own minds, and we can see the
j produced by memory, is that of a panobright
llieient
Mr.
:
when
it
is
Secretary,
Allen,
light in the clouds. The suiest way to
ramic view.
With light steps, a a air of
make mselves happy is in trying to make possible to be free from vexatious inter- j
freedom and anticipations of adventure
are

others

si

It is said that very often Mr. !
and his Seeretaiy do not retire to which belong to youth, we came down the
Gorham highlands, across the plain, along
r« >i until two o’clock in the
morning. Mr.
Reed is not noted as being a very early ; the left bank of the Moose river to the
riser, but unless sitting up later than 1 bank of the Androscoggin river, distance
three mi les, at a point where the river
usual the
before he
arrives

ruptious.

•.

Reed

“A

iiy w itli vain repining.s
"ng songs -f hope and beer,
T i' many a weary comrade
(irow s strong of heart to hear.

He w l,o sings over trouble
Is aye 1 he wisest man,
lb- i'll t help w hat lias
happened
1’at does lhe best he can.'’

night

W hen the rose of friendship
fades, why
hy should we sit down and grieve over
its withered leaves? That can never make
the beauty aid fragrance of the flower return.
Put we'll do the best we can; and
we would
he sure of the
of the “tried and true:” we

on
c<

his soul.
The cause of
kind suspicion, for which thou hast

punisl

to

un-

thy

in chai ity wishing or
praying for his weal,
lie shall not guess the secret charm that
Ui ret h his soul to love thee.”
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misrepresented

are

duced. why should

and tra-

sit down and shed

we

hitter tears over it? That can never right
tlie w n rg, hut w e’ll do the best we
can,
and li\e so that our e\ery-day life will
contiadict it. it may set m to harm us for
a

w
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a

hile, but
it

i.<it

is

will be all

it

lighted here,

right sometime.
it will be liere-

fter.
Wlfii

trouble

comes

down

over

down

and think

than

we

the soul,

bear,

can

promise “that
shall he.’’

our

as

of

why

tempest

a

should

sorrows

when

our

day

said,call

have

the

strength

our

we can:

on

sit

we

greater

are

we

AW 11 do the best

go to Him who lias

day

like

and

Me in the

trouble and I will bear you.
J.

Stockton

Springs,

c.

M.

March 9, 1896.

minute before

buy-

ing shoes. Get shoes smooth
inside, shoes (hat are stylish,
flexible, easy, and comfortable.

of

compared with the numimproved revolvers in use to-day.
Probably the boys of to-day would prize

the first mentioned revolver
object of curiosity than as a
and convenient firearm. It

was

more as

an

safe,

useful

taken

by our

much for amusement as

always

tact,

!

danger of turning
a

a

warm

tact, and it is

a

a

man

noticeable fact that

w

of

pleasantness,
the track, which stretched along the right
bank of the Androscoggin to a point
where a bridge spanned the river at right
angles with the railroad. This led to a

of
iile

the House is in Committee of the
Whole,
and he is for the time being free from the

road little traveled and which traversed a
wild country among the mountains. From
this road branched the mine road, which

restraints incident to the Speakership, he
is more often seen conversing with Demo-

led

than with his own political friends.
Mr. Heed has said of himself that he can
best make up his mind as to what course

crats

to pursue in public matters by ascertaining the views of the minority, and that
the most satisfactory manner of ascertain-

been said that

during

the famous

first

Congress when the “Reed” rules
were promulgated, and so
harshly criticised by the leaders of the Democratic
party on the floor, many of them assured
Mr.

Reed in private conversation that
with him, and intimated
that their opposition was chielly political.

the other

bluIts, through ravines and

small streams.

across

After

going more than a
mile, and while ascending the mountain
slope and catching glimpses of buildings
ball hidden by trees, we became aware
;

that

nearing the mining camp or
Passing along its one street we

we were

j

was

of

quite novel,

to

the “utter leftness”
the whole the effect

see so

buildings—sixteen

or

large collection
twenty in num-

of

-Highest

on

and at the bot-

huge mass of iron
taken a house in this city, notwithstand- wheels, shafts, timbers, etc., showed all
Good)ear Welt Shoes. All shoe ing, too, the fact that Mr. Heed has been that remained of the crushing works. A
dealers sell them. They’re not a leading member of the House of Repre- few yards farther up, at the head of the
sentatives for fifteen years. This is a dis- ravine, and near the abrupt mountain
rubber.
appointment to many persons in official wall, was situated the main mine.
Two shafts had been sunk, the deepest
life in Washington, socially inclined, who
QOODYEAR SHOE lVIACH'Y CO., BOSTON.

made
Seat-

prominent point

a

surrounding

heard coining from

we

We have

inquiries

in reof internal
cancers, such as cancer of the womb,
stomach and bowels. When the disease attacks these organs, the doctors
generally admit that it is incurable.
We make no boast of what S. S. S. will
do in such ca>es, as the following letters we feel are worth more than volumes of claims that we
might make.
Head them carefully :

gard to S.

numerous

S.

S. in

cases

Norwich, Conn.,

Dec.

T’iie Swift Specific Co.,

30,

1895.

Atlanta, Ga.
Gentlemen:—Will you kindly mail
me your book
on blood
poison, skin
diseases and cancer? My mother, 70
to 75 years of ago, has a cancer in the
rectum. Two of our best doctors here
have given her up,and say the sooner
she dies the better for herself, and if
she lives long she will die in agony.
While I do not know that they are
wrong in their opinions, I am not satisfied with them, and believe your
S. S. S., if it does not cure her, will at
least relieve her so she will die peaceI got her started on your
fully.
S. S S. yesterday, and what I want of
your hook is points ;is to bathing or
injecting. Will be pleased to hear
from you soon.
Yours very truly,
<
I,. < ROSGRoVE,
Box 151, Norwich, Conn.
Norwich, Conn., Feb. 6, 1890.
The Swift Specific Go..
Atlanta, Ga.
Gen lemf.n : —When
1
wrote you
of
the latter part
December, my
mother was. according to l he honest
belief of three physicians, on her
deal libed : <lie could not retain either
food or medieilie on her stom.-ieh. and
‘it did not seem reasonable to think
there was an.Whing but death to re'The doctors informed us
lieve her.
she had a cancer in the lower bowel
and there was no cure for her. She
showed such vitality for a person to
be mi near death we thought there
must he something to help her, and
reading of others being saved by the
use of
jour S. S. S., we thought it
would do no harm, if not some good,
to try it, so we informed her of her
condition, just as the doctors had informed us, and left it with her to try
your remedy or not, as she saw fit.
-die concluded to try it and from the
first dose or two, she began to brighten
up, and improve; she can now get up,
dress and help herself, and can eat
everything or anything she wants and
from it. We all feel quite
no distress
hopeful that the cancer will pass away
in due time by the use of your S. S. S.,
which she will now gladly take. You
may make this letter as public as you
choose, and the more so the better, as
too much praise can not be given your
valuable remedy.
Yours truly,
(< eo. L. ( Irosgrove.
The above is but a sain pie of t lie many
we receive daily in
regard to
various deep-seated
blood
diseases
which other remedies do not touch.
Blood
Poison,
Scrofula.
EcContagious
zema, liheumat ism, and 'Tet ter, are obstinate blood diseases, and only a real
blood remedy will baveany effort whatS. S. S. ;</uarunteed
ever upon them.
a real
blood remedy
purely veyelnhle
and never fails to cure any disease havin
its
the
it matters
blood,
ing
origin
not what other treatment has failed.
Valuable books can be obtained by addressing The Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.

“Big

«

Then,
day variety,

scene.

dark cloud—not

n

as a

we

For 5 cents you get almost as
much “Battle Ax” as you do of
other high grade goods for \ 0 cents*
Before the days of “Battle Ax”
consumers paid fO cents for same
quality* Now, “Battle Ax”
Highest Grade, 5 cents* That's

entered, uninvited and unwelcomed.

At the

same

time two

had just

arrived, joined

supposed

to

we

during
plenty

gentlemen,
us

who

in what

we

be the ample sitting room,
found comfortable quarters

the

shower, although

of ventilation

as

there

was

the windows in

The furmany places were minus glass.
niture nt tht' room (‘(insisted of two or
three boxes or stools.
As one of our fel-

!

true economy*

low guests improved the time with pencil
note-book we judged him to be a

and

When the clouds had
newspaper man.
•oiled away over the mountains and the
again

sun was

shining

we

started

on

colby

The SHOPPING

our

return. The mountain peaks were casting
their shadows across the valleys and the
ravines were growing darker and more

Kast

Thorndike, March,
The

I

it

•in.-,

it.

18‘.M>.

Churches.

TrUHE’©

/

)

■

Rev. W. H. Spencer, D. D.t pastor of the
Baptist church in Waterville was do ted to
membership in the Loyal Legion at tin- re-

CRAIN,

lath

April
will

the

M.

sessions

of

in

C 0 3.1S.

others
disease.

in the woods

with the measles.
1

having a light run of t!
Zerah Robbins, while at work !
recently chopping, indicted a
<

with the

his loot

confine him to the house

axe

Millkkton, Dutchess Co., N. 'S
“Dr. David Kennedy, Dear Sir
For more
than eighteen months I was so badly afflicted with kidney trouble [ could scarcely walk
a quarter of a mile without fainting
I did
not gain until I began to use Dr. David Kennedy's Favorite Remedy. After using the
hrst bottle I noticed a decided improvement,
which continued, and 1 know that

Can digest most anything.

Unfortunately

man’s cannot.

lThree

Rules Are:—

1.

A careful diet.

2.

Don’t

3.

If you do hurry, remember a
small dose of
JL. F.” will
save

hurry.

you lots of

suffering.

,The True‘*I.. F.” Atwood’s Ritters,
35c.

a

Rottle.

I HI: COLBY SHOPPIV
INFORM A MON Hi

G. T.

READ

MACHINIST
■

01

WII-I.

VK

SI*K( I A I.

A IT K V!

which will

for several weeks.

.Andrew Bean has moved on to the place j
Miss I
recently bought of John Richardson
Fannie Gushee has gone to Kent's Hill, |

Balt and Pips Tiirean^’;
-DKAI.KK IN_

Standard and W

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

in a misi-rabh"iil began to take .1 -mv
be
friends thought I would never
bell.
My sister also lias been very s ek with
bladder trouble for over a year, so bad that,
quantities of blood came from her. .She suffered at times most frightful pain, and nothing seemed to help her until she began the
use of Dr. David Kennedy'* Fasonte lb m.
dv
She is now using her third b-.tt.le. am!
is like a different person.
M RS. THOM AS DV K
was

Agent fur

time

u

\VnUh>

at fanatic

fin ft

wants

County
burglar
tt

few

u

agents.^
GEO. T. HEAD,
40 MAIN STREET

BEI

...

where she will attend

school.

Miss

Carrie1

Hatch of Liberty accompanies her.
Fred
Davidson drove into a bad place in the road

Farms for Sale.
One

farm

of

75

acres, two

story house.

visiting friends here-The Sous of Veterans
have moved into V. O. Kellar’s
hall, which has been fitted up for them with
new furniture-Will Counce is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Maurice Gray, at Cape Rozier...
Miss Zora Johnson is visiting friends and
relatives in Stoneham, Mass... .Miss Linda
Anuis is visiting friends in Boston and
vicinity-George Stuart went to Boston
March 18tli-Our school committee met
March 21stand chose Albert A. Fuller superintendent. Arther Fish and A. T. Mitchell
are the newly elected members of the board.
The Portland Transcript recently appeared increased in size from eight to twelve
pages, in a new dress of type, and printed
on a new
as

ary

press. The columns are
old with interesting liter-

perfecting

well filled

as

of

articles and up-to-date

news

matters.

This property must be
For further information
4wl3
F.

sold

to

settle

an

The Nose and Thro

1. anil

|

Stomach.

f art.

f

shed, one barn, r»0 b\ 43, stable on by b>; plenty of
pood water and buildings in good repair. Also a
of 14u acres, brick house, I., wood-shed,
m l moil recently ami Ins new sleigh was
[ farm
stable 40 bv 40. barn 58 by 4J,J
and out
badly smashed. His horse cleared himself i buildings for tools. Buildings in shop
pood repair on
from tie sleigh and ran a short distance. both farms; also some pasture and timber land.
These farms are situated in Unity village in Unity.
-Lester Roakes of Rocklaud has been

Ostrich’s

»

Y.. News-Press:

saved my life, for I

are

1

importance of knowing just what to
one is afflicted with kidney disease
troubles of a urinary nature, is best answered by the following letter, which was
recently published in the Poughkeepsie. X.

Mae Dnntou and Annie
sick

/.

s,

The

the work of the, Freedman's

very

u

-t

do when

dition up to the

were

a

In (act anything which
...
local shop- and requires exp. n iudtrm--:
" c do not
charge lor trettiu^ sa
chaise tive per emit, on ah pur- li
tame must ae« oi.q.any .dl mders.
scut C. O. D it desired, except th

or

able representative.

on

.

KidneyTrouble Cured

society in the South. Miss Mabel Hartford, the survivor of the late Hua Sang massacre, will speak in the interests of the
Woman’s Foreign Missionary society. The
Woman’s Home Missionary society will also j

wound

«

P

BRIC-A 8R'C. PICTU i
and other

TELEPHONE 4-2.

Aid

same

FURNITURE. WALL

ijualitv of

Blacksmith

F. Upham of Drew Theological school will
preach Sunday afternoon. Dr. J. vV. Ham-

Ari-UF.ro.N. Misses

>i sue:
taste, k:

FURS,TRIMMINGS. IVI!LLIN

of

Anthracite and

announced later. Dr. M. S. Hard will represent the Church Extension
Society on
Thursday evening. Dr. A. B. Leonard will
give the annual missionary address. Dr. S.

ilton will tell of

y

nature

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

Dealers in Die finest

Secretary of the Board of Education,
speak and the East Maine Conference
Seminary Quartette will sing. Wednesday
evening Rev. E. A. Schell, I). D., general
secretary of the Epworth League, will give
an address at the
League Anniversary in
City hall. There will be special music to be

Many

OK

GROCERIES

will

Stearns

where the

CARPETS AND RUGS

Iniporieis

D

an

and

R[ ADY-IVADE GARMENTS.

SEEDS and

morning and ordain several to the order of
deacons and elders. Rev. C. II. Payne, D.

have

Boston,

FEED.

Confer-

had a larii'e number <d
outside ot Boston ;

bu> K“<>ds, jjet samples, adu
General and detailed information. in
owns, ( oats, (..iruteiits. Wraps, an
when- it has beet:
impossible lor then

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
Bishop
Merrill will preside over the1
/>%?,
.'A>, >i7 Front St., lielfasf. Me.
Conference, preach on Sunday

convene

Stephen

East Maine
Old Town.

iMisfi iliiei-,

M.s

DRY GOODS.

SWAN 8 SIBLEY CO.,

cent. convention in Portland.
His war record was given as follows: Enlisted
Sept. ■_*.
18(11; First Sergeant, Co. C Hist New York
Volunteer Infantry, Sept. C. JStd : Second
Lieutenant. Jan. 8. 18(12: First Lieutenant,
Jan. 2.1, 18(12: Captain, Co. (i. May 12, lsp-j;
Major, Nov. 17. 18(12. Served in arm\ oj the
Pototuae, 1st Brigade, 1st Division, 2d Corps
wounded June ::o, 18(12, in the left knee at
Glendale, Virginia: fell into the enemy’s
hands and right leg was amputated while in
the hands of the enemy. Honorably discharged on surgeon’s certificate of disability,
Dec. 2‘J, 18(12.

.*

enquiries required -rood
stvhvs. and judgment. and. whiie
us well tor such
trouble,.we could n<
tlie
responsibility without detrinien:
I'.sited business u> Dressmakers, wit!
Ties whieh we ha I then !l.i\ inu' reern;
sneh additional laeilities as to make it'
practical to undertake such business
tiot! with out Dressmauiim ami 1'aii
now at vour service to d<> such -i
;
require in

number of Penobscot county towns. Bestudying for the ministry Mr. Warren
was city editor of the Kennebec Journal and
he was associated with Frank A.
Muuscy in
starting the Golden Argosy in New \ urk.

JOHBKRS

5..1

we

and

.Tine.

in a
fore

A CARD.
.tipi

/

uaHK

Chautauqua summer assembly at Fryeburg
in August.
Mr. Warren is a graduate of the
Bangor Theological Seminary and preached

Boy 1st on StreBOSTON, MASS.

As

It has been in use 1 1 yrs. is purely vegei .1,
harm!
and effect uai. \V her- im u ornis n
present it act s as a'runic a ml correct s t In-cm
•lit ion of the m :n oil.- membra ne of t In st mn
ach and bowels. A i>"s111\ e cure f < *r "• •,r-1 oa
Turn nut! It: in.listless, '111(1 a
valuable
tneily it: all the
common comjilainfs of children
••t ill l»rueri-ts
1MJ. .1. F.TItl liiV < «>..
Auburn, tic.
For Tapi* worms we have
a spec1
treatment.
Wr.t.
for Pamphlet.

Kev. Edgar L. Warren of North Attleboro. Mass
has accepted a call to the Congregational church at Westerly, R. I. The
church is one of the largest in that State
outside of Providence.
Rev. Mr. Warren
will deliver his lecture on Blaine at the

355 & 357

PIN WORM

1 IlUt OELIXiR

Plans have been drawn this week for a
parsonage to he built by the Baptist Societv
on the recently purchased lot on Belmont
avenue, opposite W. E. Carrier’s. The society proposes to build as soon as tjie frost
comes out of the ground, and the
plan decided upon is that of a neat, tasteful and
modern structure that will be an ornament
to the vicinity.
[Camden Herald.

ence

BUREAU,

•(iireii< of Children and adults have u nn
I
r.- tr.-ated for other diseases
Tlnsymp
are -indigestion.
with a variable ap
t*>111 tongue; offensive br. -n p
I'etd1'
hi;,
■'ud lull belly, with occasional gripings
!
i. i;us about f lie navel; heat and it<• 111ri• sensa
1
Cm
in the rectum and about the anus. c>
ilea y and dull itching of he nose short, dr,
'■'"li-'h grinding of the teet b start ing dur.ng
slow
••
fever; and often in children,
I -!•■■■;’
v'uisiona.
The best worm remedy made
11
1

Soon after reaching our starting
point night’s curtain fell on the scene.
J.

ANi

INFORMATION

sombre.

Otters

An

Bam Door/

un-

noticed—coming up from
the west and just visible through the tree
t‘>ps. Big rain drops soon caused us to
quicken our steps toward the already
open door of the boarding house which

Indigestion.

Cure

Internal
Cancers.

1

was

of eatables.

til that moment

where

attention

A few steps farther
of the ravine a

dispatch

We were preparing to take our leave of
the grim deserted village and its interesting surroundings when mutteriugs were

Doctor

a

Awards at World’s Fair.

-lj/cr's l*ills

logs.

tom

viewed the

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral

>

the

Search was made around the mines for
lead and other specimens and resulted in a
satisfactory collection which was taken
away as mementoes of our visit.

storied structure

style and arrangement for the purposes
for which they were intended.
There
were cottages,
storehouses, stables and
residence in shops; one or two of the latter were built

by

ed for awhile at

who found, on examining my lungs, that the
upper part of the left on<- was l>adl\ affected.
He gave me some medicine whieli 1 took as
directed, hut it did not seem to do any good.
Fortunately. I happened to read in Ayer's
Almanac, of the <dfect that Ayer's ('hem
1 eetoral had on others, and I determined to
give it a trial. After taking a few doses my
trouble was relieved, and before I had finished the bottle I was cured."’— A. Lekeaii,
watchmaker, Orangeville, Out.

great degree the effects of neglect. The
sombre quietness was quite striking.
Among the buildings that attracted our

particular

evident

1 contracted a severe cold, which settled
on my lungs, and 1 did what is often done
in such cases, neglected it. thinking it would
go away as it cam'1; hut 1 found, after a
little while, that the slightest exertion
pained me. I ilien

ber—of various sizes aud for different purposes, wholly deserted and showing to a

Reeds have two handsome
the city of Portland, and

a beautiful summer
Maine far from towm, where they can
spend the hot summer months in retirement and true comfort, they have never

Help,

Cherr,'
AVPP’g
I
^ Pectoral.

was
a
large twosupposed to have been a
boarding house. The buildings were genright erally substantially built and suitable in

However this may be, it is well known
some of Mr. Reed’s most intimate
personal friends in the House occupy seats

Although the
homes; one in

over

village.
were impressed with
of the place.
Upon
Fifty-

ing what they wish is by coming into
personal contact with them. It, has also

a means

uur walk continued down

supporter into

bitter political enemy.
Speaker Heed is, however,

within the Democratic block to the
of the Speaker.
a

one

ber of

be

that

Think

picnic dinner, and

little used when

!

as

they fully agreed

Ko-To-Bae, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
the Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.

a

brought forward, and their j party
The matter of recognition is defense, though in that region the appearnot so easy a task as might appeal from ance of a bear, panther or other animals
the galleries, but it requires much study was not an uncommon occurrence, and
sometimes they were the cause of unand considerable
for there is

Ai d if thou think of him

nient.

for

were

party had taken along a revolver, one
of the earliest paterns—sometimes called
the “pepper box.”
The Colts revolver,
then one of the latest improvements, was

In order to avoid breakers it is
necessary that the Speaker should know
exactly w hom lie is to recognize, the bills

thought. For if thou wilt think
thy neighbor soon slialt thou have
that are to
him fur thy foe. And
yet he may know’
provisions.
nothing of the cause that maketh thee

which we took

our

consent.

recy of
evil of

distasteful

prepared

within the first hour after assembling,
when bills are disposed of by unanimous

compensate n says: “Moreover a
mper.satic n reachetli to the sec-

village, beyond

the Grand Trunk railroad track. We

Most of the important business of the
House of Representatives is conducted

■One of the poets in his Proverbial Philos-

sweeps past the west base of Mt. Hayes.
Then we followed along the river’s bank
to Gorham

Speaker during what is known in legislative parlance as the “morning hour.”

he light toward them, Dot
only in
in word, but in thought also.

moial

|
j

social calls, delegations, and meml ers who
are anxious to secure recognition from the

deed and

ophy

rooms

between that hour and the assembling of
the House at noon is spent in receiving

remember if
must

usually

in

the capitol about ten
o’clock in the morning, and the interval

w

friendship

his

at

As we had unlimited
of the place we chose our place for
entertainment, which was in the open air.
The long walk, mountain air and the
stroll about the mines had produced an

to give the programme of the
a few minutes was
passed iu target shooting with the revolver.

Consulted

off to the

county. Soon after a company of Portland, Maine, men began operations on a

reflec-

as a

in ls.V.l.

discovered what

no

liberty

CURED BY TAKINC

educated at the schools

went

although

subject of interest began to
by our party—refreshments,
gong, bell, or whistle had an-

appetite fitted to the occasion, as

Congregationalist

married,

be discussed

nounced the hour.

Which Doctors Failed to

in me

Hampshire
was

from Smith Carolina foi words used in the

isc and tin* way seems
why should we sit down

Perhaps

were

a

DISEASED LUNGS

cannot

abandoned lead mine in northern New

an

term to support and defend the constitutising, fate- ha flies all our plans. We
tion of the United States.
The Speaker,
ought to try to have courage and do the
we can.

they

and the

debate, and under what the offender considered patriotic impulses, but

no use

was

j

Neglected Cold.

news-

hether it is controlled

w

resolutions to

in

hands and say it is

our

She

time another

v..

Lt-Jiar.

Result of

retiring

presidency

minister of the

look

Mr. Barrett, a young Republican
member from Massachusetts, introduced

i: do file He.St Me Ian.

Nil

the

a
.1.

place and from early childhood knew “Tom,’’ who was a merry, fat
playmate. It is now twenty-five years

when

Wal/lo.1
Winterjiort.4

was found and
daylight assisted
There were many objects of interest
in and about the mines, but ^bout this

in her native

heat of
\\

a

Church.

flattery

the

for

of considerable

us.

and if there is

she dislikes more than another,

the face of the

on

cave

looting

,v

be written about in the

run

found

which was on a level
with the surface in front.
Of course this
mine was explored—at least as far as dry

next

it is to

We

rolling rocks into the shafts
the long continued agitawater.
Near by mining oper-

ledge, which left a
length, the floor of

the

by a capitol immediately after their wedding.”
It is rumored in Washington that Mr.
narrow margin of his political friends, or,
Heed is going to enter literary work again.
as in the case of the Fifty-fourth ConSome time ago he swore off on this line
gress by an overwhelming, and what
might prove to be under the leadership of because, as he puts it, people were always
misunderstanding wliat he writes. With
a less skillful or inexperienced man, an
unwieldly majority. While at times it the exception of his magazine articles, it
can be said the Speaker will not take up
may appear to the casual visitor as if the
any work of this kind until after the St.
allows
to
“run
the
lower
House
►Speaker
II. T. IIopkins.
itself," yet in reality-Mr. Reed at all times Louis Convention.
holds a tight rein, and never allows even Visit to a
New Hampshire Lead Mine.
tlie slightest detail in the daily proceedTo tiik Editor of Tjik Joi knai.: Reings to escape his notice. Only on one
cent reviews of mining affairs in Maine,
occasion during the present session of
their rise and fall in recent years, revive
Congress has the Speaker allowed a member of the House to take him unawares— pleasant reminiscences of an excursion to

fol-
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difficult
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by

Reed,
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watching

tion of the
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pretty panor or me quiet
character, and
home.
Reed was then a
anything else, for clergyman’s
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his wonderful
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more

the mountain
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anything
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decidedly

trait in Mr. Reed’s
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To ill*- Ilcj.uMicai's
i.iial electors at large, corresponding
two l'resii
•i.
rile two l'nited Slates Senators, were uoniim ntion, and
1
aated in Sr-Me
remaining
elector*..
rrespi inii: g to 'lie members of the
Hired Stales House of Kcpreseniat ives. were
nominal! d !>> tin several congressional district
convent ions.
The i-assage of the Australiai Badot law enI nder the law.
irel\ e'hai geo tlie procedure.
all «‘oti vent ions a re a portion of .>ur election system, and lliis ballot ct requires that candidates
i" be v "lt d for b\ the voters throughout the whole
Stan-must be placed in nomination by a convention rc| p-senting no les^ a constittiency than the
w hole Si a: e
Hence, all the ea n didates of a party
tor ITc.-mential el.-,-tors must he nominated in
.invention, and I lave therefore included
State
in the cad six electors.
.1. II. MANLKY, Chairman.
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Mrs. Reed was a Miss Susan
escape.
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THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
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H. H. LAMSON.

Licensed Auctioneer
P. O.

by all dealers.

PILES !

(,'oltN

Hours, 12 to 2. < >t her hours hv
Oct.. 1895.—lyr45*

A Arnolds nromo-neiery.

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Braiu Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
si»ecial or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia. Amernia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 50 cents.
Effervescent.

VJ ID
K ut

ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINI
PILES !

Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- it
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice, gives*instant relief.
Dr. Williams'
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts,and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
l>y mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F'tl CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
1 y4(>
Sold.at MOODY’S, Belfast.

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CD
The

undersigned hereby gives

VERSONS lNIU'HTEI) TO

s

noli
\||t l’OM»\\N\

■

be at his ottiee in MoUlintoek Block,at
ot Main and High streets, daily, on
Monday. May 20th, from I(> to 12 a m
N. F HOUSTON, lb
payment.
For Belfast llluinin.it
May 13, 1895.—23tf
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When

Alf"

Is

were exiles of war
expelled from Barbary
in Roman times.
M. Bertholet, the en-

When your cake is heavy, soggy, indigestible, it's a pretty sure
sign that you didn't shorten it
with COTTOLENE. When this
great shortening is rightly used,
the result will surely satisfy the
most fastidious. Always remember
that the quality of COTTOLENE
makes a little of it go a long way.
It's willful waste to use more
'than two-thirds as much as you
would of lard or butter. Always
use COTTOLENE this way, and
your cake and pastry will always
be light, wholesome, delicious.

thusiastic historiographer of the islands,
holds a different opinion.
Some stones
have been discovered in the Canaries
which bear sculptured symbols

the shores of Lake

on

Superior,

and from that circumstance he
argues that the first inhabitants of these
islands, and those of our great West,
were of the same race.
How that could

be,
ed,

in the

days

before boats

were

invent-

he does not state.
However, the Canaries may have been inhabited at differ-

ent

periods by different people.
When the elder Pliny wrote about

they

were

them,

entirely uninhabited.

lie got
his account from Juba 11,
King of the two
Maurtanias; and long before his day the
Phoenicans bad visited them. Both Plutarch and Ptolemy wrote of the “Fortu-

Gennine GOTTOI.FNF is sold everywhere In
tins, with trade-marks "Cottotene'' and steer'*
head in cotton-plant wreath—on every tin.
—

Dou|>b

precisely

like those found

THE N.K.FAIRBANK COMPANY. I
Chicago. 224 State St Boston. Portland. Me. ;

Islands,” but every island on this
Atlantic, from Cape Verde to
the Azores, claims the distinction of be-
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with eyes, fan and
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of
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a
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The snug little harbor of
which the Spaniards, with

Palmas,

their customary modesty in such matters,
christened La Puerta de la Luz, “The

skilled in the

areas

palm

numerous

United .States.

their

over

from

name

Light/'

of

is defended

several

by

forts and is always crowded with vessels
We have a Consul
many lands.

(Mr.

here.

a

the

Thomas

Britain, France and

slender,

every Germany.
Telde, the second town of
opera hero 1 Gran Canaria, stands in the middle of a
p for his part- wear that most
plain surrounded by gardens and palm
article of apparel ever made trees.
Up among the hills are great tracts
long, voluminous Spanish covered with Canary pine, and mineral
k broadcloth, with one end
The climate is more
springs abound.

looking
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humid than that of
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the left shoulder,

Teneriffe,

and

so
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is

health resort for half of

ex-

Europe,

poorer quarters, with their
!«■
among the lowly, which

season, with such violence that t),000 people died from if, while not a case occurred

iactive to the stranger.
In
be tinkle of guitars is heard,

in any of the other islands.
from Las l’almas there is a

open donj ways you see tanon in humble patios.
Al

for

:<■
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watchmen,

Semenos"
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Kvery
ronstantinople.
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laro

nigh! i' drill and serene),
•mis'
Long betore daybreak
weary of repeating the whole
a t lie hall bouts by .-dioiiliiig
id, k*Serein 1" and so strong
; dough rain
may be tailing in
die wind blowing a hurricane,
to assure the slumbering
1'

■

night

■

is

clear ami serene."
of TenerilTe

nosities
•"■tell

a

are

massive frame like

a

the casement but projcct'ichcs beyond the walls, and

glass.

with

i

The shutters

panelled with square bevels,
•w

half of each is

er

outward

ing

smaller

a

from

behind,

shutter is called the posan important part in the

v
avs

'lives of the

When

people.

one

manufactory

custom

into

dwellings

the later

>oinc of

oil ici
are

has

he

never

n

to

cave

Luanchcs embalmed
them

most

in

om*
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level and covered

crater ten

a

of

money, at however great personal sacrifice, and take it over to their whilom capA story which, if true, speaks more
tors.

Two

them, overhung by peaks

4,000.
i opulation
silk hose are manufactured here and

The

siderable
est

inaccessible

immense

nome

New

raw

peasant

vine

|

only by

one

precipices

tliev
who

can

is

be

low

reached

willing
the edge

to

let

York

j

liibboiis

silk is

girl

of

exported.

tin* Ganaiies

we. are indebted to the McDowell
Fashion Journals, which are always abundill descriptions and designs.
rich
antly
■'La Mode de Paris" and “Paris Allium of
Fashions'’ cost $3 JO per year’s subscription,
The “French Dressor 35 cents a copy.
maker" is .s;; 00 per annum or 30cents a copy;
and “La Mode” SI JO a year or hi cents a
if you are unable to procure any of
copy,
these journals from your newsdealer do not
take am substitute, hut apply by mail to
Messrs.'A. McDowell & Co., 4 West 14th
Street. New York.

and

The Eastern

Club

formed

Healthy Old Aje

con-

is the result of careful living,
Keeping
the blood pure and
the body free from

The poorwears silk

even

mi no- ailments

4b adds years of enjovinnit to one’s life.
The trouble
with
most of us nowadays is. that we live
too rapidly
A
We are
V in such a hurry to
r
go some place, or do
some 1 iiiug. tiiat the
care of oui
bodily
health
is
wofullv
Nature
neglected

the other end, the two
a large, arid plain,

never

lect

pardons negI lei laws must

be respected,

or punishment ensues.
A man may abuse
his stomach for a
time, but after awhile

three years,
lint the arid sands are not
without their valuable commercial pro-

s

>

behind the half-raised

iound
*'-:ised

arm

the sill and lends

on

his

wooing—perhaps
waving coquettish signals
to

ear

ime

t

blind,

fan to another admirer
Vo

but

religion

across

that

of

ratholic is

tolerated in the
the several islands form two

spun glass, English toys and other
of no value, are several Guanche
mies—one
with

that of

things

found

mum-

princess—together

a

in

the catacombs,

spears, hand-mills, leather pitchers and
bowls of baked clay, small bones used for

of

Africa, is

naked and

showing everywhere

mountainous,

its volcanic

origin,

The

name

of this

nothing wonderful about it. The blood is
all nrade in the digestive organs.
If they
are healthy and strong, the blood is the

1 and several
eruptions have occurred upon same and it makes every part of the body
strong.
it within u recent period.
Its port, namDr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
j
! ed Naos, is on the south coast, protected by ! puts the digestive organs into perfect condition. It makes them capable of perform| two strong forts; and a short distance away ing perfectly all their functions. It inis the town of

The latter are
money and clay pipes.
similar to the pipes found in some of the

I

old kistvaens of Ireland, from which it
maybe inferred that the Guanclies were

1

Arrecife,

with

a

population

of 3,000.
Its climate is much like that of
the adjacent main land, and the number

of camels seen everywhere,
and the
Island, by acquainted with smoking, though, like swarthy people clad in blanket cloaks,
ally pronounced as if spell- the Irish, they may not have smoked to* make the traveler imagine that he is realreef all,
There is only one spring of
Santa
Cruz, its bacco. Not a great deal is known of them ly in Africa.
fresh water in the whole island, and that
•c! with less population than
a
rebeyond the fact that they were
is in a locality difficult of access; and from
Palmas on tiran Canaria,
markably brave and intelligent race. They
most important place in the
had a complete feudal system of govern- | a total failure of water the inhabitants
Its shipping records show )
have been more than once compelled to
ment, composed of a wealthy class ruled
■'ds of :>uo
abandon the Island altogether. The tiuest
trading vessels, by chiefs or
atid
of
serfs
who
took
kings,
*h.) enter its port every year, care of the Hocks which formed the na- ! grapes of the Canaries grow in Lanzarote,
oners also ply twice a month
from which the best wine is made, which
tional riches. Their code of laws, though
"diz and Santa Cruz, and the
is sellt to England under the name of viWas
well
defined
and
uuwrifcteu,
strictly
eminent packet calls on its
One of the upper classes, vonia. Brandy is also distilled and raisins
administered.
■

<

creases the power of assimilation and so
makes good, solid healthy flesh. A book telling all about it (1000 pages) will be sent free
on receipt of 21 cents in stamps to cover
postage and wrapping only. World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N.Y.
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an

1

Agent
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^
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A

°’M)
h.

and from Havana- French

who

Havre, Marseilles and

goat,

touch

here;

the

English

St.

mail

their way to Madeira
'mean coast, and so do two of
u‘lt*d States vessels en route to the
s

^

^

to

’"
1

«top

on

mean.
"'vii

The islanders send a few

tdiips

the

Spauish West

so

far loworcd himself

as

to

milk a

degraded to vassalage, but capital punishment was not allowed. Their
weapons were elaborately carved, the arWas

row and spear heads made of obsidian.
The food of all classes wws gofio, the
same

that is

universally

used

to-day

among
mixture of

made from the Muscatel grapes.
Dromedaries are bred in great numbers

,,s

is'

the

poorer

Canarians—a

and make money.
Exclusive rights and
11 sales in your territory credited to you.
These

dollars,
water

and is warranted to go without
half its natural life, the

during

greatest possible recommendation in these
waterless islands.

are

the discounts

-on

our

$100

“Phoenix”

and commonly used as beasts of burden.
A good one sells on the spot for 30 or 40

They are by no means
"'E cargoes of
brandy, silk goods wheat, corn and barley, roasted like cof- ^ so meek as their expressionless faces and
earthern ware: and bring back
h
fee, afterwards ground in a hand mill, habit of kneeling to he laden would lead
rum and cocoa,
'the,
cigars,
mixed with milk and kneaded in a goat- one to believe, and when a lot of them are
P ’lie
articles exported by the Cana- skin.
There has been a good deal ol to he shipped to some other port, their
"itie, raw silk, cochineal, canary question among arclueologists as to where long legs and terrible teeth make things
'tiicl Hgg and
dates, raisins, orchil the Guanches came from; but 1 believe it lively in the little harbor. There are ex—Ppp There is a great deal ol in- is now generally understood that they tensive fisheries at Lanzarote, of the
bream, which when salted is the Canary
islanders greatest luxury.
The fishermen
Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castor ia.
,

to

|
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SCOTT &

Bicycle

—

no

better wheel has

ever

been made.

15
to 5 wheels,
per cent.
44
to lO
17 %
20
to 15
41
22
to 20
44
25
to 25
44
27
up
You will furthermore receive (in cashl the discount
h the entire number of wheels you take and pay for
id
t-i August 30th, no matter how few ordered at
2
5
10
15
20
25

■

beginning.
Catalogues free for the asking.
Correspond with us at once or your territory may
Le taken by a neighbor.
#

STOVER BICYCLE MNFG. CO..
575-577 Madison

Ave., New York.

druggists.

BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
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Millions

Thirteen

Over

being stili remembered by

a
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success.
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t

neglect

brT,hial
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HALE’S

man, and Nov. 2*5, 181*5 he received the appointment of Master Mechanic. This places
him at the head of the mechanical departand covers everything except the
trainmen, who come under another department. This rapid advancement testifies to
Mr. Brown’s ability

ment

Bank

Lxaimner

limberlake lias

bill iu equity iu the Cumberland county court against the Granite
State Provident Association of Manchester, N. H., asking for the appointment of
a receiver in Maine to look after the affairs
of those in the State interested in the association.
a

The town of Jay has awarded contracts
for two steel bridges, 80 and 135 feet long,
across the Androscoggin river, to replace
those carried away by the recent freshet.
A receiver has been appointed for the
Granite State Provident Association in

Pennsylvania.
Another victory for the insurgents is
from Cuba.
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HONEY
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death-

HOREHOUND

■

and

disease.

TAR

\

■

No wonder Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar is praised by its users. Its curative effects
Sold by druggists.
are like magic.
Pike's Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one

minute.
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REAL ESTATK B010HT AND SOLI).
«<rTorrespondence solicited.

PROBATE NOTICES

j

Assets,

Insurance

Fire

LOANS NKOOTI VTKI).

bis old friends

store keeper there end superintendent of repairs oil buildings; Match 1, 181*5, the painting department Was turned over to him;
June 11), 1803 he was given charge of all
motor repairs, with the title of general fore-

State

Accident

TORNADO I.NNIKAM’K WRITTKN KOU 5 VhAKS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE IVlKANT’dCO.
INVESTMENT SKdiiiriKS ROI OIIT AM) SOLI).

cars

position until Jan. 1, 181*4. He then contraeted with the company to vestibule 250
cars, and completed the contract March 1,
18 4.
March 15th ho was appointed foreman
f jr power house No. 1 ; in June he was made

brought

CURRENT

and

DR. FELIX LE BRURS

550 cars, and have been a
Outside companies are preparing to adopt them and in a short time
they will be in use all over the country. As
to himself Mr. Brown says be entered the
employ of the company July 5, 185*2, as machinist and millwright, aud remained in that
year,

AT

Travelers Life

tween

about

($13,000,000)

WRITTEN

RISKS

DESIRABLE

Man.

running beMinneapolis aud St. Paul are acknowledged to be the finest in the United
States. They are equipped with patent gates
operated by the motormeu. These gates
were gotten up by the Twin City Rapid
Transit Company, have been in operation
He says the

SALE BE A. A. HOWES A 10.

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State I* ire Insi ranck
Association of Philadelphia Capitol Fire Insi ranck
National Fire Insurance t <>.. Hartford, Conn.

A short time since The Journal noticed
the promotion of W. M. Brown, formerly of ;
Belfast, as Master Mechanic of the street !
railway service of Minneapolis and St. Paul, |
Minn. We have just received a letter from 1
Mr. Browu in which he expresses pleasure
in the east.

Co., Boston, Mass.

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

LAO&ES
Belfast

the California Catarrh Cure

FRED

200.
a

to

Is the only positive Cure known fo the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago. Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhcea. Psoriasis, Scrofula, Liver
and Kidney Diseases,
A positive Cure effected in from 6 to '3 days

11, 19 and 80 by is inches. A speed of
knots is expected. The yacht will he j
equipped with steam steering gear and a i
complete electric light plant.... Rice broth-:
ers of East Booth hay are finishing up four !
fine yachts, and wiil have to launch part of
them to make room for two more they have {
contracted to build this spring-The annual meeting of the Penobscot yacht club I
was held at Rockland March 21st, and these
officers elected: M. A. Rice of Rockland,!
com.: C.
E. McIntyre of Rockport, vice
com.; W. H. Gardiner of Camden, sec. The
election of the other officers was deferred to !
a later date.
The club plans to enlarge its !
club-house on Tilson’s wharf the coming J
season.
The present membership is over ;

at

testimonials

Rheumatic
&op&

IS

Rapid Promotion of

taken the

convinced that this motto is truth itself.

are

Write for

I

ders

*.

Thousands

f

|

himself be lowered over
of the i 1'uerte Vantnra is the most barren looking
cliffs, and then dow n into the darkness of of all the islands, for rain seldom falls
the cavern a thousand feet or more.
The there, sometimes not a drop in two or

things |

bottle.

a

l
Monarch of all Catarrh Cure Remedies; has
1 lead of all others.
“C C C always cures. C C C never fails.”

A conat Bangor last week.
and by-laws were adopted. John
M. Dak of Bangor was elected president,
the vice presidents include Mayor F. D.
Beale of Bangor, Mayor B. B. Merrill of
Brewer, lion. Llewellyn Powers of lloulami
tou, Mayor (J. A. Murchie of Calais,
.Several
other influential Bepublicans.
the The main saloon is 14 f* ct
to
speeches were made, llefereuces
long and nearly ;
name of Speaker Iieed were greeted by
seven feet high and finished in mahogany.
will be ail in- !
club
The
great applause.
The deckhouse is 21 feet long and nine feet
iluential one.
wide.
She will be driven by a tripe rxpan;
sion engine of 850-horse power with cylinwas

stitution

is not cultivated. At each end of the is-

niouutam at

liepublican

Maine

enclosing between them

mummies are

$1

j

Barrett & Son of Rockport have their catyawl nearly finished. She will be a beautiful
boat, both in lines, construction and finish.
-F. W. Brown of North Haven has finished a boat for F. W. & J. L. Greenlaw, of the
following dimensions: Length over all 24
feet 2 in., 1 w 1 IS feet, beam 8 inches, depth
5 feet 2 inches, draught 4 feet without and 7
feet with centreboard. He has begun a boat
for Sidney Mills of Viualhaven, 15 feet 6
inches over ail, 1 w 1 14 feet, beam 5 feet 4
inches, depth 2 feet 3 inches, draught 1 foot
II inches without and 5 feet 4 inches with
centerboard... .The steam yacht lmilt at
Bath for Eugene Tompkins of Boston and
named lllawara, was launched March 17th,
The yacht’s length over all is 180 feet, water
line, 106 1-4 feet; beam, is 1-2 feet; depth of
hold, 10 1 2 feet, and mean draft, 7 1-2 feet.

mation

|

her in the parlor until he is
he standing in the street,

the east side of the river, March

50 cts. and

1

ribbons.

always found standing erect,
dyspepsia comes and
cd sound is heard in the street each chief with a staff in his
liver complaints and
hand, and a
on
both
orcliil-litchen
sides
of
the
and
the
forpostigos
barilla,
vessel, (supposed to have contained milk), ducts,
These things develop nil the- latent weakmer a dye-stuff largely exported to Engall were operated by a single beside him. No sort of
ness in
his body.
They make digestion
antiseptic preparimperfect, they prevent proper assimila> in the morning women with ation seems to have been
used, but the 1 land, tlie latter a sort of kelp, which is tion, proper
secretion of the digestive
is, evidently just out of bed,
bowels were removed and the cavities till- burned in heaps and from the ashes an fluids and the proper excretion of refuse
matter.
is most impord children, lean listlessly out ed with seeds.
No traces of bandages, alkali of impure soda is made, which is tant of Probably t:lie last
all, for poisonous matter in bowels,
:igos;and later in the day the nor cloth of any kind are found upon used for bleaching purposes and in the liver and kidneys soon gets into the blooti
Seuoritas, having completed them, but each is sewed up in tanned making of soap, glass, etc. its abounding and so is carried all over the body. There
is no telling where such things will
stop.
and applied their war paint goat skin, and many of the coverings are “century plants” also yield a great deal
In the beginning, a little common sense
quest of man, shoot danger- decorated with raw hide thongs, like of tibre, from which ropes and girths are and a simple, natural remedy is all that is
and from its palm leaves hats and needed. Even when the trouble has protrom Deli nut tins convenient
fringe, knotted in a peculiar manner and made,
gressed to serious stages, a simple, scienIn the evening the lover conbaskets
are manufactured.
tific remedy working stronglj' with Nature
bung with little disks of baked earth. In
his sweetheart through the the museum of
.stimulating, invigorating, the
Lanzarote, the most easterly of the —soothing,
Las Palmas, among a
organs of digestion, will have a wonderful
custom does not permit him
lot of rudely carved ostrich eggs, bits of group and barely 30 miles from the coast effect on the whole body. There is really
<•

on

ScatH dirvulstcn,

of Cod-liver Oil,with hypophosphites, does not directly attack
these germs and kill them. But it does tone up the whole
system and restores the body to health before serious harm
is done.
The germs of consumption thrive best when the
is
weakened
and the throat and lungs congested. Do
system
not delay until it is too late, but treat
your cough early.
Scott’s Emulsion is one of the very best remedies.

17th....The spring term of the Maine Cen- i
tral Institute opened March 16tli with a
;
large attendance. The village schools hegan on March 16th also, with a larger attendance than ever.
Our schools are all overj
crowded, and the building of another schoolhouse is agitated. Probably it will have to
be done very soon....The late flood did no !

Letter.

Fashion

The tailor gown with a slight decrease in
the skirt is one of the favorite spring costumes.
While the newest skirts for utility
dresses are somewhat smaller, the evening
toilettes and costumes of gauzy fabrics retain tile fullness of the past winter, hut the

catacombs of all. in which ! land stands a mountain, like a sentinel on
greatest
of mummies
thousands
arc
believed gmud, which stretches out two long arms
to
in
the
are
of i to meet the outstretched arms of its fel-

exist,
Luimar, where

A good drenching in a cold rain is often the
beginning
of consumption. Yet no one claims that the germs of this
disease existed in the rainwater. Then how was this
brought
about ? The exposure was followed by a cold; the
vitality was
lowered; the cough continued for some weeks; the throat
and lungs became congested ; and thus all the conditions
were favorable for the
growth of the consumption germs.

days and gives good satisfaction_Dr. E.
A. Porter is now occupying the office in Osborn block, formerly used by Dr. Pusher_
on the north
coast, separated from the
E. M. Dolloff has sold his boot and shoe bussmall uninhabited island of Graciosa only
iness to E. H. Hatch of Readtield, and Mr.
The
passage be- Hatch is now
by a mile-wide channel.
doing business here, and will
tween offers the safest anchorage in all move his
family here in the near future....
is
no
there
such
but
the Canaries,
thing The population of Pittsfield is fast increasas landing at Graciosa, which is environing. There were five births in one week reed on all sides by basaltic cliffs, from cently ; among them a daughter to the wife
l,.jOO to 2,fX)0 feet high, without a break in of Dr. Griffin, (Marion), a son to the wife of
Othello Goodwin, (Francis Hatfield), a
them.
Allegrauza, the remaining island
daughter to the wife of F. E. Merithew, (Elof
smallest
them
of the group and the
all, nora
Beatrice), a son to the wife of Daniel
is nothing but a mass of cinders and lava,
C. Hodgkins, a sou to the wife of Charles E.
from
a
nowat
different
periods
ejected
Smiley, and several others whose names I
But a few people live have not learned....
extinct volcano.
Eugene O. Spaulding
upon it, engaged in rearing the tine goats of Pittsfield was married recently to Miss
of peculiar breed which supply the is- Roxie M. Fogg of Bangor. The young couj
pie will make their home in Pittsfield_
lands with milk and butter.
Mrs. Carrie Coffin, aged 44 years, died at her
Fannie B. IVakd.

caves,

Canaria, still contain mummies, but the

in., March 15th. Mr. Whitbeen holding
meetings the

for their honesty than their good
Teguise, the port and capital, is

loudly

sense.

stockings, wbeliever she wears any.
1 uerte Ventura, the big island which
high up in a vertical cliff near .Santa Cruz
de Tenerilfe, another at I cod de los Vinos, lies nearly 100 miles east of Teneriffe. is
and several in the rock\ walks of Lran ! the only one of the group upon which the

they

a.

comb had
week previous at Palmyra_Rev. G. L.
White has moved his family here from New
Hampton, N. H., and they are occupying
the house known as the Hathorn mansion.
Mr. White has preached here several Sun-

arc
one

miles in diame-

of

a

their (had and kid

the

m caverns,
could lind.

southwest,

1

bat

improvements."
dwellings nevertheless.

the

to

which rise .>,000 feet above ii.
Its capii!. which rejoices in the name of Santa
< ru/.
do san Miuuc. de la Falma, lias

lane face walls and

olio*

Farther

end, with

ter

abandonee.

“modern

Sunday

and

chain of mountains traverse it from cud

still exist,

turning the volcanic s.-il

of

pride

town, Valverde has less than b.UOO inhabitants. teixty miics nr so due noilii 1 rum
1 liierro is the island of ban Miguel de la
I’alma, 2u miles long by half as broad. .V

in Lran Canaria, but tlie aborigines seem
to have been uniformly troglodyte*, and
tbe

The fishermen pledge their
upon them.
word to return with the sum demanded,
and are allowed to go home, where, we
fail to collect the
are told, they never

resided

with rank grasses, and the people
mostly occupied in sheep raising. Its

Two miles

dwellings

once

Hut the interior is

who live in boles made in the tufa, as did
theii ancestors, the Luanches.
Main ic"
ancient stone

and its

Columbus

accessible to large vessels.

the making of earthen ware vessels,
which employs about a thousand natives,

mains of

Sebastian,

miles from Teneriffe, is the island of
liierro, its coast bound by tall cliffs, with
only one harbor among them and that in-

but some

40 years ago the cholera reached here

out in the rain

Rev. S. C. Whitcomb and wife attended
the Free Baptist church in this village

Spain’s authority finally estab-

was

orchil.

a

that is fashionable in Santa

i

though

ing her colonies to the limit of endurance.
They export much raw silk, besides quantities of dates and dried tigs, wine and

de-

lightful that the island has become

and the people,

were

j

Paragraphs.

glory is that turned over revers. Some are seen witli a
Dailey of Camden has built a fishing boat
narrow belt in the hack, hut at the underhere, before en- arm
for Frank Bennett of Spruce Head, of the folseams the remainder of the belt is slipgaging in the business of discovery. The lied inside. French cliallies show designs in lowing dimensions: Length overall 27 feet,
effects, witli Empire garlands and
people of Gomera, though frugal and in- Dresden
with Persian colors. Dresses made of these I w 1 22 feet, beam 9 1-2 feet, depth 4 1-2 feet,
dustrious, look wretchedly poor—prob- fabrics are ornamented witli Marie An- draft 5 1-4 feet. Mr. Dailey is in treaty for
trimmed with
ably on account of Spain’s policy of tax- toinette ffclms and are much
two other boats off the same model.... Amos
of
items
inforthese
For

and there are

Miller,)

others from Great

islands

Pittsfield

tendency of ail skirts of the present epoch is damage in this town except in the depresto bring tlte greater [tart of the fullness di- sion of
business caused by tlie suspension of
lished. Most of the Guanchas were killed
rectly in the hack. Street costumes are trains and the delay of the mails and interin the invasion, and many were sold by
a
Eton
an
garjacket,
popular made witli
ruption of telegraphic communication_It
their conquerors as slaves.
The few that ment which will largely supersede the took two
days to get through with our town
remained perished in the terrible pesti- blazer for the coming summer. The Eton is
meeting. Prof. Drake was chosen Moderalence of 1404, caused, it is said, by the cut rather short on the hips with pointed or tor; C. B. Haskell, Town
Clerk; Selectmen,
postillion effects in the hack and C. C.
great number of dead bodies left unburi- sijuare
Weeks, O. S. Haskell and Mr. Foster,
with a front ornamented with plain or fancy
ed by the Spaniards after the battle of La- revers. The new Louis XV. coat models are who served on the board last year. Orarnel
wide revers and with
verv elegant with
Murray is superintendent of water works.
guna; and the Guanclianation was practi- their
hip pockets on the vest. The spring -Mr. O. T.
Merrow, who was quite badly
cally extinct at the beginning of the loth sleeves from the best New York houses are
smaller with a drooping shoulder injured by a fall a few weeks ago, is slowly
slightly
century.
effect.' Many of the imported sleeves are recovering... A lodge of tlie order of the
Southwest from Teneritfe, and only 20 made with several ruffles, jockeys, shoulder Eastern Star was instituted in Pittsfield
capes or elbow puffs over a tight lining.
miles away, is the small island of Gome- The
Bishop sleeve is the favorite for wash last week by Acting Grand Patron A. M.
well as for shirt waists. This Roak of Auburn-The
also
circular
in
Lillian Tucker
with
a
ra,
shape,
precipi- materials, as
sleeve is often tucked or trimmed with
are booked here for a week_
tous coast and tall interior mountains. It
hands of insertion. Silk waists still form Company
is beautifully wooded and better watered part of the costume, though those in the Miss Annabel Annis came from Canterbury,
Louis form are more popular than the drap- N. B., a recently and is now visiting her
than most of the islands, lack of fresh
Tile
ed or shurred waists of last season.
brother, Harry Annis.
water springs being their greatest drawoutside jackets for early spring are slightly
season.
those of last
They are
back.
The principal town and port is St. shorter than
Yachts and Boats.
tight fitting in the hack witli loose front and
14V):»

spokes of a
small bay of

off before that of the West Indies and the

the lace mantilla of old

to

moun-

from which ravines

sugar mills now operated in the Canaries.
Years ago sugar was extensively manufactured in the islands, but it has fallen

of TenerilYe, unlike

s

high

the

untrained in the arts of war, effectually
resisted all attempts at their subjugation for a hundred years: and not uiiti

all devoted to secular uses, a
college, alameda and the only

now

hospital,

in

men

of

time

densely populated,

town, with a handsome
cathedral several line old convents, which

eligible

by

a mass

middle,

the

At that

rote.

built, cleanly

and look-

guardians,

view to selection

a

the east, and

on

perfect circle, 75 miles in

a

It derived its

exhibited

are

matter to visit all the rest.

easy

tiees growing in the

real matrimonial markets

;r

afterwards a Spanish gentlemen obtained
a grant of them from the
Pope, and undertook to make a settlement on Lanza-

of the islands it

one

wheel.
Las Palmas, on a
the eastern coast, is the seat of local government. and has a population of 13,000.

ems a
harsh tiling to say,
hcless true, that these nighties to
the accompaniment of

communities, where

an

in

fore, being

radiate to the shore like, the

el.es and their chaperones,
tiie beaux as a matter of

he

is

tains in

while round anil round

;

Then

circumference, with

band begins its
tiu- town clock and

b\

1

one alluded to.
In more modern
the first account of the Canaries
was furnished
by the crew of a French
vessel, which was driven upon them by
stress of weather, in the
.Soon
year 1334.

to Las Laimas, those being the only
ports of shipment to the outer world.

it is almost

and

plane

ing the
times,

them to other less

produce

fertile; and also because all the exports
must go «‘it her to Santa Cruz de Teneriffe,

second in importance, is (Wait Canaria, the
most fertile island of the seven.
In shape

military

A

islands that

That nearest to Teneriffe

in

end of the town and lias

themselves,

carrying grain and food supplies from the

or

WiaiX,

“society'4

••

•.L,

side of the

are often driven by winds and waves upon
the African coast, where they are made
prisoners by the Arabs who fix a ransom

In Court ot 1
T^AFOOSS
I..t,,•. lu lu at Be
M
last, -'ll the sen.lid Tue-d.lV I M.urli. 1
A I.I( i: M
l-.YKKFTT. Fxee !t. i\ <■! the last will
and testament >d
HANNAN <>. 1 > \ \ IS. late "J
Bel ias? ill sai I County deecas.-d. hr jug presented her lirst and final ..unit
! admiuislrationof
said eslale tor a I lovvanre
Ordered, That notice there d he -.-.iveii. three
weeks Siieee.ssi vely ill the 1 * e. i, b; j. ti, .1 uirim!,
pi inted in Belfast, in said e,,u >' v, hat all pe sons
interested may attend at a Pro'ate Court, t*> be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of \pril
next, and show cause, if any they have,
account should not he allowed.
CFO F. JOHNSON.

said
Gl>SIF M. HALL of

said County ol Waldo, having
presented a petition for leave t<> adopt Rufus A.
that his name be changed to
and
dr.,
Maeurda,

A t rue

copy.

Attest
Jkrk’ii D. I’arkkr.

why the

JUtlgc.

Register.

Rufus A Hall.
At a Probate <’ourt held at Be, last. within and lor
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
all persons interested bv causing a copy of this
March, A 1 >. Ism;.
order to be published three weeks successively in
the last
certain instrument purporting n*
,4
at
Belfast, that \
the Republican .Journal, printed
late
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at A will and testament >i HIKAM JONFS.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second of Belfast, in said County <i Waldo, deceased,
hat*
witlia
for
petition
pr.
Tuesday of April next, at ten i»f the clock he having been presented
that letters of administration with the will an
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioners should not be grant- nexed, he issued r<> Jas. A. Colson of Searsport.
the executor mimed in said will having deceased.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
ed.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons inA true copy. Attest:
terested by causing a copy of this order t» be
Jkrk’ii I). Parkr.P, Register.
published ihree weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast! tha? they may
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
At. the Probate Office at Belfast, within and’fni the appear
within and for said County, on the second TuesCountv of Waldo, oil this twenty-Jointh day of
lock before
of April next, at ten of tinday
March, A. 1>. 18Sffi.
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
1
same Should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
4 certain ins:rum*nt, purporting in lie the last
«; Fi I. F. JOHNSON, Judge.
<>t
NEWELL MANSA will and testament
A true eopv. Attest,:
FIELD, late of Belfast, in the County <>l Waldo, ;
.1 kkk’h I) Pakki:n. Register.
deceased, hav ing been presented for probate.
Ordered, That noth e he given to all persons i
interested by causing a copy of this order to he :
lul'l at RelITT A 1.1 m > SS.
Ill Court
rrod.tl.
published three weeks suceessiveiv in tin* BeAlai cl:. 1 S'.lR.
.i-1. Mi! I lie second Tif-uas
publican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they ! it
Al.b L M. EVERETT. Vdnuuisir. triv -!■ ’>•••»may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at BelMARSHALL
will annexe*!.
tin
fast, within and for said county, on the second
non. with
‘••v.i-ed.
DA VIS. late of I tel fast. in S' id ‘uni y.
Tuesday of April next, at ten of the clock he
imt <>1 adlinal
at
lirst
and
resented
her
fore noon, and show cause, it any they have, why
having |
the same should not he proved, approved and almin ist rat ion ! -aid estate lor allowan
three
(JEO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
lowed.
Ordered. That notice theretd be gi»
mill,
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively, in the Republican
Jkkk’ii 1 >. Parker, Register.
3vvl3
print cd in 1 tel fast, in suit I e< »unt y hat a!. persons
interested, max attend at a Probate Cuiin. to be
held at lb lfasi, on the second Tuesday <d April
At the Probate Office at Belfast, within and for
next, and show cause, if any they have, why the
the Countv of Waldo, on this t wen’v-fourth day
said account should not he allowed.
of March, A. D. 18U0.
CKO. K. JOI1 NSO\, Judge.
certain instrument, purporting to 1»«- the last
A true copy.
Attest
will and testament of COREL!A W. AREY.
JkkkTi D. I'akkkk, Register
late of Winterport, in said County of W aldo, deceased, havii g been presented for probate.
Ordered, Tiiat notice be given to all persons rpHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 eoncerned. that he has been duly appointed
interested bv causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Repub- and taken upon himself The trust of Administralican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may tor of the estate of
JOSEPH H. DANA, late of Frankfort,
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
and for said County, on the second Tues
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
j within
in the
I day of Aprii next, at ten of the clock before noon, as tin* County
law directs; he therefore requests all perand show cause if any they have, vvliv the same
sons w ho arc immhted to said deceased’s estate to
should not be proved, appr »ved and allowed.
make immediate payment, and those who have
(iEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
kiiv demands t hereon, to exhibit t he same lor setA true copy. Attest:
DKLPHINCS DANA.
tlement to him.
3wl3
Jere’h D Parker, Register.
<

••

.•

A

suhscrilier hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly appointed
dnd
and taken upon
upon himself the trust of Ext cuter
of the last vvil and testament of
trix of the estate of
RICHARD E. PATTERSON, late of Sea report.,
CALVIN WORK, late of Jacks* n,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond in the County of Waldo, deceased; he therefore
as the law directs; she therefore re*piest> all perrequests all persons who are indebted to said desons who are indebted to sa id deceased’s estate to ceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and
make immediate payment, and those who have those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for set- the same for settlement to him.
CYRUS TRUE.
tlement to her.
EMMA M. WORK,
I
notice

all

hereby gives public
she has been duly appointed THE
concerned,
THEconcerned, that
of Administrataken
herself the
subscriber

trust

to

Middletown, Conn., March 25. The
Keating Bicycle Company of Holyoke,
Mass., has signed an agreement with the
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Republican
CHARI.KS

A.

District Convention.
The Third District Republican Convention will
City Hal!. Waterville. Fri»lay. April 17.
at l l o'clock \.
lor the purpose of ominaring a candidate for representative to the 55th
Congress of the United States, also to select two
delegate- and two alternates to attend the National Republican Convention to be held at St.
Louis, Missouri, on Tuesday, dune 1(5. 1896, also
to select a District Committee and to transact
any
other business that may properly come before it.
bo belli in

lh'ir,.

REPRESENTATION.
Each city,

that flitted athwart the vision of Belfast

people,
wings

town

exise law went into effect in
New \ oik last Sunday.
A synopsis of
the measure will be found on the 7th
new

ever, and the number of employees curtailed.
As presented here the scheme
main building as
only
above, but for two wings, each one hundred feet by fifty and one story high; and
the number of

ed

afraid to stand up alone and be countagainst what lie thinks is wrong.”

A
Belfast correspondent of a Bangor
papei concludes a paragraph on the hotel
question b\ saying: “In the meantime it
** to be
hoped there will be no petty clash-

This sort of thing is getting to be
We have had it served up
at
home in official form and it is sent
•'< u..;kI
Thus Belfast is
every lew days.
ing.

monotonous.

Held up to the outside world

as a

commu-

rent by internal dissensions.
Xot
is this untrue, and a libel upon our
hut it is calculated to do a great deal
harm.
Who would care to come to a

nity

only

business

tor

of

Mate

things

Aintii ica

oi

pleasure where such
as is
alleged here?

exists

is bound

scrupulously

to

re-

the rights of the weak, but she is
bound to make stalwart insistence
her own rights against the strong,”

mxm-t

less

no
on

Hon. Theodore Boosevelt in Harper's
That is true Americanism.
Mi. Boosevelt also believes that
>.>\s

.Magazine !'<n April.

was

be 2,000.

project presented

mill

something

time

same

to

fur-

ther may be said.
It was suggested then,
and subsequent developments proved, that
the visit of Mr.

Willis,

treasurer

Southard Mills, to Belfast was
tended to incite the Richmond

of the

mainly inpeople to

provide the necessary capital to retain the
plant there and add to its capacity. The
proposition here

£100,000

was

that Belfast should

£300,000 required

of the

The
and equip a cotton mill.
oiler made in Richmond was to build an
build

to

The Boston Herald lias made the late
discovery that Congressman “Boutelle is

a

employees

Of the cotton
here about the

furnish

page.

mu

before the city election.
to have been clipped,

for

addition to the present mill, £50,000 to be
subscribed there, the subscribers to be
given lust mortgage bonds secured by the
whole plant.
While the Richmond Board
of Trade

considering this proposition,

was

Mr. Willis said he had “since learned that
the outside stockholders wanted to go in

The North church chorus will meet for
rehearsal of Easter music at the church Saturday vening at 7 o’clock.
The subject of the prayer meeting at tbe
North church this, Thursday, evening, will
be, “Christ our Sacrifice for sin.’’
The Serooby Club of the North church
meets every evening at the parsonage for
the study of Congregational principles and

history.

church,
count

was

of

postponed

Sunday on acSunday evening,

last

the weather to

same

footing

April 12th.
There will be a half-hour service on Friday of this week at 4 o’clock in the Universalist vestry. All are asked to extend this
notice, that there may be a full attendance
at this Good Friday service.
Rev. Geo. S. Mills preached last Sunday
forenoon at the North church an able sermon on “The Kingship of
Jesus,” and in
the evening gave the last of his series of
lectures on the Old Testament characters.

rested.

There the matter

pro-

consists of the president, I)r. Geo.
M. Twitched of Augusta and Rev. W. W.

gramme

churches of Lincoln Association, suffer
word of exhortation. There is an imperative need of immediate help for the church
ami

a

The Richmond Bee said:

people have done everything it was
possible for them to do to get this mill in Appleton and the 2nd Palermo church.
built here. Profiting by their many manu- Fifty dollars ought to be raised at once,
facturing and building experiences in tin- to be divided equally between these
past, they will put no money into any two places. It is but little that is askmanufacturing business unless they are ed. Two dollars from
each church in the
protected by gilt-edged security, and in association
would he
Our

nearly enough.

Why
not take an offering at some week
day or
This refers to a business already in Sunday eveniug prayer meeting? Brethen,
your help is needed now. Send the money
operation in Richmond, and which lias
to Rev. S. Browne, Tenant’s Harbor.”
since added to the
inof its

this decision
correct.

we

think their position is

plant

creasing

the

mill,

capacity about one-third.

But Richmond lias burned its

lingers

in

the past, as have some other Maine towns,
and evidently has profited by the experi-

Sunday, April 12th,

last at the
Methodist Church before conference. Rev.
W. J. Wilson of Stoughton,
Mass., will
preach in the morning and the pastor m the

evening.

Mr.

will be the

Wilson

pastor of tins

was

the 1 uited States should
foi war. and show herself

society in 1858 and '54, at the time when the
“keep prepared ence.
church was built.
On the 15th of June,
willing and able
The Massachusetts Republicans bad a
1" adopt a vigorous
foreign policy when- rousing State convention in Boston last 18,»S, Mrs. Wilson, in company with other
turned the first sod. and Oct. 11,18.5'),
ever there is need ol
furthering American Friday. Reed’s name evoked the wildest ladies,
the church was dedicated. The
interests m upholding the honor ot the
building of
enthusiasm and the delegates to the NaAmerican Hag."
That does not accord
with the views of the Cleveland Adminis-

tration.
::

>m

but

will

meet

large majority

a

with acceptance
of the American

people.

such

tional convention

are all for him.
The
platform declares for protection, for the
Monroe doctrine, and for no change in

the money standard except by international agreement.
Hon. Henry Cabot

Lodge made

Brief mention

was

made last week of

fence of

the

speech

his course

the

of

of his life in dein Congress.
The

church at that time was a great undertaking for the society, and hut for the wonderful grit and abounding grace of Mr. Wilson, it could not have been accomplished.
Following the morning sermon the sacraa

ment of the

Lord’s supper will be adminis-

tered.
The Advent Christian church of Belfast
brought charges to the annual Maine State
Conference last October of misrepresenta-

leading local industries that Boston Journal says:
As Mr. Lodge outlined in words of elomight be profitably developed. The conditions for building up a large granite quence the right path for the Republican tion, holding opposition meetings and trying
business seem to us specialty favorable. party to tread, as he portrayed the patri- to divide the church, against Elder W. M.
otic course on the Monroe doctrine and
who had

s'-me

I he

Oak

Hill granite is unexcelled for
monumental work indeed, there is said

be but one other quarry In the
country
fbat approaches it in
quality. The sliipi-1!— facilities by rail and water are all
l"

cudd 1m*

desired,

and quarrymen and
-kilicd st uic-workers to any number may
be readily obtained. Granite in its various
tonus is in
steady demand, and with the

ii;.it

capital and good management
might be made the leading industry

the Cuban question, and as lie defended
in sentences that flamed with fire the integrity and honor of the American people
on tlie Venezuelan
matter, that great audience burst into a migbtv cheer, which
echoed and reverberated from one end of
the hall to the other, and in the most emphatic manner approved his sentiments.

Tim h'tur of

m-cc>sar\

this
t

Belfast.
B.

Waldron, statistical’editor of
111e Voice, New York, in “A
Study in
katoily Incomes of the N ition,” says:
I hat the rich are
growing richer and

societies

Societies.

meeting of the various secret
7 to 7..‘!0 with the lirst

«■lmnge from
meeting in April.

The regular monthly meeting of
Timothy
Chase Lodge, F. and A. M
will be hdd
this, Thursday, evening.
The

(irand Lodge, New England Order of

Protection,

’lie pool

7.

■-

ments of

poorer, is the tavorite dictum of
certain class of social reformers.
The
increasing wealth of the rich as a class no
* bought ful man will
The
deny.
growing
poverty of the poor, however, is another
stogy which neither facts nor general observation appear to warrant.
Bather can
it be shown that the
workingman to-day,
is a rule, is getting
higher wages and that
then purchasing power is greater than
ever before in the
history of this country.
Beading this paragraph recalled to mind

been laboring with them as
Strout,
their pastor. They proved all these charges
to lie true and the conference decided that
Mr. Strout should make a public and private
confession of his wrong-doing to the church,
which should lie published in their denominational paper,

the World's Crisis: also the

Belfast local papers. He acknowledged himas satisfied with the decision of the conference and said he would abide by it. He
has failed to do this, and the
following will
he of interest to the A. C. Church in the disposal of this case until the conference meets
again next fall, unless he should comply
with their demands before that time:
T«> C. If. Woodman, Business
Agent of the
World’s Crisis:
The Advent Christian church of Belfast,
Me., last October, at the yearly session of
the Maine State Advent Christian Conference, preferred charges against Elder W. \I.
Strout. which were sustained before the
committee on trials and appeals.
He lias
not settled the dilli ult.v :
therefore, we, the
u del-signed members of the said
committee,
request that his appointments be no longer
published in the World’s Crisis uutil such
time as he correct such grievances.
self

Secret

meets in

Auburn, Tuesday, April

The railroads make the usual announceone fare for the round
trip. Mon-

day evening, April d, a public meeting will
in Auburn, ball which will be addressed by Hon. Lucius Deming of New
Haven, the Supreme Vice Warden of the
be held

Charles Wadsworth died at his home with
his son, W. B. Wadsworth, at the corner of
Park and Charles streets, last Sunday, after

A. W.

Order.

Taylor,

F. N. Johnson,
J. Albert Libby.

News.

Mr. Harvard El well captured a very rare
animal this week, known as the American
Black Marmot.

^SPRING

long and very painful

Deceased
illness.
Mrs. Julia El well, who has been spending
born in Lincolnville Jan. 13, 1827, and
the winter with her sons in Boston, returnlived there all his life until last December, ed
home last Saturday.
when lie came to Belfast with his wife, to
Capt. Israel Crockett is confined to the
live with their son. He served during the
1 bouse by a severe cut in his foot, received
war in Co.
G, of the 2t»th Maine Infantry, while
chopping wood recently.
aud there contracted malarial diseases which
Severe colds seem to he the rage here at
made him an invalid, and resulted in his
j
death. In 1848 he married Alnieda J. Tyler, preseut, aud Johnson’s liniment, No. 18, aud
who survives him. Of a family of nine chil- other remedies find a quick sale at the cordren five remain. They are Mrs. Lucy Mon- ner grocery.
Mrs. Flora Brohan received a telegram
roe, Charles D. and George M. Wadsworth
of Camden, William B. Wadsworth of BelSunday evening announcing the sudden
1
fast aud Randall E. Wadsworth of Waver- death of her sister, Mrs. Amanda Drinkley, Mass. He was a member of the Metho- water, at Malden, Mass. The particulars of
dist church, and as long as health would per- her death have not been received at this
mit was identified with the Grand Army at
writing. Mrs. Brohan left by train Monday
Camden. His life record is one of honest morning to attend the funeral.
dealing and he goes to his grave bearing the
It is said, by those who know, that the raggood will of all who knew him. The funeral rug epidemic which has been
raging for the
was held
Tuesday forenoon, and the remains past few mouths has reached its height and
will be taken to Camden for burial.
the fever is fast subsiding. The kid cots are

a

was

j

Are all

J

in

She was a native of Camden and the daughter of the late Benjamin Cushing, Esq., who
came to Camden from Hanover, Mass.
She
was the mother of ten children, seven of
whom are living, namely: Joshua and Benjamin Cushing Adams of Camden, Mrs. J.
E. Adams of Bangor, Mrs. Elisha Hopkins
of Searsport, Mrs. F. J. Simonton of Rockland, Mrs. Reuben Leland of New Vork,
and Miss Ella A. Adams of Camden. Mrs.
Adams was, at the time of her decease,
the oldest member of the Congregational
church of Camden, and for many years
bad been active, devoted aud consist! nt
Christian. She was an exemplary woman
in all the varied walks of life, and was
highly esteemed by all who enjoyed her acquaintance. As a mother, she was warmly
devoted to her family: her home was alof sunshine for her
ways opeu and full
children and grand-children. As a friend,
she was true and faithful, aud as a neighbor
full of kindly words, deeds and charities.

[Camden Herald.

Carrie G., wife of John H. Coffin, diet! in
Pittsfield March 17, aged 41 years and 8
months. Mrs. Coffin was horn in Troy,
w here her girlhood was
passed. A few years
after her marriage she lived in Thorndike
and Troy, moving to this town twelve years
Beside
ago, where she has since resided.
h r husband, she leaves
one
daughter,
Myrtle, a sister, Mrs. Myriek of Troy, with
other friends, to mourn the loss which is her
gain. For eighteen years she lias been a
great sufferer from a curvature of the spine,
from which cause she had been able to mingle
hut little in society, or enjoy many pleasures
outside her own home circle. Her last sickness was of about two weeks duration, and,
though she felt her end was near, she expressed no regrets that so soon she would
Her last hours were
pass to the other side.
painless, and she was watched over tenderly
by those who were dearest to her heart. In
the years she has suffered so much, she bore
all with Christian patience and fortitude.

religious sympathies were specially
the Methodists, hut all denominations
were of one brotherhood.
[Pittsfield Adver-

Her
with

tiser.

Miss Alrneda Emma Dyer died March
2(>th, at the home of Mrs. Daniel Lamb on
Washington street, Camden, at the age of lit.
Miss Dyer had an affectionate, sunny disposition and had the respect and love of a large
circle of friends. She had been confined to
to the house ten weeks with that dread disease, consumption, and though at times her
sufferings were almost unbearable, yet she
bore them with courage, and patience until
the last. All that a loving father and kind
friends could do was done, hut nothing
could stop the sad eliding of so young a life.
She leaves beside numberless friends to
mourn her early death, a father, T. E. Dyer,
a half brother, Hewie, in Brockton and a half
sister, Until, in Winterport.
Julia A., (Pendleton* Trim, widow of the
late J. W. Trim, died March 25th at the
home of her sun, William in Boekport after
ail illness of about two months duration.
Mrs. Trim was a native of Islesboro, but
spent nearly the whole of her life in Pockport, where her children were horn and lived.
Her husband died twenty-three years ago,
and since then, up to the past two vears, she
had lived with her son John. Mrs. Trim
was a woman of beautiful Christian character

and

was

an

friend.

exemplary

mother

and

For fifty-six years she was a respected member of Chestnut St., Baptist
Church. The children who survive her are
Robert H., Joseph O., John G., William H.,
and Alice B. Trim, to whom sympathy is
extended.

with $10

position expects

same

to

start

week,

and flour is $4 a barrel,
with other necessaries very nearly in proa

portion.
If

an

electric

railway
Nortliport or

from

Stockton

to
Camden is built
business enterprise it will not cross a
$100,(ICO bridge at the foot of Main street
but will I nil through the city, and cross at

Spiings
as a

the upper btidge.
This would accommodate both extremes of the city, and the additional

mileage required would be more
by the increased

than compensated for
business.
There are

houses and
more people between the
top of l'rimrose
Hill and the upper bridge than between
the foot of the square and Nortliport

Camp t,round.

.Such

a

more

road would bene-

property alike at both ends of the city.
If the road crosses at the foot of Main
fit

street, and the present bridges are discontinued, as proposed, a great injustice will
be done to at least half the people of Belfast, who w ill have to pay tor a very ex-

Thorndike. Beuj. Ames of this town was
his carriage Saturday afternoon
in Unity near B. R. Hunt’s and severely injured about the face and head. Luckily no
bones were broken. He was taken in to
Mr. Hunt’s and a medical man summoned,
who attended to his injuries-Mrs. Nellie
M. Clark of Unity died suddenly Monday
morning from heart disease. Mrs. Clark
had been sick for a year or more, but was
considered much better until her sudden
death-Richard Higgins will have charge
of the Mineral Spriug farm this season_
Bert Stevens is sawing wood for Frank Hogan....-The selectmen were in session at
their office March 28th-The little daughter of H. L. Wing broke her collar bone last
week while out sliding.... Mrs. E. L. Bartlett has been on the sick list for sexeral
weeks-The many friends of Mrs. Cliarh s

thrown from

Hogan will be sorry to hear that she is very
lame again with rheumatic trouble_Mrs.
Maud Hogan visited friends in Brooks March
25th....Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stevens visited
Rev. and Mrs. I). Brackett last week_
Mrs. F. L. Pliilbrick and little son Lewis
passed the day in Belfast March 28th.

sumption.
Dr. Neil of Bass Harbor, who has been so
very low wi.\h pneumonia and heart trouble
aud was at o.ie time given up by the attend-

ing physicians, is recovering.
It is very sickly at this place, with
grippe and sore throats.

la

W. It. Keene has the second steamer in
frame ami the waist guards and rail on. The

compound engine, shaft and propeller aud
independent pumps have been received.
The boiler, wl icli is being built by Owen
Brock & Co., Boston, will lie finished in
April.
Win. H. Ward’s store has been closed by
creditors.
John Hopkins lias opened
is

a

dealer in

groceries

Transfers in

and
Ileal

a

new

store

and

fishing supplh

s.

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
Waldo county Registry of Det ds
for the week ending April 1, 1890:
Geo. W,
Carver, Lincolnville, to Granite State Provident Association; land and buildings in Lincolnville. Martha A. Wilton, Waldo, to
.James H. Hanson, do.; land in Waldo.
Ellen W. Jones, Belfast, to Alfred W. Rich,
Brooks; land in Brooks. Ross C. Higgins,
recorded in

V"

suit you ALL and

We

can

our

goods it

we can SELL Y()[
in want of Clothing,
do not make any BAD BREAKS. SQl Akf
is the word or no sale. Trv us for the first ri>

Patterson entertained her
friends in fine style last Thursday

you

Elwell’s hall, where she received
her guests, presented a very animated scene
The large hall afforded ample room for
games aud dancing which was freely indulged in. Of course everyone present enjoyed themselves immensely and were
unanimous in their praise of the good time
they had and the lovely manner in which
they were entertained. Refreshments were
served and everything was done to make
it,

indeedjit

as

was,

a

Trustees of the Nortliport Campground Association will hold a meeting in
April to decide when the regular ('amp-meeting session will he held and to act upon other
matters relating to the business of the association. M. C. Hill, who has conducted the
hotel for several years, will
probably not

^PillsburyV
I
J
?

began

to

run

in the

by

As the

l

u

singular adventure
Journai

we

described

in

The

We think

they

his

eyes

closed
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pensive bridge which will not answer
Bucksport. The birthday party of the
their requirements in the least.
If objec- Sons of Veterans Saturday evening was a Thorndike, to F. L. Philbriek, do.; land and
tion is made because of the longer time grand success. During the day the mem- buildings in Thorndike. Augustine Curtis
et ala., Brooks, to M. «T. Dow, do.; land and
required in going by way of the upper bers, their wives and sisters, were busily buildings in Brooks. A. A. Brown, Liberty,
to
Samuel F. Davis, do.; land and buildings
in
the
G.
A.
the
W.
engaged
at
R.,
preparing
bridge—estimated about 15 minutes—it
in Liberty.
R. C. and their own hall for the event and
should be
remembered that

route

cars

by the other
shortly before eight o’clock they marched
delayed when the draw to
the depot and received fifteen of the
as the larger part of the
members of Gen. Kearney
No. 13, of

will be

is raised,

and

shipping business
posed bridge it is
must
men

not

is done above the proevident that the draw

be raised quite often.
But practical
who have looked the ground over do

give much encouragement for build-

ing the proposed road. They say there
is not population enough to make it profitable.
over

a

But if
route

a

road is built it should be

that will accommodate the

people, and not over one that will
practically exclude half our people from
most

its benefits.

Food, undigested, is poison. Digested, it
strength. Millions of us suffer
from indigestion, but often don’t know it.
Camp,
We think it is something else. Even doctors
Wiuterport. Returning to the hall all were often mistake the symptoms.
comfortably seated at the tables in company
Pale, thin people, who are overworked,
with the members of the local Grand Army who need strength, who seem in wrant of
and Women’s Relief Corps to partake of the proper food, should take Shaker Digestive
bountiful repast. After the tables were Cordial. It is astonishing what food will do,
cleared a goodly time was passed with when properly digested.
It w'ill make you strong, revive you, respeeches and songs, and later in the evening
fresh you, sustain you, make you fat, restore
a special meeting of P. P. Gilmore and visitwas
called
and
the
3d
your
color, make muscle, brain fibre, couring camps
degree
increase your
worked on a candidate. About 12 o’clock age, endurance, energy;
the teams of F. B. Googins was announced power to throw off disease and keep you
and the happy party of visitors were conhealthy and happy.
Indigestion does just the opposite, but
veyed to the ferry at Bucksport Centre, with
happy thoughts of the first anniversary of indigestion can be cured and prevented with
P. P Gilmore Camp, No. 33, of Bucksport as Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle 10 cents.
they rode home by the light of the full moon.
is life and

Myrick

time.

Waldo Centre. F. A. Chase gave a serenade dance at Whitcomb’s hall Tuesday
evening, March 24th. Prof. Whitcomb’s
orchestra furnished music for the dancers
until the early hours of morning_L. A.
Whitcomb has received the past week two
carloads of feed from the west... James
Hanson has sold his place to S. 1. Gurney,
and will move to Searsport-Mr. H. Wentworth of Georgetown, British Guiana, whs
in town last, week-R. R. Paul was taken
suddenly ill while at work in the barn last
Thursday morning. He was assisted to the
house by one of his sons and grew steadily
worse

until

Wednesday morning,

death ended his sufferings.

when
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very lowest price,.

CURTAINS

They stop

that dizzy feelhntj.
They are jdeasant to take.

A pint bottle for ."»0 rents.
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shott

notice.

Belfast,

DRUGGISTS.

Opposite National
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SURPLUS, $33
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repairing in all its branches and
carriage trimming done promptly to
at

the

most

reasonable

>

e\

T^ke Orfl°r<;
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rates.

til-'

peiise-

i.,

—
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Farm for Sale.

Harness

order
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The K. 4i. CHASI

Carriage Trimmer.

*

SOI.M l I hit

SALESMEN

i'c)

F- A, Robbins,

Fr

1 toI4 P. M.

Harnesses, Wanted

KSS< >KS

from 9 to 12 A. M.
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OK

Custom

Maine

CAPITAL, $150,000.

ARNESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
hats,
TRUNKS,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

FINE LINK

l

I'i ns ami

A. CLEMENT

POOR & SON,

,

\l 1 II I

DKSKiNS:

at the

nppetiti

an

way tl rniesint vs.
made n hotly of
riots, harks and herbs.

They

NM)

:

eases.

clear the

D.:14

PAPERS

sprint/

tome.

They

>

1 s*><5

Bitters!

be

better-The ladies’ Relief Corps is prospering. Two new members were initiated
at the last meeting-Gorham Clough is
confined to the house-Mrs. Nellie Clark
died very suddenly March 29th of heart la.ilure.
She was stopping with her brother,
ltoscoe Perley, and had only been there a few
days. She had been out of health for a long

HAND WHEEI

W. H. QUIMBY

Restorative

the agony of his fate. Sunday m a iling Mr. Shelden saw them on the shore moving in a southerly direction, with intentions,
no doUbt, of calling oil George and spending
the rest of the day in quiet social intercourse.

BOYS OF ALL AGES

$75

uk ups i pi qps

s

crms.

Belfast.

on

charge

vim

*

Indian

up-

schoolhouse.... Fred Fuller went to
Prince Edward Island March 27th to take

for 'o''
As good as ever,
and equal to the best.

I

Thty

as

*

DR. OSGOOD’S

an

form

.MI

NEW anil SECOND

are

trembling

A

as

AND SAMPLE

ignominious death by hanging, and
to point out to his dear little spouse the
cedar tree, and the place where the
boat lay
and the limb that supported
his
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COME IN

They

from
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PORTLAND,

inclined to believe they are
now on
their bridal tour, and of course
nothing would be more natural than to visit
the place of the groom’s marvelous escape
and

are,

They stand the test.”

NORTON-CHAPMANCO

was

few months ago.

a

‘‘

good as
Pillsbury's Best.”

Probably these are the same,
figured so conspicuously in that

that

■Eclipse Bicycle.

Cost for repairs for entire
trip

than:

It’s

his mate.

deer

an

Sole Agents for the State of Maine.

and swimming a short
bluff went ashore and
By this time the boys
bewildered senses and
direction the deer had

elder hoy

more

\

running along
the bank lie stubbed bis toe and fell headlong, right at the feet of another deer that
was biding in a. little hollow.
Which was
the more surprised, the boy or the deer, we
cannot say, but according to the hoys’ story
the deer was the first to recover his equilibrium and dart away in the direction taken
taken.

f

>)

Last Saturday afternoon between four and
live o’clock, as Carle and Percy Bird were
walking along the shore near Mike's Bluff,
their steps were abruptly arrested by a
sudden spring of a deer from the bank above
them, followed by a dog. The animal quickdistance toward the
up over tlie bank.
had recovered their

about flour,
you can’t say

J

may,
however, be a short Chautauqua
assembly. The Flwell farm owned by the
association has been soid and the proceeds
applied to the corporation. The outlook for
the campground from the present standpoint
is encouraging.

you will

Say what

;

attended the former did not the latter.whereas if there had been hut one
gathering they
would have gone to eampmeeting. There

water

Rode 21,000 miles on

y

Chautanqiian assembly. The eight days’
session of the assembly last year, while a
success from a
literary point of view, was
not. a
success
financially, it is said. The
receipts were not sufficient to pay the expense's, the difference being made good by
the campground association.
It is thought
that t..e assembly interfered with the attendance at the eampmeeting, as many who

ly entered the

TOM WINDEI

BEST.

house this year. It is not yet known
who will he the landlord.
Another matter
which will he discussed will relate to the

take the

pair

no

i*06

...

delightful evening.

most

j

The

W. L. Reynolds ; tax collector, (1. A. Stevens.
Appropriations, So,47b; si.uoo raised to re-

is

;

j

CHARLES O'CONNELL,

‘

Mrs. Adam

are

^White Store, 81 Main St.,

evening.

At

the sick list...

we have them,

Miss Bessie
many

the annual town meeting the
following officers were elected Moderator,
B. B. Cookson ; selectmen, assessors, etc.,
Amander Rackliff, Frank A. Bartlett, I). It.
Gray; clerk, James H Cook; treasurer, L.
II. Mosher; school committee, Frank Kelley,

on

*

Regulars,

from those deft little digitals
that so cunningly fashioned the contents of
the rag-bag into lovely mosaics and other
beautiful combinations which are the delight and joy of the feminine heart.

cational work.

of a lobster canning factory. He will
absent about four months.... I)r. Emerson went to Baltimore March 25th.... W. A.
Bartlett was in t< wn March 27th, the guest
of C. J. Bartlett... .Miss Knights and Mrs.
Fred Fuller started for California March
2<ith... Mr. and Mrs. Renj. Stevens are both

of

Stouts and

-*>*-

disappearing

The Madison, Wis., Democrat of last Friday, contained the announcement of the
death of the wife of Prof. E. H. Farrington,
formerly of Orono. Prof. Farrington is a
son of Supt.
Joseph R. Farrington, of the
Maine reform school, and was graduated
from the Maine State College in 1881.
He
has since been prominently engaged in edu-

Unity.

styles

Slims,

—

clerk in the

best and latest

that can be had.

Harley Carmichael of Richmond,
Whether they succeeded in making him
The Rev. Austin W 'ley, author of a hisVa., sovereign grand master of the sovereign
of the anti-slavery cause in Maine and recognize their friendly intercourse we are
Mt.
Desert
tory
Correspondence.
college of allied Masonic degrees of the
As telephonic communicathe nation, died in Nortlifiehl, Minn., Sat- unable to say.
United States, has appointed Josiah H.
Southwest Harbor, March 30th.
Mrs. urday. He was horn in Compton, N. H., tion on that, day was closed we shall have
n
recent statement of a gentleman conDrummond, past grand master of Maine, to Henry Moore, who has been ailing for some June 24, 180G. He was educated in the to wait until somebody from that section
Theological Seminary at Bangor, Me. After
cerning his business experience. Some the office of grand chancellor of the sover- time from the effects of
gall stones, went to refusing a call to the
he turned his appears to give us the true particulars of
thirty-odd years ago lie went to work in eign college, vice W. O. English, d< ceased. the Maine General Hospital at Portland last abilities to fighting ministry
slavery. He became their reception.
It
is
editor
of
the Advocate of Freedom, and for
understood that Col. Hall of U. S. army, week for an
•a store at $5 a week,
boarding himself.
operation. The physicians re- the next
twenty years spared neither pen
Flour was then $1(5 per barrel and a suit who now holds the office of grand deacon, moved four hundred and
ninety-one gall nor voice in his devotion to the anti-slavery
of clothes cost double what one of like will be advanced to the office of grand al- stones.
cause.
He was the companion of J. P. Hale,
moner.
Mr. Charles Langley is very low with con- a colleague of Charles Sumner.
quality can be bought for to-day. Now' a
Rev. I)r.

in, the

GOODS*;-

t

GLOTHINC

*

j

James M. Rich of Bangor died at his home
that city March 29th at the age of 77 years.
He was born in Jackson, a sou of the late
There will be a special service commemoJohn and Annie Rich, and had lived in Banrating the institution of the Lord’s supper in
gor about 35 years.
He was a farmer by octhe Uuiversalist vestry this, Thursday,
cupation and a veteran of the late war. His
evening. The preliminary church meeting wife,
formerly Miss Abbie Varney of Jackwill be held at 7 o’clock, followed by adsou, survives him. He leaves three brothers
mission of new members, and by
Holy Com- aud two sisters. Moses W. Rich of Belfast,
munion.
All in sympathy with the service i
John C. Rich of Bangor, Oliver T. Rich of
are invited to attend.
Boston, Mrs. Almon Forbes of Brooks and
The Maine Universalist convention will be Mrs. Janies A.
Varney of Boston.
held in Auburn June 2, 3 and 4. Able Speakers will be present.
The financial and misAdeline C., widow of the late Samuel G.
sionary exhibit for the year will be present- Adams, died at her residence on High street,
March 25th, aged 89 years and 8 months.
ed and discussed.
The committee on

as

the Richmond dollar.”

Nortliport

Obituary.

Rev. S. L. Hanscom will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday afternoon at 2 30 o’clock.

everybody else. Hooper, Secretary, of Deering.
They want Richmond people to take stock
Rev. F. M. Preble, moderator of Lincoln
and claim that their dollar is as good as Association,writes to the AdvocatePastors
on

the

Churches.

The sixth ami last of the Unity Sunday
The'
how- evenings on World Helpers, at the Unitarian

seem

called not

and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate, and for each 75 vires cast for the
Republican candidate for Governor in 1894 an
additional delegate; and for a fraction of forty
votes, in exeess of seventy five vo esan additional
delegate. Only voters in the Countv where the
vacancy exists are eligible to fill vacancies in the
delegation of any city, town or plantation.
The District Committee will be in session at
< ity Hall at 10 o’clock on the
morning of the < 'on
cent ion for the purpose of
receiving credentials
of the delegates.
J. W. Black, Chairman.
Frank \V. Hovey, Secretary.
Pittsfield, Me.. March 18, 189(5.

The

Board of Trade of this city to move the
plant here as soon as a new shop, to be
000 feet long and 50 feet wide, two stories
Four hundred
high, can be erected.
hands will be employed at the start, provided the citizens subscribe to £100,000
four per cent, bonds.
The money has
nearly all been raised and the balance is
assured. It looks now as if the company
could begin erecting the factory as soon
as the ground is settled upon.
This is one of the enterprises, on wheels,

The

Situated it. 1 .it'.'i y v i1! a
W
h.
Be
II
<,
.Manic, kn -w n a;n ivs,
iici..1
containing
mj;s, plenty ot water, 1:0011 pa-t' re
W
|«.t a 1111 till.1
land i-i.
at inn.
Addrc.-MRS MKoRMK I
!•! I
Bwl4
Manchester
«

C. E. STEVENS,
W. H. ERSKINE,

very apt to lie “Hard on clothes.”
We sell the good kind, the kind that

are

will stand the hardest kind of wear.
And what is more, we combine style
with these good wearing qualities. Our
clothes may cost a little more than the
common kind, but our customers say

they’re worth more than the difference. If the boy needs a suit why

No.

39 Main Street,

Mtt

Belfast,

Me.

WHO WILL BUY

that

not let

us

send you

two or

three

on

ap-

proval?

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

Notice of Dissolution.
is hereby given that the copartnership
heretofore existing between us, under the
lirm name of MEARSA PITCHER, has been dissolved by mutual consent. The business will be
continued by E. S. Pitcher at the old stand.
HORATIO MEARS.
E. S. PITCHER.
Belfast, March 20, 1896.—3wl4

NOTICE

My farm? Ore of the best in Waldo County, 2
miles from Northport Camp Ground and 1 miles
from Belfast P. <)., containing 1 .‘id acres of land.
Fine buildings, in excellent repair and all con
nected.
Never failing water in pasture. Two
wells. Big orchard; 2f><> bids, winter apples last
full crop bearing season this year
Cuts 2<> tons
of hav. Plenty of wood and cedar.
Two young
W ill soli on easy
horses and farming tools, et<
terms, as 1 have other business.
Call on or address
T. C. HILL,
14tf
TO Tiller St
Belfast, Te.

Get

Your

Dogs

%

.•

FOR SALE.
The house and lot owned by .lames h
Belfast, near the bridge. I01 loin liiiiidn
l^4( m (m n. For part leulars impiire ot
MBS. I. B IIABBIM
1 wl4*
7« Park Si
Portia

WANTED AT ONCE
An a^ent

to

canvass

surrounding town-.
mission. Territory

Sear-port,

St<"

Agreeable work,
tie

covered ii
perielii'e lleees-ai
person to mak<:

can

to lour week-. No
chance for the ri^ht
Addr.s"A." Bb’Ll A>l

M''

NOTICE.

LICENSED.

All person.- desiring to teach school n
Waldo (Spring term-.are reque-ted
Notice is hereby given that copies of the law re
lating to licensing dogs have been posted in the eonimittee at Ritchie (iran^e Mali on \\.
the Sth nay of April, at two
lock r m
different w..rds of this city. This law requires al
dogs to be licensed by the first day id April o| amination. Application may be made to
ber of the coin mi Met* on or before the .d
each year. The law will he strictly enforced.
HAB1 > 1 N1
Belfast, March 21, ist»t>
A prii l’, 18%. 1 w 14
1
3wl3
L. H. MURCH, City Clerk.
of

..

NEWS

rHK

OF

BELFAST.

I

GOOD-FRIDAY.

etl, my heart, remembering
'l"le was given for tliee,
ssed on Him thy burden, when,
•He sinful sons of men,

it

v

-ii

|

Calvary.

went

to

rnfui

journey

that He made,
-tep was taken for thee.
.ri 1. my heart, let clamor cease
;
chamber white with peace,
sting-place to be.

shadow of the cross,
abide till He
death ere thou shouldst know

.!,

of utmost woe
strength shall guerdon

-.•mess

thee.

i '.-Inrosa still
'•■ "i earth must
see,

hour,

uie

late,

or soon or

.'i beneath the crushing
b's rethsemane.

weight

11 love and prayer look
up
he awesome tree ;
of heavens is reft to-day :
s march the
starry way
ads fr<>in Calvary.

t,

; t

1

n

_■•

,tiering the Lord of life

rnighty legions free)
ward w bile the ages roll ;
of every ransomed soul

iid

Calvary.

«>n

K.

Sangster, in Harper’s Bazar.
has designated Tburs-

(.'leaves

:i *>r

rii 2dd,

Day.

Fast

as

Aguiar meeting of the City Goveru:i:

be held next

Monday evening

at

granted as follows:
willows', Lucy A Upton, Camden ;
•ual, Mariolus A
Harding, Thornhave

ns

been

Waltham. Mass., is building
oottage on the battery lot in East

I'o.-r of
r

o

Ii

is

1*2x20

building

••

feei, with

arly

is m

projection

a

outside,

tinished

by the Fisk Jubilee Singers
o the
Opera House Friday evening,
"f ’n the Methodist Church. Tickets
it K igore vV Wi,son's drug store.
un crt

>d

-eats

be

can

selei’tcd

Thursday

.day.
is

lisi of unclaimed letters
Belfast post oliice for the
March 2*% l.vjb; Ladies—Mrs.
F.mmster
Miss Stella M. Harris.

A

.ng

a

the

ng in
i"in g

Mr.

(«-■

\V.

Fogarty;

L-!.
E Dilvrortli is in training for
tse ball season.
Ji« is walking four
my to strengthen his legs ami wind,
gan Monday p.tolling.
He wni pitch
W

m-r

days out of doors
Belfast Opera House.

and

i-aiit
ii

Billings

,1.

\.

and then retire from
A

H. Marshall J’.st. <i. A. IF. at the
etiug last Thursday evening and
the

claims

of
lie

:

the

proposed new
Windermere Park, (,'uity.

! :'eat at

.g

<■[

labors in the Post and
the soldiers outside

liis

of

friends

1 about >1

for the

enterprise.

have derided that bimust be taxed, and Tic-local boards

S*.it-

assessors

he

land
at

ant

1

horities ta\

less, >1! a year for
line. The Belfast assessors have not
ided upon the course they shall pur*r

received from the

iave

publisher,

Mr.

Andrews of Bangor, a copy of the
It is a
mg, “Over the Fence is Out."

ii

taking composition

and
as

with

great

of Skinner

A

Mr.

by
1 J. Pooler and other prominent volts.
As the name indicates, the words
humorous and bright, while the music
-.

sung

success

■

nefu 1

ml

a

\

cry

taking.

sale of Crosh\ Inn fun.

■

bs

s

A

n

Friday

by

Mire

II.

If.

and taken

great sucThe prams were very reasonable and
I
'l he large kitchen
mg was sold,
i‘ustry "Veil, kitchen crockery, Am.,
ist

liiture
F.
i

r

1

In

lor

rr. iiure

was a

sleeping

A. .hues of

the

was

so

rooms

hi

m

w

the branch

Monday and ballasted a section
railroad near “Beaver Tai ,’’ so-called.
....Swift & J\uil have a novelty of interest,
to the little girls. The None Such Mince
Meat Co. oilers a handsome blonde doll for

part in our tournaments, was the
American Handicap shoot at

of the

Park,
J., March JOth. The BosGlobe, in its report <»f the affair, says:
In spite of the fact that 104 of tin* best
N.

ton

shots
not. a

America

number of coupons taken from the
..f mince meat.
One of the dolls is
at S. & I’.'s store... .Swift & Paul had strawberries. cucumbers, rhubarb and lettuce for
s ale
April 1st-Mrs. A. S. Faliy gave her
boarders strawberries and cream at tea yesAn agent for the shredded wheat
terday
and cereal coffee will have the goods on exhibition at Swift
Paul’s to-day.

took

part in the
able to kill his
col re string of'J5 birds, and tlit* result was
that
ight men were tied for lirst, with
scores ol J4 each, while no less than 13 men
loiight it. out for the other six prizes with
< >. L.
scores of J3 each.
Hickey ot Boston
pigeon

were

"lit ‘st.

smaller lots

vidual Sayers.

I

in

single

man

a

was

dels of the

...

v

as a

delegate

Mr. A

A.

u

the

caponi/iug

capons
much mter-

for the

of fowls

<>n his return he talked with
'ill try

raise r a

:

saw some

ghing 14 pounds, and became
1

Board of

to the State

Howes

ami offered to

a

get

mar-

number
a book

tournament.

All of

which, according

to

a

target advocate, goes to show that a man
who can break clay pigeons has little trouble
in killing live birds, when he has an
opportunit.y, while men who confine themselves
exclusively to pigeon shooting seldom make
good target shots.
Steamer Notes.

new bowsprit-Sch Lady Antrim arrived
March 2brh from Boothbav. with phosphate
for I-. A. Kuowltou-Sch, E. L. Warren is
loading hay at L. T. Shales’ for Boston....
Sch. General Adelbert Ames, Capt. W. J.

Small, lately made two round trips to Fernandma, one from New York and one from
Philadelphia, in less than 2b days....Sch.

Scotia,

was
recently bought, disKey West, by Pendleton Bros,
Islesboro, will be towed to Jacksonville,

of

where she

ged

1

one
m

although

man

we

recently j officer, George

have

in the

who

county
the business and doing well

has
at

j

it.

W. Curtis ami

which arrived at Portland last week from
Port Clyde, brought the sails and
rigging
saved from the wreck of the schooner Bru-

j
j

appealed

and two

were

let oil'

on

sus-

put in the lockup.

His

w

got
ife

1

by him, spending two nights and one
town with friends and visiting her
''mud m the lockup.
When the facts
I** made known to
Judge Rogers he gave

1

in

w oman a severe

reprimand for neglectchildren, and then, for the children’s
he set the man at
liberty on a suspended
•tt.iums, promising to put the d cument iu
r' »* should the
prisoner ever again offend.
Monday evening Deputy Sheriff Fred N.
'*•-* of
Thorndike brought iu one Frank A.
"ate of Montville whom he
lodged iu jail.
Feb. 24th, the house of Levi Bartlett of
g

*
1

N1

her

ntville
nut. of

""

w

was

broken

property taken.

*-ed, and when
n a

vV**«1
w as

"th of
"‘vc

into

he

and

Choate

attempted

a

small

was sus-

to

leave

issued and he was folMr. Vose arrested him in Brewer.
taken before Trial Justice Otis Corn-

warrant

was

Unity, who found probable cause
him guilty and ordered him

to
to

"cognize for appearance at S. J. Court in
’°b
Failing to procure bail be was committed

j
j

Port

near

Clyde

a

couple

Steamer Penobscot

Baltimore, Mil,

^

Feb. 11, 180(1.

^

Nuiriola Co., Belfast, Me.
Gentlemen .-—From earliest child
hood I have suffered from
Urinary
and Bladder Troubles.
About five
years ago I had the grippe.
This,
combined with my former troubles,
tilled my system with Neuralgia,
from which 1 suffered much.

I be-

very nervous. My energies,
mental
and
physical, declined

came

rapidly, owing

to the

impoverished

condition of my blood.
Three different physicians treated me.
1
took

C.

Williams; pilots, Capt. E
William A. Koix ; chief en-

large quantities

medicines

and

of

other

patent

nauseous

drugs. Some helped me when taking, but when I would stop I
would

feel

would have

consequently

worse,

them again.
1 have taken four boxes of NUTKIOLA, and 1 can honestly state

:

Rockland for the season to Bar Harbor ami
Sorrento. The following officers have been
assigned to the Mt. Desert: Commander,
Mark D. Ingraham; engineer, Charles IP
Allen; pilot, Capt. F. D. Winterbottom ; assistant engineer, Melvin G. Austin; purser,
Charles T. Mason; first officer, John A.
Hosmer-The steamer Hector, which has
been undergoing considerable alteration at
Bucksport in preparation for her new route
on the Union river, is nearly
ready for service and has been very conveniently fitted
up for her new business-Captain Butman
of the Grace Morgau has contracted for a
steamer, which is now building at Boothbay
and which will ruu between Rockland ami
Matinicus and transact other business. The
steamer is about Go feet long and is 14 1-2
feet beam. The engine is now at Til Ison's
wharf.
The steamer will be completed
about the first part of Juue-Steamer Penobscot laid over at Rockland last Thursday
night, and left there at G a. in. Friday arriving at Boston at 8 p. m. She left Boston at
5 p. m. Saturday aud arrived here at
a m.
Sunday. She left Monday at the usual
hour for Boston.

recourse

to

that my nerves are all right, my
intellect clear, ! have gained in

weight,

| lias

and 1

done for

am
me

sure

NUTRIOLA

what

everything

else failed to do.
Yours truly,
THOS. F. BARKY.

NUTRIOLA AND NATURE
Are the Invincible

Conquerors

of Disease.

Portland, Me., March 18, 1896.
Nutriola Company, Belfast, Maine.
Messrs .—Justice to mv suffering sisters demands
that I should state what NUTRIOLA has done for
me.
One year ago I was suffering with Indiges
tion, Constipation, Palpitation of the Heart, Kidney Trouble, Extreme Nervousness bordering on
Hysteria, attacks of Numbness, and the sight of
food would make me sick. My appetite was all
gone. My condition was so bad I would have
spells of melancholia, lasting lor several days,
which my friends feared would terminate in insanity. Doctors and all medicine failed to help
me, but to-da\ 1 am perfectly well, from head to
foot. NUTRIOLA has made me new all over. I
am indeed a new woman.
I took seven boxes ol
NUTRIOLA, three boxes SPECIAL NUTRIOLA,
several boxes of LAXATIVE GRANULES, and
used two NUTRIOLA NERVE PLASTERS, cost
ing in all les.» than one doctor charged me for one
week’s attendance, with this difference, the doctor
did me no good ; NUTRIOLA ci'KKD me.
Yours truly,
MRS. HARRIET A SOMERS.

NONE SUCH

]J

MINCE MEAT.

‘°cal1 tbe attention of
S^'ir‘
PKRS wliH'h
carrying this

Send name and address for booklet,
Mrs. Popkins' Thanksgiving."

[wERRELL-SOULE
Brllimf

SYRACUSE,

CO..

patrons to the very tine line of WALL t*AOur selections have been made from the
consists of over I II !KK
HI SHRED DIS1 INCT 1 A 1 rhR\h.
Purchasing in quantities as we do and
marking these goods at our usual low rate of profit, we are enabled to offer to mir
customers the best values in wall
papers to he obtained in this p irt of the State
It is of course impossible to describe wall
papers through an advertisement' tint
we respectfully
request those who contemplate purchasing to examine mir line hefore selecting elsewhere, and allow ns to show
them our line and how much m mev
we can save them on
any and every quality of these goods
VV e have between.

■■■■

N.

r|

w

to select

DISTINGUISHED ACTRESS,

100

COMPETENT COMPANY IN THE
REPERTOIRE OF PLAYS:

in very line

50

Monday Night,
THE GOLD KING.

LIVERPOOL BY NIGHT.
e

also carry

THE PHOENIX.

ROOM

THE NIGHT WATCH.

Friday night Souvenir Photographs will be dis-

specialities

Belfast, Maine>

TEE SAME OLD STOEY.
Nutriola Did What Nothirg Else Could
Do.
Boston, Mass., Feb. 5,1896.
The Nutriola Company, Belfast, Me.
(initlcmon .—I am 45 years of age, and for about
25 years I have been a great sufferer from Kidney
Trouble, caused by exposure while working in
snow and rain storms.
Talk about taking medicine ! I have tried Sarsaparillas and patent medicines of all kinds, but when 1 stopped taking them
I found they had done no permanent good.
NUTRIOLA is well named, and i cannot speak
too highly of it, for it has cured me.
1 would
here say that I used a NUTRIOLA NERVE PI,ASTER with the NUTRIOLA.
address
is 38
My
Lawrence St Bost >n, Mass.
Respectfully yours.
PETER HERON.
For

sale

by

the

leading

every town in Waldo
R

h.

Moody,

Belfast.

dealer in

County,

and

BAILEyT

OILS

and

Would be

pleased

to quote you

geo.
52 Main

Belfast.
Mr. Edwin Mitchell
went to Boston last week on business and
arrived borne Sunday morning.... Mrs. Abide Philbrick while visiting her daughter,

|

j

Geor.e Jackson, at North Soarsmont,
taken very ill so that she was obliged
to remain there several weeks. She has so
far recovered as to be able to return home
Mrs.

They last
as long as

/trices

bailey,
Belfast, Maine.

twice
others*

X

V*

1

*■

pjiiELDg

agent for the

Eclipse

and

S

CONTAIN NO RUBBER.

C\

*:•

WATERPROOF.

ODORLESS.

trade mark

The Easter sale, supper
by the I'niversalists, at

Nkw Adykrtiskmknts.

Made of Neutral Fibre
\\ ithout ub-e of Chemicals.

“0 MO”
T

was

LIGHT.
WHITE.

and receive your trial order.

Street,

North

Miss Sullivan

VARNISHES.

equal, and will have abetter appearance after si.r years' exposure
than any other lead will after two years.
Also Agents for the Celebrated EXCELSIOR
ENAMEL
fPAINT, put up in all size packages realty for use,
guaranteed to be a PURE LINSEED OIL IMINT, and to
give entire satisfaction.

material which may be used in

Miss Littlefield
Mrs. Pitcher

3c.

12c.

no

repairing the bridge. The city authorities
have done nothing as yet toward complying
with the order of the County Commissioners to repair the bridge and have it
open for
travel by May 1st.

Solo, “Sunset,’'
Solo, “For All Eternity,"
Male quartet, Medley.

to 5c.

T

Northport. was towed up to the
lower bridge Monday by steamer Castine
and now lays there. Lt includes the draw,
with the winch and all the gear
complete,

Easter Salk.

17 Cents up.

b°g leave to call your attention to my Brand of ENGLISH
WHITE LEAD.
It will not chalk or peel <}f.
Orounil in
STRICTLY PURE LINSEED OIL. For U hiteness. Fineness. Durability and Brilliancy of Color and
Fasting Qualities it has

[Portland Sunday

cured at

and entertainment

NARROW BORDERS.

JONES,

Street,

PAINTS,

section of the upper bridge which
adrift during the freshet and was se-

and other

WITH WIDE and

RETAILER AND JOBBER IN

March 23.1 Mr. and Mrs. A. I). Sullivan,
gave a dinner in honor of Mrs. W. H. Quimhy of Belfast and Mr. George H. Clark of
the Boston Home Journal and wife. Covers

The

be found in Eastern Maine.

too.

different tints,

MOULDINGS, 2c.

GrEO. A.

at everv

as can

these,

$6.50. | Lamp Chimneys,
3C_
10 Quart Tin Pails,

Prices 10, 20 and 30 cents.

were laid for twelve.
Times.

IN

CARLE cfc
^21 Main

Monday night the latest novelty, The Illustrated
Songs Hill be Introduced.

inn
I UU

GILT PAPER

Spring Fixtures,

on

Tumblers,

tributed.

A host of new and clever
Performance.

on

PAPFP^
rAECKJ

100 Pieces Dinner Sets,

TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM.

went

Right

SECRET.

Saturday Night,
Saturday Hatinee.

v

large line of.

a

100 Doz. CURTAINS

Friday Night,
LADY AUDLEY’S

are

CARTRIDGE
VniMMDUC

Thursday Night,
THE LIGHTNING ROD AGENT.

,

I

to 1‘4 l-,do. per Roll.

As fine assortment

Priffis
w

Z

Beautiful Patterns in Embossed Gilts.

Tuesday Night,
Wednesday Night,

Oft a
OU Ob

^

effects,

>q_gc.

FOLLOWING

patterns

from, suitable for all purposes,

♦
I

to 8 Cents per ltoll.

<>

LILLIAN TUCKER,

AND A

sww

**

')T(»

/A
"V

season.

pretty

80 & 100

Opera Houae,

WeekbeSinnin8ApR|L g^
THE

*

our

we are

>Pure, wholesome,— an econom-J
£ ical luxury. Sold everywhere. J
Take no substitute.
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NOTE THESE VALUES.
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of months

PROF. THOS. F. BARRY, Baliimore's Great Musician, and Famous Singer of "Maryland, My Maryland.” Tells of
NUTRIOLA’S Magic Power.

steward, Fred W. Pote: baggage
■ '•'1 mittimuses.
One of these rases was
master, C. H. Higgins; watchmen, 1. Dean,
tr.
The man came to Belfast. SaturSears and Nelson ID Weed; bow watch,
"iii a neighboring town witii his
wife, William
Jacobs-April 8th the steamer
iiig four children, the eldest but lb !
Mt. Desert will make her first trip from
•< of
at home alone. The man

age,
uk and was

grain of salt is V
^wanting to emphasize and*
make perfect the flavor of

ago-Sch. Emma S. Briggs, Capt. George
T. O.iborn, was taken out on the marine rail-

gineer, I. lv. Bradbury; first engineer, William L. Fox; second engineer, Frank E

Brophy

fjJ'

Belfast Opera House, Tuesday and Wednesday resulted very successfully. There was
a good attendance and large sales.
The hall
way Monday to complete repairs.
When was very prettily decorated; the articles
ready for sea she will be in all respects equal offered for sale were attractive and. found a
sale both Tuesday and Wednesto a new vessel. Although thirteen
years ready
old her timbers are bright and
sound, ami day afternoons. Tuesday evening a very
The
not a
butt or a scarf is started anywhere. pleasing entertainment was given.
The Briggs is an easy working vessel, of “Honolulu Dwarfs" were a novel and
at-j
rim
men
aim
grown
large capacity for her tonnage, a good sail- nacu\e leamie.
women represented pigmies, who
played,
or, and taken altogether a model coaster..
Tin* musical program
Sch. A. Hay ford, Capt. Warren, hauled into sang, recited, etc.
Carter’s dock Tuesday for repairs_Sch. J.
was as follows :
.1. Moore arrived from Boston
Sunday, light, Male quartet., “Mary's Little Lamb.”
to load ice at Goose River for
Oxford, Md. Solo, Native Land,"
Miss Dinsmore
She hauled into the wharf ami began loadMr. Parker
Solo, “Crossing the Bar,"
ing Monday from the poml. The ice is in Selection for clarinet, violin and piano,
first-class condition and Tuesday it was
Miss Faunce, Messrs. Rigby and Sanborn
going aboard the vessel at a lively rate.
Reading, “To-morrow at Ten,"
nette

Mattkks. Four men were be- i
Davis; quartermasters, John Dong and Jas.
the Police Court, for drunkenness the
Miller; purser, A. ID Hanscom; clerk,
week, each sentenced to b() days m jail,
Frank S. Pierce; freight clerk, William A.

tm inai

tirst

was

WALL PAPERS!

TUTL

JNot even

^mra

Tuesday.... Capt. Ephraim Wiley is refrom there to this port, but. this was found
modelling the interior of his house, thereby
to be impracticable. The Scotia will be in
making it much more convenient to the
command of Capt. Ambrose Phil brook. The
wants of the family.... Mr.
Llewellyn CarScotia is '•S(),2<.» tons net, and was built by
ter and family removed to South Belfast
Carter :v Co. of Belfast in 1883, for Capt.
Tuesday... .Several pupils from other towns
Slierat and others of Jersey City....Sell.
an- attending our schools this term, thus atJonathan Cone arrived at Rockland March
testing their appreciation of the high stand2b from Boston, to repair-Sch.
Chaparral, ard of excellence our schools have attained.

'■

success,

It

proposed to tow
her ail the way to Belfast, taking hard pine
from Jacksonville to New York, and coal

<

"f

will be refitted and load lumber

for New \ oik.

on J
mining the process and the necessary in- her
arrival at Boston April 7th will be taken I
dents for those who w ould undertake it.
off the route to be cleaned, painted and rehave since learned that Dr. F, E. Freefitted for the summer service.The
:s equipped with the
necessary instrusteamer City of Bangor will be put into
cts ami skilled in their
use, and that his
commission the 7th of April, making two
es
may be obtained on reasonable
trip* a week from Boston (on Tuesdays and
us
A capon is “a male chicken gelded
Thursdays)
until]Monday, April 1.5th, wh n
mi prove his flesh for the table.”
This
dates back to the days of which Skaks- the three trij s a week arrangement will
••
wrote.
For example, he speaks of i commence. During the continuance of the
Justice, in fair round belly with good tri-weekly schedule, landings will not be
n lin'd.”
Tin* process not only adds to made at Hampden, and landings will be
i.ivor but adds largely to the weight of made at Searsport only on Thursdays going
I, and as capons always command a up the river and from Bangor on Saturdays.
The following named officers have been asV price the producer makes a handsome j
\ ears ago The Journal endeavored signed to the Bangor: Commander, Captain
Otis Ingraham; first officer, J. I). Brown;
it-* rest poultry raisers in this method of
first pilot, Capt. Howard 11. Arey; second
‘•sing their profits, hut so far as known
it

which

masted. at

A great Tribute te Nutriola.

directors]

■

T1

certain

packages

Belfast Machine
miry < >. ni..t fast Thursday ami re-! won the handicap and cup from the Jb-yard
'• d
the company. Tin* old code of mark. The others were all close up at. the
timsh, and the general verdict was that.it
m\'s was
repealed and a new code adopt- was the most successful tournament ever
im following directors were elected:
held under the auspices of the interstate aslbirgess, Fred (F White, E. S. Slm- sociation. On t he linal shoot-oll Hickey w'on
the lirst place and the cup.
The winner of
S <F Swift, was elected clerk of the
the handicap, <> IF Hickey, is the
j of
manager
it.on
A meeting of the
the Boston shooting association, whose
-id soon to complete the organ i/a- I grounds are at Wellington, Mass,
lie is a
noted target shot, and while le has done a
mder the new management,
little live bird work he lias had little exiiNiNu Cai-ons, When in Waterville
perience with pigeons before the present
kin

'•

prunes

John Ferrell of

inner of the,

I. Ik wood

House,

I fever e

name as

|

the issuing
bicycles costall exceeding

or

year each for

a

method.

de« ide the

ssors have now to

j

A Ilian,

two-pound packages at Jlowes & Co.’s came
direct from Col. [Jersey's ranch at Santa
Fitchburg, Mass., created some excitement Clara, California
.The street crossings rehere last week. He met several of our well ceived some
i
attention last Thursday. For
known citizens on the street and introduced a week
they hail been impassable except
lnmseif as a son of Capt. John Harris, just,
with hoots or boats....The pile-driver
put
returned from New Mexico, and expressed
I down a new dolphin last week for Carter &
surprise th.it the gentlemcu did not remem- Co., otT the marine
railway.... W. H. Sanber him. He then said he had brought home
horn has tried his hand at edge tool
making,
a number of slippers and hats which lie had
and two chisels made hy him, all of steel,
proi ured of the Indians, and which lie inwould he hard to heat.... 11. E. Bradman
tended to give to his lather’s and his friends.
lost oO gallons of molasses last
week, by a
He even went so far with some as to remove
hogshead rolling from the team and breakj
their hats and try them upon his own head.
ing the head out-Hamilton had homeAfter learning where his old friends (?)
raised let tuce for sa le last week....
George
would receive their hats, he asked the loan
A. Bailey is putting modern improvements
of a quarter, which he did not receive. Later
into his stable and re-arranging the stalls.
he was arrested by the police for drunkenHe will have a model stable_We are iuness.
In the lockup he feigned insanity,
} debted to Senator Eugene Hale for a copy
but at tlie trial in. the Police Court, lie was of his
speech upon the Cuban Resolutions,
j
sentenced to 30 days in jail. Judge Rogers delivered in the
Senate, March it, 189t>_In
suspended the mittimus on condition that many of the cities and towns of Massachuthe prisoner leave Waldo c« unty at once,
setts the people are fined if they do not
which he did. The same man is said to have
keep the sidewalks clear of snow opposite
interviewed Capt. Otis Ingraham in Bangor their
residences.James Dunham, former
last summer and obtained what loose change
| ly a porter at St. Nicholas hotel, Rockland,
the Captain had in his pocket.
who stole a diamond ring from Mrs. Arthur
H. Berry and was arrested in this city, was
Livk Pkjkon Shooting. Our local markssentenced in Rockland last week to ten
men will he pleased to learn that Mr. O. R.
Ibekey of Boston, who has visited Belfast months in jail.. A work train came over

Freedom visited

of

CRANK.

lucky member has the cash, which must be to Rockland, and anchored there as it was
too thick to proceed up the bay_Sell. Hatin travel, the member to
give the
club the benefit of his experiences on his re- tie, which arrived Thursday from Deer Isle
turn.
The plan is yet in embryo, but some- for repairs, made the run to this port in
three hours, under reefs.
She is now in
thing w ill doubtless come of it.
Carter's dock to receive new ceiling and a
Chat. Those choice California
m
used

the business.

( »'Nl'IJ >KN( K MAN OR A

who later gave his

stormy

on

D. C. Greenlaw
There was no “April fool" about the box
shipped a car load of cattle to Brighton
Monday. They were inspect- of strawberries we received April 1st with
ed Saturday by Dr.
Freeman and all were the compliments of Swift & Paul.
found healthy. Mr. Greenlaw
has sent nearThe extracts of the Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
ly oOO head of cattle to market since the
15(3 barrels, that have been stored in Belfast
which was moored in the stream, but it was tuberculosis law went into
effect in Massa- since the manufacture of the medicines
chusetts. But one of them has
put out without au alarm.
been killed was stopped, were shipped to Boston last
the
authorities, and that was found on Thursday. Five tons of type, plates, etc.,
Beginning to-morrow, Friday, the Belfast by
Free Library will be open to the public at dissection to be healthy, and was paid for were sent
away at the same time.
the State. There have
some time during the day or
been hut three
evening, every by
Some time ago one J. W. Smart of Passaweek day. The hours are as fol ows: from Waldo county animals killed under the tudumkeag engaged a large amount of hay
berculosis law Since it went into
2 to 5 p. m. Monday, Wednesday, Friday and
effect.
from Waldo county farmers, offering about
Horsk Talk. The Waldo and
Saturday; from 6 30 to 8.30 p. m. Tuesday,
Penobscot a dollar per ton more than other dealers.
Thursday and Saturday. The opening on Agricultural Society have decided to have He secured 81 tons, delivered on
the cars at
Friday afternoon will prove a great conveni- races at the Monroe track June 15_11. E. Waldo Station and
Citypoint. As the pay
ence to scholars in the
of
Monroe
schools.
Haley
has
public
bought the fast young was not forthcoming trustee writs were
Co. B of the Boys’ Brigade met Monday stallion Sultan Wilkes, by Aburton, he by served on the holders of the
hay in Boston,
Sultan.
Sultan Wilkes’ dam is
evening and re-organized by choice of the
by Diamond and some are now pending. The case is
following officers: Captain, Wilson Ellis; Wilkes, he by Mambrino. The colt is 22 further complicated by the insolvency of
months old, stands 15 hands 3
1st lieutenant, Harry Miller; 2d
inches and Smart, whose case is to come up in the Inlieutenant,
weighs 1,000 pounds. He is expected to he
» alter w inteuead :
sergeants, Thomas Bersolvency court in Bangor, April 8th.
a --u performer sure...
.Thomas P. Logan
ry and Loren Willis; corporals, Roy WebWe note with pleasure the engagement of
of this city lias a handsome
and promising
ber, Charles Reid, Charles Haney and Althe Lillian Tucker Co., beginning next MonHaroidson gelding colt three
mon McMahan; treasurer, A. C.
old
years
;
dam,
Sibley, Jr. a
Morgau mare. The colt is finely built, day night and continuing throughout the
The company will meet this
evening at 0
The opening play will be The Gold
color and sound... .The statement in a week
good
o’clock at Memorial Hall.
a very strong comedy draBangor paper that George A. Bailey is get- Kiug, said to be
The City Government at its last meeting
ting up a horse trot to take place on the Bel- ma. The repertoire for the week will be
voted to take away the salary of pound- fast
in another column.
seen
Mr. Whittier,
park in June is denied by that gentlewhose singing made such a favorable itnpres- j
keeper and let that official get his pay from man... .Soutliworth & Lancaster
have one
the fees.
siou here on the occasion of this company’s !
They also fixed the salary of pair of horses, weighing 2,400
pounds, and first
truant officer at 825.
The bills of the latter three
visit, is with the company again this sea- !
single horses remaining from the lot
son and has a lot of new songs.
The beautidepartment have been 800 per annum for offered for sale last week....Geo. A.
Bailey ful illustrated songs “The Little Lost Child”
several years.
W. E. Marsh aud Robert
has bought a
promising 3-year-old colt of
and “His Last Thoughts Were of You,”
Waterman, who have held the two offices, John Lancaster of Stockton
Springs—Dan
respectively, have refused to qualify and Lancaster, by W. C. Marshall’s Wilkesmont will be introduced Monday night with pownew elections will be in order at the
erful stereopticon effects. This is a novelty
April out of a mare by Gray Dan, Jr.
that has not been done here by any commeeting of the City Council.
The Belfast Debating Club
At the
pany.
Manager Yauglit has surrounded his
Business Changes. Fred H. Mathews last
regular meeting this club discussed its star
this season with a competent company
lias bought the fish market of M. R. Knowl- own future and
adjourned subject to the of
players and theatre patrons can be assurtou and will continue the business at the
call of the secretary. One plan discussed is
ed of a week of first class performances.
old stand. Capt. Chaples, who has been to
suspend until fall, and then lit up a room
with Mr. Knowlton several years, will reto be supplied with reading matter and
Shipping Items. Our coasting schooners
open
tire, but John Stephensou will remain. Mr. to members and invited
guests of the mem- are making excellent time this spring. We
Mathews took possession Monday morning. bers at all times: no
liquor or card playing have before recorded trips of the schooners
....diaries E. Johnson has closed out his to be permitted: and to have
regular weekly Miantonomah from Boston to Belfast, and
and
dry
fancy goods business to A. P. Mans- I meetings for discussions, with “ladies’ the Lizzie Lane from Searsport to Boston,
field, who is selling out the stock at remark- night’’ once a month. It is also
proposed to each in 17 hours, and last week the sell.
ably low figures-The firm of Mears & have a series of public, lectures or other Fannie M Edith, Capt. John W. Ryder, and
Pitcher, music dealers, is dissolved by elevating entertainments, the
proceeds to be sdi. Sarah L. Davis, Capt. Geo. W. Pattermutual eouseut, Mr. Mears retiring on acused educationally for the members as fol- sliail, each made the run from Boston to
count of the health of his wife. Mr. Pitcher
lows: When the money earned amounts Belfast in 17 hours.
The Miantonomah,
will
continue the business in all its
to, say *100, a drawing will be held and the Capt. Frank Ryan, was 15 hours from Boston

branches, selling, leasing, tuning and repa1 ring musical instruments, selling sheet
music, books aud musical merchandise generally. Mr. Mears takes a few of the secondband instruments, which he will closeout

Ii.

C.

An alarm of fire was rung in last
Saturday
afternoon, caused by a slight blaze in the
at
L.
H.
chimney
Jipson’s house on Bridge
street.
Sunday morning a slight fire got
started on board Fitz W. Patterson’s boat,

The Omo Manufacturing Co.f
If your dressmaker hasn’t

them, send

F^tOfy,

j_ NewYorkalfoP'samptj4p^rnal

MIDDLETOWN,

CONN.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L. A. KNOWL TON. President.

FRANK R WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

Feb

2*

1 MM.

May I, I MM.
$4I,0MI.54
May 7, IMIS.
$110,325.5(1

$3«,353.0il

DEPOSITS:

Mareli 5, I VIS.

\V. II. Quimby is

SS3.il7S.53

July 21, l MU.
SO.*20

.1

iiy M, iMr>.
$125,0s5.5s

Ort

•_*, |s{»|,

S7 I..VI2.V2
Sept. *>s, | s«>•).

!><•<•. 11), lM).r>
JlTlI.lMI.Sl
Hit. I 3.

SI KM 17. IS

Waverley bicycles,

L tiese figures are fatten from our sworn statements to
the Comptroller
ladies and gentlemen, anti has new and
second hand wheels for sale on easy terms, of the. Currency, Washington, on the above dates.
DEPOSITS in the I XTKMOST DIO PA UTM K.N'T payable on demand. draw
interest ev,hl„ i.,„n
with discount for cash. It was on an Eclipse
.1 /
ary I st and July 1 st
Deposits durinu the lir-i three da vs of <•/•,,•,/ >n->>,n, lr uv
,,
’10rHt
that Tom Winder rode 21,000 miles at a total <>t that month. This department offers modi .-renter seenritii to depositors t'h m s
u
L
is
to
a
the.
an
I
l„,,,k.
all
in
a*every deposit
,.ur Knuk am
deposits
,ro„„ ,~,t
cost for repairs of #1.90.... Mrs. George L. amount
of our Capital Stock.
This Hank hidmr the latest established Hank in Waldo Cmutv our vault hr
Fitield, Manchester, Me., offers for sale the
i'l tli* lr
monts in Fire and Hu r*lar-Proof work, thereby offering
ratter'semrit,, t,. depositor*
Iiicliard H. Gilman farm in Liberty. See
than aujotnerman
•mv!'!her
1
bank in this county.
advt....The house and lot in Belfast, near
We still have a few *5.00 StPK DKP0H1T HOIKS. All our boxes are
,nth
1 rxtva
extra
the lower bridge, owned by James Hender- odes, so they may he taken to amt from the Hank it desired.
I v»;
Address Mrs.
son, may be bought for #400.
L. B. Harrimau, 78 Park street, Portland
Me-See notice of the superintendent of
schools in Waldo-Horatio Mears, at 09
We aimed well and Id; the mark on
High street, Belfast, offers for sale some
second hand organs and pianos in good con-

I for

<

',v

Hats! Hats!!

dition.

They will be sold at a very low
price as Mr. Mears is going out of business.
-Try Dalton’s Sarsaparilla for a spring
tonic-D. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, advertises spring hats and furnishings. He has
the Wilcox hat, which is second to none on

the market. Call and see them_See notice of dissolution of the firm of Mears &
Pitcher. E. S. Pitcher will continue the
business at the old stand... .Stevens & Erskine, 59 Main street, have a line line of custom harnesses and are successors to F. A.
Robbins in carriage trimming. Harness repairing in all its branches and carriage trimming promptly done.... Edward E. Bennett
*>f Mmitville

publishes

a

caution notice....

Pitcher,

successor to Mears
Pitcher,
street, Belfast, has a good stock of
pianos, organs, sheet music, hooks, strings
and general musical merchandise... H. A.
Starrett advertises a brand new line of kid
gloves for Easter at #1. A lug bargain sale
will be announced next week....M. C. Hill,

E. S.

75 Main

street, Belfast, having other business, offers for sale bis farm in North port,
one of the best in Waldo county, with farming tools, pair of young horses, etc....The
season for painting has arrived, and Geo. A.
Bailey, 52 Main street, lias everything required in that line.. .You will not have to
watch for the advt. of H. J. Locke & Son.
M9 Miller

It is

a

State

striking

Onto, City of Toleho, )
's's’■
Lucas County.
j
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the firm of F. ,1. Cheney & Co.,
<
oing business in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, ami that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
every ease of Catarrh that cannot he cured by
the use of Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
FRANK .J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subcribed in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. 1). 1888."
A. W.

GLEASON,
.Votartj Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.

by
JEJr^Sold by

F. J. CHENEY A CO.,
Toledo, O.
4wl4
Druggists, 75c.

Foriisijis.

It will pay you to lav aside last seasons
Hat and buy one of our NEW
r STYLES.
Wu offer flic

My Mamma gives mo
RELIEF,
For Coughs. Colds, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, Diphtheria, etc.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE,
BROWN’S INSTANT

l’reparedby

NOB./ayMkdioine

Co.,Norway,

u

/lAh'hK-S

M-

BARGAINS
Srcond
H?nd
Having retired from the firm of MKARS &
PITCHER, and being obliged ‘o go away on
account of the illness of my wife, 1 oiler

THE WILCOX.
I he leading Spring Hat.
It is not excelled by any bat on the market in

FOR SALE AT VERY LOW PRICES
A NI MBI.It OF

Second-Hand Ops and Pianos,
High Street,

Under W. L. Hall,

HOKATIO
April •>, l,-%.-14tf

at

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

AND SEE THEM AT

No. 66

over

D. P. PALMER’S,

ALL IN GOOD CONDITION.
CALL

2Look them

any way.

one.

of

j seal, j

Spring Hats

Belfast.

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

Photographer.
MlOAItS.

Fitting

CAUTION NOTICE.
Whereas, my wife. K ATE I*. HKNNKTT. has left
ray hed and hoard without just cause. I hereby
give notice that I shall pav no hills of her conEDWARD K. HKNNKTT.
tracting.
Montville, March 81, 18i)U. -3wl4*

the
I

of Glasses and Diseases of

Eye

a

d Ear

SEARSPOKT,

a

Specialty.
MAINE.

13tf

Literary

Religious Thought.
EPITOME

AN

1JY

SERMONS

OF

LEIK1YMEN

OF

EMINENT

TIONS.

An unsinging church
Cm Rt ii Music.
is like a face without expression, like a

lamp without light.

[Rev.

lTesbyteiian, lliotklyn,
EqUAi.nv. All

('.

C.

llall,

created

The

equal

in the eyes of Cod, and they all have an
equal chance of obtaining eternal salva-

[Rev. Joseph Keelty, Catholic, Columbus, (J.

tion.

men’s

j

Lydia E.

The enormous circulation of such a
as The Ladies’ Home
Journal
can, in a sense, be understood when it is j
said that during the last six months of j
1895 there were printed, sold and circulated over four million copies-—(in exact
!
figures 4.058,891). Figurts such as these
give one some idea "l the influence
he
to which
Cood M anners. Mauneis should
may be exerted by even a single
luoiais v hat the peilumc is to the flower. 1 oue of tlie modern
magazines.
noflows
trom
id
manner
Tine uhmimnt
The
General
of
the
iixed
1
is
the
Army, the General
ot
soul.
Manm
expresbility
sion oi cmli/atk n, not its measure. commanding the l\ S. Corps of Pugin- i
[Rabbi l’hii:j soli. Jlebievv, Cincinnati, U). ecrs, Vice Pres. Webb of the New York
Central, and John Jacob Astor, compose
Sai i;ji n
The man who loves a cause Tlu- Cosmopolitan Magazine's Board of
best is In wiio iio sacrificed most lor it, Judges to decide the merits of the Horseless Carriage which will he entered in the
am! tin- most patiioiic among citizens.are
those who have h si a limb on the batlle- May trials, for which The Cosmopolitan
otters 8:1,000 in prizes.
'Phis committee
liehi.
j Rev. \V. II. 1 aurd, Tiesbylv-rian,
is undoubtedly the most distinguished
\\ steiu-stf \, Ta.
that ever consented to act upon the occasion of the trial of anew and useful invenM i;n .m.is.m, Ki Ai. One of the greattion.
'l'he interest which these gentleest dangi is oi the picseiit day is the peomen have shown in accepting places upon
ple set king alter some novelty in doctrine, the
committee is indicative of the imWhat is needed in
such us spiritualism.
the chuich io-ila\ is contentment with portance of the subject, and that the contest itself will be watched with marked
godliness. [Kev. E. M. Wood. Methodist,
interest on both sides of the Atlantic.
1’a.

j

]

Allegheny,

The first feelThe Awakened Soul.
of tin* awakened soul is one of fear.
to
The eyes are opened
see the greatness
of their sins.
They have been so accustomed to look upon their sins as such insignificant tilings. [Rev. W. Jl. Stubblebine, Scranton, Pa.

ing

Rest one day in every week
is necessary for man, beast and machinSix days arc enough to devote to
ery.
secular pursuits, and one day is not too
much to be given to mental and spiritual
development. [Rev. G. P. Rutledge, Norfolk, \ a.
Sunday.

National Sins,
(foil punishes sin in
nations as in individuals.
National sins
bring national calamities. '‘Righteousness exalteth a nation."
The nation must
be “established in righteousness,*’ or it
will not be established at all.
[Rev. E.
Humphries, Methodist, New Bedford,
Mass.
Kki.ioion

Masses. Christianity is a religion toi the millions, for the
masse.--.
All have sinned and all need the
gospel "i redemption. Woe to any church
that degeneiates into a social club and
caters only to her own pew-holders. [Rev.
C. II. Jones. Baptist, Louisville, Ky.
oi; nil-;

I’KAI "IK Ai. ( ilkt-Tl AN1TY.
It is of little use t" tr,\ and leach a man about the
Bible and < lnisl ami God when his stomach is cmjo\ oi Ik is sulfering from the
col.!
'! 1
human heart must In* touched
while u i- iieM v 11111 * a hie.
Kev. Win.
Kaiiislnre. Epb e<n-a 1 ian. ( ineinnati, O.
■

< n docll ine
t. ii
i’o. iiu.M..
is like
mai on the formula of a
fungi
fcioing
( ..iei-in.-iiis
he* 1sti
and theologies
must he made into im hi. ad • »t lile ii the
soul
w. n,.i
Did mi them.
[Ke\. A. J.
Nelson, Methodise San Rafaee ('ah
■.

v.

The Church must encourIi must foster investiage ln-w learning.
gation. Verily we stand upon the threshold it s vast temple of scientific knowledge rising all around us. The (’hureh
must l e lively it ii keeps abreast of the
march ot modem thought.
[Rev. A. J.
Canliel 1, L'niversalist, Chicago, 111.
Kkoo

:;»-s.

Uudcrthe
guidance of the t hureh the whole universe has joined in the
worship of the true
God.
The Chinch knew that human science was the handmaid of faith, anil there
is no branch of art or science that does
not aid her mission.
All great scientists,
with a few exceptions, have been deeply
The
Church
has always been
religious.
to science a kind and
helpful friend. [Rev.
Father Doody, Catholic, Cambridge, Mass.
.Science

and the

Chuki

h.

Confidence.
We are living in hard
times.
The experts in finance tell us,
and the recent bond sale justifies the
view, that these hard times arise, not
from lack of money, but from lack of confidence.
Without confidence credit is
impossible, and without credit business
dissolves.
[Rev. I)r. lliden, Baptist,
Richmond, \ a.
Mothekiiood.

Motherhood is woman's
truest glory.
Whatever other rights
w oman may
attain, none will throw around
her the luster which attends motherhood.
Yet how many there are who discount
motherhood.
The imperative need of the
hour is a revival of motherhood in its truest, highest and noblest sense.
[Rev.
Leon honfield, Episcopalian, Galveston,
Tex.
The Japanese.
All the virtues of
mankind existed before Christianism was
and
exist
born,
they
largely and vitally today in lands where it is unknown. In the
JO,000,000 Japanese there is found more

humanity,

charity,

integrity,
more sweetness of life w ithout the
Gospel
than m any JO,000,000 of Christendom
with tlie Gospel.
[Rev. Dr. Wheelock,
Unitarian, Austin, Texas.
more

more

Ei tpjie Punishment.
The Uuiversalisf Church believes in hell, in punishment, both here and in the world to come.
There are not ministers nor theologies
enough in all the world to disguise, to
disprove, the self-evident fact that every
violated law will bring its penalty; that
whatever a man soweth that shall he also
reap.
[Rev. Albert Hammott, Uni verbalist, Brockton, Mass.
Ideas.
In a physiological sense, the
brain rules the man.
It is the central
office of his bodily functions.
Likewise,
the mind determines the moral, spiritual
of
life.
It
is
a
and
a unifier.
plane
unify
We are ruled by ideas.
How a man lives
depends on what ideas are in his mind.
Thus a man’s belief is important.
It is
his master.
It is not always what he subscribes to, but what he thinks, that determines him.
Even the conscience follows intelligence, and is trained to right
coriect
ideas.
activity by
[Rev. H. P. De
Forest, Congregationalism Detroit, Mich.
To

California.

in upholstered Pullman Tourist Sleepers,
via Union Pacific. Special attention to ladies traveling alone. For details write to
Willard Massey, or J. S. Smith, Trav. Pass.

Agents, 292 Washington St., Boston, Mass.,
R. Ten Brock, Gen. East. Agt.,287 Broad4teowll
way, N. Y.

or

Alcott

Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound

the worst forms of female
complaints, all ovarian troubles, inflammation and ulceration, falling and
displacements of the womb, and consequent spinal weakness, and is peculiarly adapted to the change of life.
Every time it will cure Backache.
It has cured more cases of leucorrliopa by removing the cause, than any
remedy the world has ever known; it
It
is almost infallible in such cases.
dissolves and expels tumors from the
uterus in an early stage of development, and checks any tendency to cancerous humors.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Liver Pills work in unison with the
Compound, and are a sure cure for
constipation and sick headache. Mrs.
Pinkliam‘s Sanative Wash is of great
value for local application.
Will

magazine

M.

last

week the

Maine, who was unable to be present,
a
telegram, was eulogized iu unstinted terms.
Among the speakers was
Hon. Frank L. Noble, Mayor of Lewiston.
He began by saying:

neat

Louisa

Boston Market-

from

dist, Newport,

Fast Lia i.no.
The times are too fast,
the\ require too much money, and the
pour have to struggle too hard to live.
The rich set the pace, the middle class
follow, and the poor live in dissatisfaction,
[ltev. W \V. West, Baptist, Pittsburg, Pa.

banquet of the
Republican Club

The

Maine.

but sent

Can any good
The Liqt or Traffic.
moral 1 cason be given for the liquor traffic?

Ail ur Death.
When a man dies he
dies and remains dead until lie is resurAdventists do not believe in the
lected.
spiiit that goes learning oil into space.
[Elder Tail. Seventh Day Adventist, Rattle Ciei k. Mich.

front

decorations included pictures of Hon. T.
B. Reed and Gov. Walcott; and the man

The Story of New Sweden is the title of
pamphlet from the press of Loring
Short A Harmon, Portland.
It contains
a report of the quarter centennial of the
of
the
Swedish
colony in the
Can any one say a good thing for it as re- founding
woods of Maine, June 25, 1895, with numgards morality, law and order or patri- erous illustrations. The frontispiece is a
I
otism? [Rev. J. 11. MacDonald, Metho- portrait of Hon. William Widgery Thomas, Jr., the founder of New Sweden.
R. 1.
a

Man

At the

in
F.
of
in

Frank R. Stockton’s new story, “Mrs.
Cilff’s Yacht,” which begins in the April
Cosmopolitan, promises 'o be one of the
most interesting ever written by that fasReaders of “The
cinating story-teller.
Adventures of Captain Horn” will find in
Mrs. Cliff’s Yacht” something that they
have been waiting for.

N. V.

mtii were

and Notes.

There is considerable local interest
the publication of historian George
Willey’s latest work, “Willey’s Book
Nuffield,” a notice of which appears
another column of this issue.

DENOMINA-

VARIOUS

News

“The State of Maine loves to fraternize
with Massachusetts.
It loves Boston
baked beans
It even loves the Boston
Base Ball Club,” a statement which provoked a doubtful “Oh, come, now,” from
some
one in
In fact, all
his audience.
through his talk Mr. Noble kept up a
constant rattle of repartee with his hearers.

cure

Under the provisions of the Nicaragua
Canal bill as agreed upon by the House
sub-committee, the re-organized company
will be permitted to float bonds to the
amount of $100,000,000, to be sold as fast
as
needed to complete the waterway.
These bonds, both principal and interest
(3 per cent.), will be guaranteed by the
United States, which will be protected in
its liabilities by an issue of $100,000,000
of stock, to be the sole property of the
government and to be deposited in the
treasury at Washington. Additional security is to be given to the government by
a first mortgage on the canal.
The War
Department will supervise the construction.
Of the fifteen directors, ten shall
represent the government, and the remaining five the company and the republics of Nicaragua and Costa Rica.
This
scheme has yet to run the gauntlet of the
House and Senate, and has but. little
chance of getting through during the
present session.

What is

Castoria is l)r. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
an<l Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

“Maine,” said he, “is the home of
schoolmarms and
The
pine lumber.
natives of the State are proud of these
two natural products, but object because
neither has proper protection. The schoolEvery one interested in this project
marms are carried
away to teach the chil- should read the article in The Forum for
dren of the West and South, and the lumMarch by Joseph Nimmo, Jr.,
“The
ber interest is paralyzed because of the
Nicaraguan Canal an Impracticable
competition allowed from Canada.
“We have great natural resources. See Scheme.”
Mr. Nimmo presents a forour stone quarries.
We have raised an midable an
ay of facts and ligures in supthis
of
ice
unusually large crop
winter,
of Ids position, and his arguments
enough to give decent burial to the enti re port
Democratic party.
We have most excel- seem to us convincing.
[Ed.
lent Presidential Umber to send to the
Japan’s Steamship Line.
convention, and we want Massachustts to
help send it there. We want to show the
The
new
Japan Steamship Company,
contrast between strength and brittleness.
heavily subsidized by the Government,
ueiw eeu ,‘vmericanisni and luiropeanism.
“We have a representative ns strong dispatched its first steamer the “TosaMaru,” of 4,000 tons register
from
against the free silver taint as our own
Yokohama to Loudon, via Suez ('anal,
rock-ribbed coast.
last week.
Five additional ships, mostly
“Three things are to be sought.
A return of every branch of the Government transports bought during the wai with
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
will
be
added to this line.
Meaninto Republican hands.
The Democratic China,
time contracts for building live new
SHIPS.
Tarty is a party without a head and a
have
been
awarded
to
British
As a party in this steamships
Aimer Coburn, G A ‘Nichols, sailed from head without a party.
t<> he paid for out of the ( hinese
New York Feb 12 for Yokahama.
country, it lias no superior in the quali- firms,
A G Ropes. David Rivers, arrived at New
indemnity fund; and a Japanese commisties which distinguished Ananias.
Y'ork Jan 23 from San Francisco.
“The second tiling to be demanded is sion will watch their construction, learn
A J Fuller, T R Colcord, sailed from Shang- an
American policy, one which will pro- the methods, and start a great ship yard
hae, Feb 27 for I loilo
in Japan where a sixth steamer will he
tect our
our
manufactures, built.
Alameda, Chapman, at Sydney, NSW. Dec our soldiersindustries,
These new vessels, officered by
and our homes.
What is the
14, for sale.
will be put on the line to
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New record of the Democratic Party in this Englishmen,
England as soon as constructed, and the
York Oct 28 for Shanghae.
respect ?’
vessels
now
in
use \ni 11 be transferred to
“No good!” shouted someone in the
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from New
the line to he established to the Pacific
York March 17 for San Francisco.
audience, and the speaker rattled back.
Daniel Barnes, 0 C Arpe, sailed from
Mails, tea, silk,
“That's right. A graveyard record, that’s Coast of this country.
Hong Kong Feb 13 for New York.
what it is.
A policy that is for America etc., will he sent to us from Japan; raw
El Capitau, A L Carver, cleared from New
first, and then for the rest of the world, cotton, wheat, machinery, manufactured
York March 25 for Shanghae.
goods, etc., will be carried back.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed is what we want. The policy which is enfrom Hong Kong Jan 23 lor New York ; pass- forced now is for all Europe first, and
The Mathews’ Murder.
ed
Feb 3.
then for America afterwards.”

reveals herself in !
a most interesting way in a number of
letters (written to live little girls) which
the April Home Journal.
appear in
These letters were written during the I
busiest period of Miss Alcott’s life, and
present a pen picture of the author drawn
by her own master hand. In these she talks
with singular frankness of herself, her
work, her aims, her home, her spiritual
Anjer
belief, and of the influence that directed
Gov Rome, Nichols, arrived at Hiogo Mar
A little later, turning his attention to
her to literature.
She never saw any of 13 from Philadelphia.
the question of national finance, Mr.
her live correspondents, but their youthGreat Admiral, Rowell, sailed from New
Noble exclaimed: “A bankrupt
Treasury
ful frankness, intense interest in all her Y'ork March 1 for Melbourne.
is what we have.
And what are they goHenry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
writings, and their love for the author
to do about it?
to give ft life
ing
from
March
20
for
New
York.
Trying
Liverpool
and for the characters of her creations,
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, arrived at Hono- by means of hypodermic injections of long
impelled her to turn aside from her work lulu
Feb 20 from San Francisco.
term bonds!”
and cares to find diversion in chats with
John McDonald, T P Colcord, arrived at
“The third thing which we want is a
such eagerly enthusiastic friends.
Miss San Francisco Jan 1 from New Y'ork.
new leader. Grover Cleveland is a
mighty
Alcott’s first letter is dated 1872, and the
P
R
sailed
from
New
Josephus,
Gilkey,
duck hunter, hut a mighty poor
others were written at intervals up to Y'ork Jan 27 for Shanghae; spoken, no date, good
President.
lat 17 N, Ion 24 W.
within a short time of her death.
“W hat we want is a leader of leaders, a
Llew'eilyu J Morse, Clapp, arrived at San
The death of Thomas Hughes will give Francisco Oct 30 from Ivarluk.
king of giants, a representative American.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed WTio shall it be?”
a feeling of sorrow to thousands now in
middle life who read his “Tom Brown at rom New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong;
Quick as a flash came the answer from
Dec 10, lat 8 N, ion 20 \V.
spoken,
a dozen voices:
“Tom Reed.”
Kugby” when they were in their teens,
L Cushing, Pendleton, sailed from
Mary
“In him” the speaker continued, “we
and who thought that they had never
Hiogo Feb 11 fur Manila.
have
a man with the
read a* ything so good in all their lives.
integrity of Lincoln,
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
tlie fearlessness of Grant, the wisdom of
It was not the only book that Mr. Hughes Armmouth, March 23 for New York.
A man to command
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from Blaine.
His
wrote, but it was the best one.
against the
rebellious hordes of free trade and free
“Tom Brown at Oxford’' repeated the Hiogo Jan 7 for New York.
H
T
Sachem,
Lancaster, arrived at Anjer silver. We know the record of this man,
success of the earlier work, but it did not
have quite the same zest and power, March 25 from New York, and was ordered who has not to show bis mettle and who
to Samarat.g.
lias tilled every office bestowed upon him
though both works did much to make
S P Hitchcock, Gatt s,arrived at New York
Americans familiar with the great schools March 12 from Honolulu.
fearlessly and acceptably.
and universities of England.
‘‘Let us have an America,” lie exclaimMr. Hughes
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at New
ed in conclusion, “bounded on the north
was also the centre of a group of men in
York March 25 from London.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San by the aurora borealis, on the south
England, most of whom published their
by
the procession of the equinoxes, on the
books through Macmillan A Co., who Francisco Jan 5 for New \ ork.
St
David, Carver, arrived at Amoy March east by primeval chaos, and on the west
have had a great deal to do in the making
12 from New York.
of modern England.
He was the friend
by the day of judgment."
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
The range of Mr. Noble's geography is
and companion of Maurice, Tennyson,
Hiogo Fob 28 for New York.
Tiliie E Starlmek. Eben Curtis, sailed wide, but the cheers which greeted him
Kingsley, the Macmillan brothers and of
as
he sat down were so loud and long that
the men in church and State who have from New York Dec 22, tor Portland, O:
it would have been easy to believe that
stood up for the intelligent discussion of spoken, Feb 17, lat 4b S, Ion (54 W.
Wandering Jew. 1> C Nichols, at llong they would have him heard across the
social questions.
W ithout being a great
reach of space lie asked for.
man <>r
the leader of a party, Thomas Kong Dee 5 tor New Y'ork.
W in 11 Mary, Amsbury, sailed from YokaHughes was one of the few men who, hama Feb 12 for New York via Kobe.
by his versatility and interest in public
lii ok of Xutlield.
\\ m li Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
'questions made a great impression upon from New York Jan 22 for Shanghae; spoken
his time, and is entitled to grateful re- Feb 14, lat 12 N, Ion 27 VV.
IM To |;T A XT
AND I'NKJtl-: ( i.vr HI T. t'TIO.X
\V J
membrance.
TO MAY IIAMTSHlliK It ISTOlilC A I. I.lTKIiRot-cli, Sewaii C Lancaster, sailed
from San Francisco March 7 for Siberia.
ATt HE.
“<hir Indians” is the title of a strong
BARKS.
One of file most interesting of the early
article by Hon. Hoke Smith, Secretary of
Adam \Y Spies, C Is Meyers, arrived at
the Interior, published in The Youth’s
New England settlements was that made
New York Feb 28 from llong Kong.
Companion of March 20.
Perhaps there
Alice Heed, A lanson Ford, arrived at Bos- in 371S» by the little band of Scotch-Irish
is no national theme which arouses more ton
March 24 from Montevideo.
emigrants who came from Londonderry.
quickly the sympathies of all fair-minded
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
Americans.
The Indian who once had Hong Kong Jan 13 lor Baltimore; passed Ireland, and founded a colony in New
Their blood now flows iu
Hampshire.
complete liberty to hunt and occupy this Anjer Jan 28.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New the veins of about 400,000 Americans,
fair land has tour.d the United States:
York March 22 from Deiuerara.
and among their descendants have been
Government
master whom he cannot
C P Dixon, N F' Gilkey, arrived at BalTheirs has been a
many illustrious men.
understand.
Secretary Smith gives much timore March 11 from Washington, 1> C.
strong and distinctive influence in Amervaluable information about the present I
Edward Kidder, J 11 Park, from Junin
ican life.
They first called their settlecondition and prospects of the Indians, for Hampton ltoaus, at
Valparaiso, leaking.
their increasing numbers, their education,
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1 ment Xutlield, subsequently changing the
name
to
Londonderry, and the history of
| and indicates the position of the present! from Colombo.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at this unique colony has been told most denational administration toward them. He
Buenos
Feb
Ironi
New
York.
20
Ayres
lightfully in “Willey’s Book of Xutlield,”
| closes the article by saying: “While I
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Mollendo a work of about 400 large folio pages and
have not criticised the action of our foreMarch 18 from Newcastle, NSW.
embellished with nearly 1,000 engravings.
fathers and of our fathers in the treat- 1
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
|
as it does a iield which lias hithment of the Indians, I urge without hesifrom New York March 4 for Sail Jose, Gnat. Covering
erto beeu but imperfectly
tation that among this people can be |
cultivated, and
Henry A Litchfield, arrived at New York
being written from original sources, it is
found a field for missionary work as March 14 from Savannah.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from file most important historical work that
worthy of Christian zeal as in those counlias appeared in Xew Hampshire for many
tries far away from our own.”
This arti- Charleston, S C, March 21 for New York.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York years, ft. lias placed its author, George
ele is one of a Series by American States- !
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
E.
Willey, in tlie very front rank of Xew
men, appearing in The Companion, inLucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at England historians.
It should lie in
cluding articles by lion. Thomas B. Heed, j Hong Koug March 23 from New York.
Hon. H. A. Herbert, Seeictary of the
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed every city and town library throughout
Xew England and wherever Xew EnglandNavy, and Hon. .). Sterling Morton, Sec- | from Boston Jan 15 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana March 18 ers have settled, for it is a reference book
tary of Agriculture.
from New York.
replete with rare information for the hisPenobscot, E G Parker, cleared from New torian, while the general reader cannot
Honest with Himself.
York March 20 for Adelaide.
fail to be interested in its graphic pictures
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arriyed at
The numerous genealogLittle Frankie was forbidden to touch Hamburg March 17 from Port ail Prince via of colonial life.
ical sketches have special value for those
the sewing machine, and as he was gener- Falmouth, Eng.
credentials
ltose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, cleared from seeking
entitling them to
ally a pretty obedient boy, his mother,
membership in the various colonial orauntie aud his auntie's friend were much New York March 21 for Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from ganizations, and iu the index are thousurprised one afternoon to find the thread
Jan 20 for Gorautalo.
sands of surnames.
badly tangled and tbe needle broken. Sourabaya
St James, F B Clifford, arrived at New
The work lias attracted widespread atFrankie was, without doubt, the culprit, York Feb 24 from
Hong
Kong.
tention and lias met a flattering reception
and he was called before the family tribuSt Lucie, J T Erskine, cleared from New :
Hon. Henry W. Blair, exnal of justice.
YTork Jan 15 for Port Natal; spoken Feb 4, everywhere.
TJnited States Senator, says of it: “We
“Frankie, did you touch the sewing lat 18 N, Ion 39 E.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed having nothing in the line of local or even
machine?” asked mamma, severely.
from Rosario Feb 19 for Boston.
State history which at all approaches it iu
“Yes, mamma,” was the tremulous anWillard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at attractiveness of
He was such a mite, so frail and
general appearance nor
swer.
Portland March 25 from Boston.
in comprehensive as well as minute hisdelicate, so utterly helpless as he stood
SCHOONERS.
toric
value.”
The
edition being limited,
with
and
us
all
before
parted lips
big,
the work will surely double in value two
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
frightened eyes, our hearts went out to
or three times within ti e next
Portland March 00 from Boston.
year or
( him in pity.
McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived two, and it is to lie hoped that our public
“Now, Frankie,” continued his mother, at Hattie
I
Dec
20
from
Salem
New
York.
will
secure a
library
copy before the
“you know 1 said 1 would punish you if
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at edition is exhausted. The author, George
you disobeyed me, and I shall have to Jacksonville March 10 from Bermuda.
E. Willey of Manchester, X. II., will mail
1 keep my promise.”
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
a 20-page prospectus
of the work post
“Yes, mamma,” came in a trembling Baltimore March IS from Charleston, S C.
the
little
fellow
was
John C Smith, Kueelaud, arrived at Suri- j free to any address.
punwhisper. Surely
ished sufficiently, and yet we realized that nam March 10 from Apalachicola.
The Journal and The Tribune.
John J Marsh, Drink water, sailed from
justice must be enforced.
“It is a very long time since you for- Rock port Nov 11 for Port au Prince.
Last, year The Republican Journal PubLester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
bade him to touch the machine—perhaps
Bangor Nov 27 for New York.
lishing Company had a six months’ contract
he forgot,” suggested his aunt.
Linali C Kaminski, S Woodbury, cleared
with the publishers of the New York Week“Aud if he forgot, that would make a from Philadelphia March Hi for Darien.
Lucia Porter, Grindle, arrived at Kingston, ly Tribune by which the two papers were
difference, would it not?” 1 ventured to
from
Ja, Feb 22
Pascagoula.
furnished to new subscribers at $2, and to
suggest.
Mary A Hail, M Veazie, arrived at New old subscribers
“Certainly,” answered bis mother; “did York
paying in advance for $2.25.
Mandi 2 from Apalachicola.
know
will
1
Frankie?
my hoy
you forget,
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Phila- Another contract lias been made on even
truth.”
the
speak
more liberal terms, as set forth in our addelphia March 21 for Portland.
There was a pause, and in that pause
R VV Hopkins, Hicliborn, cleared from Port
vertising columns. New and old subscribers
there was a struggle between right aud Tampa March 22 for Carteret, N J.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at WTil- are now placed on an equal footing and all
wrong; then came the answer with a paswho pay for The Journal one year in adsionate cry, as though the struggle were mington, N C, March 19 from New York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Charleston, vance can have The New York
almost beyond his puny strength: “O
Weekly
March
from
S
25
Norfolk.
C,
I
mamma, mamma, I did remember.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from Tribune without extra charge. In remitshan’t make believe to myself!"
Boston March 14.
it
should
be
that
stated
the Tribune is
ting
Brave boy! How often we children of
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the rea larger growth lack the courage of being
the matter, old boy?
Hoques—“What’s
honest with ourselves.
[New Y'ork Ob- You appear tr- be in deep study.” Joques— quest is made. The New York Weekly
server.
“I’m trying to think of some old jokes so as Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
to have them revised.” Hoques—“Have you rival as the leading Republican paper of the
looked in the latest humorous weeklies.
Burklen’s Arnica Salve.
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
Herald.
The Best salve in tbe world for Cuts, [Norristown
all the news of the world, while its different
Fever
Salt
Kbeuui,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers,
“You can’t get inside this car. All full departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
shouted the conductor.
“Well,” make a most valuable paper to all. The
Corns, aud all Skin Eruptions, and positive- inside,”
Mrs. O’Paque, “if that is the case you
said
It
is
no
or
Tribune is very cheap at $1 00 per year,
pay required.
ly cures Piles,
need to stop the car. You don’t supguaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of had no
which is its price. The Republican Journal
Price 25 cents per box.
pose I could get in a car when the passenmoney refunded.
will be maintained at its present standard,
gers were all full. [Norristown Herald.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
with special attention to local and State
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Editor

other Narcotic substance.

It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant.
Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by

Millions of Mothers.

to

obliged

the

of

teething troubles,
and

Children Cry foi Pitcher's Castoria.

news.

Subscriptions

may

begin

at any

time.

and

Dr.

C
‘Castorii is
1

i1

imiuk ne

known

Osgood,
Dowell, Mass.

A

stomach

sleep.

Cas-

it

toria.
well

as

adapted tnchildren that
superior to any prescript:'-a

to me."
H
hi

u
Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not

"Our

Vrchkr

A.

So. Oxt-nd

St..

It:

M.

P.,

ooklyn. Is. V.

physicians in the children's depart-

ment

lia\e spoken highly of their e.vpeii
cure in their outside
practice with Custom
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as i'gu'.ur
products, yet w« are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with

far distant wlu u mothers will consider the
ical interest of their children, and use C.ist< -via
instead of the various quack, nostrums which
are destroying their loved ones,
by forcing
opium, morphine, soothing syrup and other
hurtful agents down their throats, thereby
sending them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kincheloe,
Conway, Aik.

favor upon it
United Hospital
Allen C.

and

Smith, Pres.

Dispensary,
Boston, Mass.

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York City.
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Don’t Tobacco

I

Spit and Smoke

!

Your Life

makes/
the nerves 1
strong, and
brings b a e k
the feelings of I
youth to the pro- (
maturely old man.
It restores lost vigor.
You
gain
ten I
may
pounds in ten days.
j

Exhibition.

(|

There were several guides about the
“Maine camp,” and every one of them toed
in and looked glad that they were there.
The ramp was by no means the sure enough
article. It was too clean. Resides, there
were no black Hies or
mosquitoes or liars to

biggest

si•

I

(_.

_

from

Sportsman's

tell about the
York Herald.

flatulency.

the

natural

Castoria.
Castoria is an e\e«
ut medicine for chi1dreu. Mothers ave icpent. d!\ told me ol i'
good effect upon their < ieM-eu

!ish

Cumbersome

or

moose,

f New

GUARANTEED

Humbug.

TOBioco nm core.

The Australian bailot. system costs more
than it is worth, a great deal more. It costs
city of Path several hundred dollars at
every election and nothing at all is gained

Oo buy and try a box to-day. It (
costs only $1.
Your own druggist

the

will guarantee a cure or
'•
money iv
funded. Booklet, written guarantee
of cure !
and sample free. Address nearest office

but what could ho bad without the cumberhumbug. | Path Enterprise.

some

The very name (“ \ ustrahan”) should
have excluded the pestiferous tiling
ni the
land of Ere.- Sebools and popuiar Educ.ition.
l
100.11.
[Machins
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giving healthy

regulates

toria is the Children’s Panacea —the Mother's Friend.

ballad composed on the death
Edward Mathews.
Mrs. II. (J. Royal.
Swanviile, Maine.
the

food,

The

clipping

to “H. Z.” if he would favor

At

bowels,

and

const ipation

cures

Castoria assimilates the

the rest of the
of

Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.
Castoria relieves

cures

Journal: In rethe Waterville
we well remember the sad death of
Edward Mathews at the hand of V. p.
Ooolidge. The doctor was said to have died
in State prison, and afterward to have been
seen
in California.
We would be greatlythe

gard
Mail,

Castoria destroys Worms and allays

feverishness.
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who

are not well, and tired of the
useless, nauseating taking of drugs. Dr. SanJen of New York wishes to announce that he
has just issued a neat illustrated little book
fully explaining how they can (roat and cure
themselves at homo by electricity. The treat,
women
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CREAM EHIKI
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quickly

STATE OF MAINE.

CATARRH

absorbed.

[

Cleanses the
Nasal Passages,
Allays Pain and

I n flam ination.
Heals the Sores.
Protects the
Membrane from
Additional ( old.
Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.
IT

|

WILL CURE

I
1

<

COLD >n HEAD

MEW
LIFE

BEFORE

DB. E. C. WEST’S NEEVE AND BEAIN TBEATMENT
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Manhood;
Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessi/i* Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
and Death. By mail, $i a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions. 25 cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
R. H.

MOOIIY, KF.LFANT.
for eitiii r sr\.
This remedy l»eir*g in—1 Jected di.'C'etly to the
seat of those diseases
of the Genito-lrinary
Organs, re on i res no
change of diet. Cure
guaranteed in 1 to 8
days. Small plain pack-

I E RPIIM’C
U"Un O
LC
—i.

■

■■■■

by mail,
W U XV X* Sold only by
TT

R. H.

T| X*

WALDO 88.
COURT OF INnOLYKNH.
In the matter of
)
.JOHN F. DYKR,
March 1 I, A. D. ispc,
Insolvent Debtor.
It is hereby ordered that notice be given to all
persons interested in the settlemeni <d the ac<'<>unt ot
NORMAN \V A RI >\V FLL. Assignee of
the above named Insolvent Debtor, by causing a
copy «>f this order to be published time weeks,
successively, in the Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in said < onnty. that they
may appear at. a Court of Insolvency t.‘» be held at
the Probate < ourt Room on the second Tuesday t
A pri I nex t. at ten o'clock in the fore noon, ami be
heard thereon, and object it they sec
u.-.
<. i;<». K. JOHNSON,
.1 itdge of Insolvency < Vim AN aldo onnty.
A true copy
Attest
JiiKK'ii D. Park Kit, Register.

Bce-

MOODY. BELFAST.

81.00.
29

Saturdaysteamer

at

,about

a.

m

from Boston

RK'lTRMNt;.
m
From Boston, Tuesdays ami Fridays at n.iHi
From Rockland, touching at Camden. Wednes

f M

Waterville

and

Upon arrival of

s3o

9 oo
5 o5
that it does not ad- Burnham, depart. 7 10
9 2o
5 25
7 5o
Unity..
mit of failure, and every woman suffering fe8 12
5 32
Thorndike.
9 30
5 38
19 37
U'. 25
male weakness, rheumatism, lumbago, kill, Knox.
9 53
5 50
Brooks.
8 50
ney or stomach complaints, etc., does liersell
* 0*2
Waldo
02 tlO or.
to
1
Hi 15
an injustice by not investigating it. The book Citvpoint. 19 15 tlO 3 9
9 25
lo 25
arrive.
0 2d
Belfast,
bolds out no false inducements, hut
|
gives
scores of plain references iu
tFlag station,
every State whp I
Limited tickets for Boston are how sold at$5.00
have been cured artor all other
treatments from Belfast and all stations on Branch,
tickets to all points West and Northfailed. It is free bv mail, upon
Through
application. west via all routes, for sale
bv F. F. Ikium.ia
Address Dr. 8ANDES, 8«0 Broadw
PAYSON TH’KFK,
ay, New- Agent, Belfast.
York City.
Vice Pies, ano (len’l Manager.
ESTABLISHED 30 YEARS.
F. E. Boothby, Oen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

inont is

Steamers leave Belfast, weather ami iee pen
tin*:, as follow
l'"i Camden, Roeklaml ami Boston, M ania;
and Thursdays at ml-out J.;ii' »*. >1
I
Scarsp.a-!. Bueksport and Winferm>rt We

nesdays

TO BELFAST.

To

SEHVK E.

M
;; 27
)•

days

Saturdays at ah mt h.oi) a m
Bueksport, Mondays and Thursday

and

From

at

11

A. M.

FRED W. POTK, A^ent
CALVIN AFS'TIN, Dei. i
WILLIAM H. HILL. Dm.

....

Supt.

Manager

Belfast
.Boston
Boston

Belfast, and Castine Roite.
Winter

Arrangement—In

Effect October

1. 1895.
HTKAHKK 1 A8TINK, weatlior perk
nutting, will run every week nay
ion with B. A B.S Co.. as follows:
< astineLeave *West Brooksv He at 7.2'» a m
'.i.ut
ove.
7.4b; Hughes Point, SB<>, Ryder's
D>..'f<‘
at
Belfast,
Lime Kim,'.*.20, arriving
in

connect

•Brooksv die. Mondays. Wednesdays and Satur
days.
m
for the
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.i'U
above named landings.
Passengers going Last take steamer Past mu
from Belt .st «t 2 on r. m., every Monday .Wednesday and Friday. Take steamer next nay tor
all landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going t. Millbridge, donesport aim
Maehia.* take steamer Castine from Be1 fast at
m., stop over at Castine, take steamer
Frank Hones next morning On all landings frvua
Castine to Maehias.
ADKNTS: 11 A. (ireer. Belfast. I R Kvue:
Ryder’- Co |. Wm. Pen diet on. II ugh.-* I' ei
M
Vogell, Castine R. A Dodge. Brooksv die

2.00 v.

C.

W. SMALLIDGE, Manager

Assessors’ Notice.

’IMII. subs.-fillers, assessors ,f the city t i.. •! 1 a -!
I hei ehy givt not ice to the ii ha I Rants of sai<
Belfast, to make and bring in to them tnn- ,m I
I perfect li*ts of their polls and estate*, real an
B
■ ^B
I
BBl B diseases o| Rectum. personai, in writing, ineuiditig iiiki y on !i um
:ii interest, debts due m<.re than they al'eovvum.
and all property held in trust a* guardian, e\c* it
tor, administraior oi ..thervvise except such a*
175 Tremont Street, Bo.ton < 'nnsnlcit i.ti by law exempt fi.• 11, ta\:atioii winch tin v .m
possessed of on the first day of April next, and h.
Stiw- Fok p mP>
pie pa red to mi bst a it t iate the same according to law.
Rlicc
I ■ I
PHLET.
For t he purpose id'
4 m. to i*
m.
I pi
eeiving said lists,and making
|Sundays ami
a ivei.nl oft runs t'ersid rea. estate,
he undersigned
I
II
■!
holidays excepted.]
|
I IkkV will be in session at the assessors' otliee during
|17teow43
t lie business him rs of each day. from the first to
the fifteenth day of April next (and no longei
and any personal exainin.u ion of property by the
assessors will not be considered as a waiver for
neglect of any person in bringing in true and pel
feet lists, as required by law.
Blanks on which to
make such lists may be had at the assessors' office.
shall be at my office in Memorial building Sat
Belfast. March U». ISSH.
C N. BLACK,
unlays from 10 a m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 e. m.,
) Assessors
until January 1, 18%.
All persons who wish to
L. I! Ml'RCH,
of
avail themselves of the discount of two per cent
3wl3
J. F. SHELDON, I Belfast.
on their taxes must pay by January 1 18%.
H. F. MASON, Collector
Belfast, Sept. 1,1895.—29tf
NO agents.
• • " »
*■ ■ ■■■
but sell direct to theruuwnin..

riOTIII A
no IULA

ROBERT ff! FE?D M.D
Ij

l#|

^k

TO TAX PAYEES!

I

u/r

HAVE

er in wnuitwuiH

Souse for Sale.
.A story and

a

half’house,

pleasantly located;

tine view of Belfast hay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

W. B. Pbatt, Secy

prices.

i>

unywhere for exuuiinution
before wile. Everythin v\ rranted, too styles »>f Car
riages, 90 styles of HarCN ness, a 1 styles Riding .Sad
Cldles- Write for catalogue.
ELKHART
X/
Carriage A Harness Mfg Co.
Elkhart, lad.
10wl3

T«AK£

plEAppEDT
Sugar:

Every Mother j«hha0vu'Ut

Nan’s

for the many common ailments which will
in every family as long as life has woes.
Dropped on sugar suffering children love
Do not forget the very
important and useful
fact, that Johnson's Anodyne Liniment cures
every form of inflammation, Internal or Kxternal. It is a fact, proven by the
investigations
of medical science, that the real
danger from
disease is caused by inflammation; cure the
inflammation and you conquer the disease.

it!

mer

1I

C%3S
CRCUP

^

iLL Lld-I

as

much

’!.1 !M b>'
aid to trust

HiXlUriltil Use Our Book “Treatment for Diseases"Mailed
Free.
an. lc^ 1 a mil y Physician. Doctor's Signature and Directions on everv bottle.
what time has endorsed. At all Druggists. 1. S. Johnson A Co., Boston, Musa.
as

I'was

nought

the

Devil.

many horses committed suicide in their
precipitate flight, while the number of
women and children
who fainted could
never be
accurately learned. Mr. Piiece
knew of three women who were made
sick from fright and had to stay in bed a
week or more. lie believes that fully half
of the female population along the river
suffered for days on account of this unannounced visitor.
From Bucksport to Marsh Bay Captain
Basford did not blow the whistle, but
under Treat’s mountain the Diabolical
Din was renewed again, and with echoes
running the bases from Mt. Waldo to
Mosquito mountain, thence to Mt. Ileagan and sliding home again to Treat's
mountain, the Bangor reached Frankfort,
linding all of its best citizens has just gone
into the country for safety. So frightened
were the residents that it w as half an hour
before anybody could he coaxed down to
the wharf and truthful men say that many
of the refugees ran to Xewburg and Dixmont before they looked back.
In
Seth Blaisdell returned to bis home in
Winterport from a bear hunt in the Pocky
mountains, reporting that one day he was
creeping up a canon in Colorado when a
very old man, clothed mostly in long
white hair and whiskers, dashed by him
and began to climb the hills.
“What’s the matter with voir.’** asked
Seth.
1 lie* evil one is atter me—J saw him
coming," said the aged sprinter.
"Where did you see him?" questioned
•Seth with a view to getting a shot at big
game.
"iie was coming up tlie liver below
Frankfort, Maine," replied the old man
as he vanished among the
ledges.
Seth is not sure, but lie believes this
man w as one of those who were seared
by
the Bangor in Pand thinks he is still

\n E

OF THE
FI It ST Al'I’EAKSTEAMBOAT ON I HE PENOBEli.
VEliONA, PBliSPKCT ANI)
"H A KEN TOTH El 11 VERY EOLN\

\

I N THOSE DA \

>.

of Verona consists of about
■s
of good farming lands that
ped into the mouth of Penob"ii or about the time the evenc
morning were the second day,
present date it lies moored to
by a long wooden bridge that
been retired on a pension two

•\n

<•

remarkable lion: the fact that
town in Maine that has no
never had on-*
and ii is evin- In altli and
mmals or its inare still in an excellent state of
because no clergyman, phvtwyerhas ever dwelt upon the
i"

nly

on
the west shore
up »>t rottages, w here
a><- rtcd
packages of dea .Rim i
; Is
!1
It so mUfll pel'
a hi
a in: -• or m< >re below there
,i
place- when- oilier spirits were
much a glass or half pint,
a \
In k n Ke V"lutionar\ days
ti.e island has put out more
shores, and the residents
_:in mole salmon, than any other

grove

■

at

U!

<

Maine.
n

y.

\

lM'd,

er-uia

w as

a

iksport, and was known on the
chans Island, so named, it is

1

•:

isc

tin* pe »js 11*

were

largely

en-

laising earh orphans for the
and w lieii die orphan in-

and sailor eiti- J
ated as a town, i
United Stales |
doing bravely throughout the running.
o
c/inc the paces of history
Steadily on with shriek of whistle and
one trail of blood and glory.
io n
of paddles the Bangor swept past
-a.
1 einpeled and ill
\vi\ way
Onington, Hampden and Brewer, and as
’-hr people, that if a poor man
she came the people heard her with fear,
ad! v\ inlrolie and a large appeand hearing, lied, stopping not on the
:» be east
away on an island he manner of their going, but lie.
ing like
bet ter place in this world than deer
before the hounds.
Three women
were coining down
the river road from
or twi
before noon, one day in
Bangor to Brevvet village, and when they
1m'.'., >iejdien Danfoith, a beheld the modern
leviathan, unable to
hi orphan oi orphan's Island, run for
fear, they hid behind a tall fence
n
to the
rivei for the double until
danger was over. Willis Patten, an
washing his person and having aged resident of South Brewer, says that
I’he tide was well out, and the
everybody came out to look at the new
stones on the
beach had been
boat, and she made such slow progress
oeekled in the sunlight until they that several hours
were consumed from
w inn
as eggs in an incubator.
the time she hove in sight below High
d off his clothes quicker than a Head until she arrived in
Bangor.
machine could begin to work,
< d course the
people of Bangor all turnded hard knots in the legs of his ed
nut, first for fear and later from curios:id in his shirt sleeves to insure
ity. and while the steamer lay at her pier
from cramps, and hanging the she received
more attention and
caused
s on an old
stump near the water, more wondering comment than the Camabout to dive when a terrible
would
if
she
were
to
come
pania
up the
on h .in he
had heard in dreams liver now. At
last, after years of waiting,
atinc lobsters and milk, came erashhad found an outlet to the big'
Bangui
list his ears until his mouth was
w orld
beyond the shadow of Mt. Katah- I
ajar and his heart buzzed inside din, and a rapid steamboat would
carry !
se. like a lath saw off duty.
travelers to Boston in three days, if they !
a_ over to the Prospect shore he
had tlu* money to pay the fares.
After!
a
peopie hurrying up the hill | that no one could doubt, that the world
-•I ne
inland, crying for mercy in did move.
>f despair.
Above the point in ;
’I'llus, racing with drift wood and buoys, !
ot tin- river he saw clouds of
preceded by a pillar of lire by night and a
’!<«• tinged with lire go shooting
pillar of eloiul by day, the Bangor went
as he gazed the
bellowing grew and came; in a few weeks (’apt. Samuel
die waters roared as if churn* Howes took
command, and then a few
u
ienion of t lie sea.
years later the eld Independence came on
not stop to think, but just
skip- the line; but none of her successors ever
op the hill, clad in nothing hut made su much talk among Down Easters
and did not cease to run until
as did the Bangor when she lirst came
up
on the far side of the island
the Penobscot.
shelter.
Here, hiding like a
Meanwhile Stephen Danforth iay hidden
heard the new terror go thunamong the black spruces of Orphans’ Isto Bangor and thence, as he
land until the last echo from the Bangor’s
a
to its home in Hades.
whistle died out beyond Frankfort. Then,
of facts and lietion have filled
dodging through the hushes, so no one
a.iii.'s with
how
books, telling
could notice his lack of clothing, he ariviits acted when the first steam
rived on the shore to find his garments
up the Mississippi; hut in spite submerged by the
swelling tide and to
imaginative details, luridly tinged pull out a twelve-pound salmon from each
with dyes borrowed from the knotted
trousers’ leg.
[Virgil G. Eaton.
anter, it is probable that until
cieat day shall dawn the people
A’hat, lifty cents for a prescription which
die Penobscot will not again be so
is most all water?” exclaimed the kicker
ieiiioralized as they were when the to the
druggist.
“I’m not charging for the water, sir.”
Bangor puffed and bellowed up
>er that quiet summer
She
“Then
what is it?”
day.
“For the cork to the bottle. [Detroit Free
diing but a pocket edition of a
Press.
at compared with modern crafts,
.!'*•«! t he lisher
in 1'iaee ineorp

di.-d

in

thi

<

>

j

mistered tonnage was little larger
Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer is,
good sized tow boat, about 400
unquestionably, the best preservative of the
m i it took her from 0 o’clock Tueshair.
It is also curative of dandruff, tetter,
ning until Sunday afternoon to go and all scalp affections.
Boston to Bangor and return, touch-

land both wavs.
1**1 ore noon she passed Fort Point
"gau to let the screeches loose, hurl••m far inland
among the quiet farms
akiugup ferocious echoes that had
a.
cfully sleeping on the hillsides
m-last of the ichthyosauri moved
Florida to start phosphate mines,
hristians heard the noise with awe,
•evinced that Gabriel was making
ig promised visit by water, while
with unregener ite hearts gazed at
bellowing bulk,assured that Satan
myth but an actual smoking fact,
coming to burn and destroy.
b folks prayed
earnestly,
Go could remember no
prayers,

We start life in

carriage
And end it in a hearse;
Our livery bill between times
Depends upon our purse.

oil

Children

as

they

1

ran.

the woods to seek shelter
lithawks and foxes, and cattle
> tied double how knots in their
•
bashed down steep hanks to
••ath, as did the swine of old.
'cry ludicrous when viewed in
"f modern knowledge, no doubt
•Hi- of tliis little steamer created a
pandemonium in every village
!
river, and added more gray
the heads of the residents than
years of labor and sorrow had
before.
,i:' ago Woodward
Pierce, a resident
'peet Ferry and a most truthful
11 the writer that every person he
u is
terrified by those discordant
that preceded the Bangor on this
Mr. I fierce was rowing the ferry,lt at
the time and frankly confessed
bo pulled to the
Prospect bank as
-is he could and
joined the panicky
>v,i on
shore, all of whom were stand"ith jaws set far apart and
eyes bulg1
'•
abject fear. As the boat came past
bill where Fort Knox now stands the
agony was broken by screams of
mingled with tears, prayers and
• aadc
profanity. For half a minute
stood thus, watching the onward
I' of the paddles,
then nearly all
'"apeded back into the field, the women
"g by the way, while men, too seargive
.them aid, rushed on unmindful I
!
h
friends, seeking safety among the
Between Sandypoiut and Frankabout a dozen cattle ai d half as
•

■

■

to

“She
I
with school.”
Ibis was partly true.
Hut Xan was a
robust little body, and
easily' regained her
physical losses. The fact was that she
had been petted a
great deal, and had
come to think her wishes
ought to be the
law' of the household.
After breakfast the
seamstress, who was
making a frock for Xan, required sewing
silk and buttons.
The child was asked to go to the store
for them. “Hut, mamma, my toe
hurts,”
was the instant excuse.
So Miss Gaidner
was set at
else
till
Hob should
something
come up from the oiHee and could be sent
on the errand.
At dinner time nothing was
quite satisfactory. The roast beef was too rare; the
pudding sauce too tart. Papa exchanged
glances witli mamma.
“This must be stopped,” he said, but
Xan did not understand what they meant.
That evening the little girl went up to
papa full of enthusiasm about a little
drawing she had made. The father scowled iu a most unamiable way, and found
all tlie fault possible with it.
Xan tried
hard to keep back the tears, but
finally
gave up and went away sobbing.
"‘How could you?” said mamma.
In a day or two there was to be a ride
into the country, a lunch with a friend,
and a return by moonlight. Xan supposed
that she would go as a matter of course.
Hut she soon found that she was to be left
at home.
“It is too much trouble to take
you,”
said papa.
“And your toe,” added mamma.
“And the warm weather which you are
afraid of,” continued papa.
“My toe is better/’ pleaded Xan.
“But the lunch won't suit your fastidious taste.” said papa.
“The Browns live
very plainly.”
Xan ran sobbing to grandma’s room.
The dear old lady drew the child within
her loving arms.
“Do you not see,” said the gentle voice,
“that your father and mother are trying
to show you yourself as in a mirror.'
Papa
found tan.lt with your drawing that you
might see how very unpleasant it is to be
criticised. You look great pains with your
little sketch, but mamma takes pains every
day in ordering the dinner, and .lane
takes pains in cooking it.
You wish to
have the pleasure of the drive and the
but
do
visit:
not care to be helpful
you
when help is needed and so give pleasure
to others.”
The lesson was a very plain one, that
even a
child could understand.
D was
hard to see the carriage drive off w ithout
heron that bright afternoon; there were
tears and sobbing, but the experience was
not in vain.
When the father and mother came home
that night they found a subdued, appreciative little girl who was very glad to be
talked to and kissed, very pleased with
the dowers and bonbons that had been
sent to her by the little Browns, and very
resolute in her determination to be sunny
and satisfied with w hat came to her instead
of sour and complaining.
[Examiner.
New

Yorks

New

Liquor

Law.

The Raines law which has just received
Gov. Morton's approval, makes several
radical
ment

changes in
liquor

of the

“Held
I

was

\ol

to

Misfortune.”

afflicted with catarrh last autumn.

During

the mouth of October I could neither
tust.e or smell and could hear but little.
Cream
Balm cured it.—Marcus (ieo.
Ely's
Shautz, Railway, N. J.
I suffered from catarrh of the worst kind
ever since a boy, ami L never
hoped for cure,
but Ely’s Cream Balm seems to do even
tb it.
Many acquaintances have used it
with excellent results —Oscar Ostruiu, l.“
Warren Ave., Chicago, 111.
Miss R. was telling her Sunday school
class of small hoys about the Shut-in Society, whose members are persons confined
with illness to their beds or rooms. “Whom
can we think of,” said
she “that would
have hail great sympathy for these that, are
so shut in?”
“I know,” said a little hoy;
“some one m the Bible, ain’t it, teacher!”
“Yes; and who, Johnnie?” “Jonah,” was

the spirited

answer.

[Selected.

He—Why do you buy such a fishy looking
gown?
She—Fishy! Oh, Algernon, this lovely
costume!

He—Well, Isn’t
troit Free
To

it

a

salmon color.

Press.

the

Sufferers

of

[De-

The winter’s gone and spring is here at last,
And life is bitter.
Ah, too soon we’ll
know it!
No sooner are the plumber’s triumphs passed
Than we fall victims to the young spring
poet.

Children Cry for Pitcher's

Castoria.

The will of the late Henry
owner of The
Independent,
his
widow for life most of his
! g'ves
I property, real and persona], which after
| l>er death shall become part of his residIt creates a trust fund of
! uary estate.
$30,000, the income of which is to be paid
toher during her life and provides
upon
her death that $15,000 of the
principal be
i given to the trustees of Koseland Park,
! Woodstock, Conn., and $15,(XX) to the
trustees of Woodstock Academy.Oregou’s salmon fisheries produce about 000,i 000 cases a year and its wool clip exceeds
10,000,000 pounds. There are’ 25,000
square miles of forests and the annual
gold yield exceeds $1,000,000.Bates &
Walley, stock brokers, S3 State street,
Boston, have failed. The Boston News
bureau says the failure was caused
by the
execution of the judgment for $35,000 in
tiie Preble case of Portland.
A meeting
of tiie creditors will he held
April 17. This
is a case where Mrs. Preble sued to recover money
lost in speculation by her
son.In tiie Massachusetts House'Mar.
20th, the committee ou election laws reported a bill granting municipal suffrage
to women.
There were no dissenters
named in the report.It is understood
that Ballington Bootli means to make a
change in the name of the new organization under his charge, so that it shall
readsimply “Americau Volunteers.” But
better still would be the title, “Christian
Crusaders.”.The battleship Massachusetts on the builder’s trial trip off the Delaware Capes March 20th made 15.10
knots
per hour. Her contract speed is 15 knots.
.I he South Kansas Methodist
Episcopal conference has voted unanimously to
admit women to the general Methodist
Episcopal conferences— Thomas Hughes,
Q- C., author of “Tom Brown’s School
Days,” “Tom Brown at Oxford,” etc., is
dead.
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Begistered.

Nature’s
Cure
Puritana will positively give any
man, woman, or child Perfect Digestion ;— the kind of digestion that
brings New Life.
of all sickness and
t
O/ all disorders of the
/
Blood, Liver, Kidneys, Lungs,
/ Jgf/
Nerves, Brain, and

g^

llr

1

/n

Skin is caused
of the

by improper

work-

ing

Stomach
Puritana makes the
Heart Kiglit,

Langs Night,
Night,
Kidneys Night,
Nerves Night,
Health Night.
HLiod

Because it makes the Stomach

right.
r”

o
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\
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Old and Wkll-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup lias been used for
over tifry years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums. allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Ax

tin- best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasto the taste. Sold In Druggists in every
part of the world.
Twenty-five cents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Re sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr4*>
is

ing

‘If a fellow has a chance t • marry a poor,
handsome girl, or a rich, plain girl, which
do you think he ought to do."
"It looks to me as if the proper course is a
plain one in that case. [Indianapolis Jour-

nal

When

Baby was sfok,

we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
was a

When she had

Children, she gave them Castoria

the present managetraffic in New York.

\ What the

Fish and Game.
The Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad company lias issued a
handsome brochure entitled,
“Shooting
and Fishing."
It is profusely illustrated
from photographs of real scenes in the
woods and on the lakes of northern
Maine,
and shows life in the woods as it is found
and enjoyed.
It describes in an entertaining way the great area which the Bangor
and Aroostook railroad traverses. It
gives
a complete
directory of the best hunting
grounds and fishing streams, pools, livers
and lakes and how to get there.
It also
gives a summary of tiie Maine fish and
the
names of guides and the
game laws,
location of their camps, list of hotels,
boat ding houses and camps, in fact the
little book is a mine of information.
The
fishing season opens for residents of
Maine February 1st, and the season is
open for all from April 1st to October 1st,
.The term of Hon. Tin •mas Wentworth,
as secretary of the fish
commission, will
expire April 10.A salmon weighing
about eight pounds was caught on a trawl
on the southeastern
part of Georges banks
in -JO fathoms of water on the last
trip
of the schooner Hattie l. Phillips of Portland. It is said to be the lirst salmon ever
caught in this manner.
Washington'
Whispkkings.
The!
House committee on merchant marine !
and fisheries lqis authorized a favorable !
report on the bill to abolish compulsory
pilotage on American coastwise sailing
vessels.
The bill provides that a master
or mate may become a
pilot and no other
license than that issued by the United
States shall be
required.Congress insists on “sowing the seed,” and
Secretary
Morton of the agricultural department
will send out 1,040,000 packages of beet
seed, 1,000,000 packages of cabbage, 1,300,000 packages of lettuce, 1,200,000
packages of radish, 050,000 packages of
onion, 400,000 packages each of cucumber, cantaloupe, watermelon and other
seeds.Speaker lieed has introduced in
the House a bill appropriating *12,000 to
enable the Secretary of the Treasury to
purchase the buildings of the Portland,
Maine, Quarantine station. When purchased the station is to he operated by
the United States.

Laundress Said.
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QUARTERLY
DIVIDENDS.

BETTER
than

o/

ABSOLUTE SECURITY._—.
■-NO CHANCE

FOR LOSS.

guarantes every share of stock.
2,565 acres of beautiful cottage sites

close to Bar Harbor.
All money from sale of stock goes to
further develop and improve the property.
All money from sale of land goes to pay

QUARTERLY AND EXTRA

DIVIDENDS.
Same men
Same management that
boomed Dana’s Sarsaparilla and paid
every stockholder in two years $1,320
fur every $100 invested.
Shares $10 each. You can have 1 or
100. Are you interested? Send postal
card for complete information.
—

PETIT MANAN LAND & INDUSTRIAL CO.
55 Church Street, Belfast, /laine.
Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

Ciramlinother’s

I

| k_WASHING
!

Once

wuz a owl 'at happened to
On our tall chimney-top,
Ah' s.•reamed an' screamed in

t

«...

—-—

J^Ask

a

wheel

with

a

much more,
Espeshully v. hen

road
should

there’s

a

Says

it’s

“spirits”

‘at’s

good,

or

mean,

Lf the wind jest shakes the vines!
I always feel skeery w’en gran’ma’s aroun’—
Ail’ think ’at I see thing-, an’ jump at each

soun’;

“Oh, dear!

Oh, my !
somedody’s goin’

to die!”
I'm certain ’at
Oh, she makes me cry—
She makes me cry !

•

lirst

to be regulars, 16 homeopaths, 48
8 botanies, ami 23 claim to be

eclectics,
eclectics,
specialists, herbarians, clairvoyant and
botanic, and root and herb and gum doctors.
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PILLS and

take

no

other’

BELFAST, MAINE.

THESE AfiE MOVING TIMES.
--

..

HI mi.mill w..

Our Furniture is

Moving

Because it is offered at prices that tempt buyers.
Here are some of the bargains we offer:
Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards.
Fancy Chairs at almost your own price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1 50
Hair

upwards.

Top

and Wool lower than ever before
Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than
any time
Since we have been in business.

MR. WILLIS,

first-class workman, is connected with
Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnish-

a

this establishment.

J. C.

ing

done in

with

despatch.

thorough

a

manner

and

tn,

& Son.

Thompson

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES
IN

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
OF

NOVEMBEK -At!,,

Public interest will steadily increase, and the question lmw the men whose
vote turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied w ith the results under the administration they elected, will make the campaign the most intensely
exciting in the history of the country.

especially

A S I*h C / A !j ( OA T HA ( I' enables

Republican

reason.

annual report of the board of
registration of medicine has been submitted
to the Governor and Council. The report
gives to some extent the work of the board
for the year. Of the 1162 persons registered,
1016 are graduates, and 146 those who have
been practitioners for the three years next
prior to March 27,1805. The 46 refused have
been re jected for various causes, the principal ones being the failure to satisfy the
board that the institutions from which t-liey
claimed to have graduated were legally
chartered medical colleges or universities,
having power to confer degrees in medicine,
or that they have been practitioners of medicine or surgery in this State for the three
years next prior to the passage of the act, or
that they were practicing in Maine at the
time of the organization of the board, to
wit, July 9, 1805. Of the 1016 graduates,
!H)H report themselves as regulars, 01 as
homeopaths, and 17 as eclectics; while of I
the 146 three years’ practitioners, 51 claim
The

P°

X^der.^/

affiliations.
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering I he news
of tin: world, an agricultural department second to none in the
country, market reports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman's attire, with at
varied and attractive department of household interest:.
..New Yoik Weekly
Tribune" is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of any oilier
weekly publication in the country issued from flic cilice of a daily, harge lianges
are being made in its details, 'eliding to give it
gi eater file and vai iety. and
more interest to tlie women and the young
people of the household.

be taxed

Doctors.

VwalZT™/
V “h'n* V

leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regaidlcssof party

•are

31aiue

e%M

narir.l

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

load.

So it seems to me that when we see
Jest how these dif’rent fac’s is,
Well let the boys enjoy their toys
Without their payin’ taxes.
[Uncle Wesley Jay, in Piscataquis Observer.

each

the

And taxes, when too hard on men,
Bring tightiu’ in due season:
So they ought to be fair and applied with
And stric’ly accordin’to

-i

WILL UK AXNOl'.WKIi

rubber peel

scase’ly teches the
taxed, then my four

That
Is

—

she makes me cry—
makes me cry !

Skeeriest person you ever seen !
Always a-hiiutiu’ fer “signs;”

round in

The only safe, sure and
reliable female PILL
ever offered to Ladies,
especially recommend*'MbJ ed to married Ladies

for DB. MOTT’S PENNYROYAL

FOB SALE BY B. H. MOODY,

Jest let a

Oh,

springer, Sanford, Me.

Send for circular.
Price $1.00 per box, 0 boxes lor $5.00.
UH. MOTT’S ( HEMLCAL CTO.,
Cleveland, OLio.

—

She

-.

calfe »f°n»A
°"”

/

Tobacco

An' mullin' could make it stop!
An' gran'ma—she uncovered her head
An’ alums’ frightened me out the bed :
“Oh. dear ! Oh, my !
I’m certain ’at some one is goin’ to die!”
An' she made me cry
She made me cry !

Fur wood or steel a wheel’s a wheel,
And though not giv’n to braggin’,
Still things is so I’m bound to know
Four wheels is on my waggin.

And if

rs. r. A.

a

the dead o’

Oh, dear! Oh, my!
certain ’at somebody’s goin’ to die

it takes with other wn»h—Annie Walker,

ing powders.”

THE j B. WILLIAMS CO.,
G.astonbury, Conn.,
Makers o£ Williams' Famous
Shaving Soaps.
cy List of Choice Premiums sent Free
upon Request.
O flQk'66'OO 6 <6
aaa

night,

I’m

ll.'re

Laundress, Marine Hospital, Portland, Me.
I like IVOR,me
very much, and consider the cake of

light

cow lean over the gate
An’ bellow, an' gran’ma—she
Will say her prayers, if it's soon or late,
An’ then, an’then you’ll hear her say:
“It's a sign vv’en the cattle act that way !

J ing which

POWDER

T

Way.

There’s no such word as “Taxin’
heard
With feelin’s of delight,
And taxin’ wheels, spoke of at meals,
Jest takes my appetite.

A SECURITY REDEMPTION

—B O N D—

His

Tell you, grandmother's a queer one, shore—
Makes yer heart go pi tty-pat!
If the wind just happens to open a door,
She ll say there's “a sign” in that!
An' if no one ain't in it rookin' chair
An' it rocks itself, site'll say:
“Oh. dear!
Oh, dear! Oh, my !
I'm afeared 'at somebody is going' to die!”
An' slit' makes me cry—
She makes me cry !

giv s the greatest
1
been nsing it
fin<i it requires
only
about one-half the time for inywa-h-

satisfactionI \7A|*i
Al1 for
■
years. I
J Ilf

as

TO INVEST!

or

In Brief.
to

“Sir!” called a frightened man to a policethe present supervision of it goes man, “there’s a burglar trying to get into a
back window of the bouse next door!”
it is local and it varies somewhat in dif“H-u-s-h!” said the policeman, “that’s no
ferent places.
But under the Baines law
burglar—that’s Mr. Voungfather trying to
all regulation of it within the provisions
get in without waking the baby.”' [Free
of the aw will be under the control of a
Press.
1
single state hoard. Enforcement thereCascarets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
fore- is likely to be more uniform and more
Cure Constipation, sold by Iviigore& Wilson |
even.
Another important difference beFree Pills.
tween the Baines law and the present
Send your address toll. E. Bucklen & Co.,
method of regulation is that all license
and
Chicago,
get a free .sample box of Dr.
features are wanting in the Baines law.
King's New Life Pills. A trial will conIAider it anybody not convicted of crime vince you of their merits
These pills are
can go into the liquor business provided I easy in action and are
particularly effective
in the cure cf Constipate u and Sick Head-!
lie pays the tax which the law imposes.
The tax in the cities is very high and in ache. For Malaria and Liver troubles they |
smaller places as high in proportion. The have been proved invaluable. They are j
guaranteed to be perfectly free from every i
expectation is that the tax will prove so deleterious substance
and to be purely veg- !
enormous that compartively few will see
ctable.
They do uui weaken by their ac- j
profit enough in the business to pay it and tion, but by giving tone to stomach and how- i
that the present number of liquor shops els greatly invigorate the system. liegular
will be diminished.
Sold bv A. A. Howes «N
A strong argument size 'J."»c. per box.
in support of this feature was that it Co., Druggists.
would take the saloons out of politics.
Wiggles—“Watson is one of the ablest
The chief objections urged to the bill men I know.” Waggles—“ What makes
you
were that the euforceing board was likely
think so?”
Wiggles—“ Well, for one thing,
he always keeps a supply of two or three
to become a political machine and exert a
tremendous political power, and that the dozen collar buttons on baud, and when he
loses one under the bureau he never stops to
taxes would go to the State instead of to
hunt for it.” [Somerville Journal.
the towns and cities in which the saloons
All Free.
This last objection was urged
exist.
chiefly by the cities. It is admitted that
Those who have used Dr King’s New Disthe law is an experiment, and that nobody covery know its value, and those who have
can exactly forecast its results.
Its sup- not, have now the opportunity to try it Free.
porters, who predict that it will work well, Call on the advertised Druggist aud get a
Trial Bottle Free.
Send your uame and adrely largely upon the experience with a dress
to H. E. Bucklen & Co., Chicago, and
somewhat similar law in Ohio, which is
a sample box of Dr.
get
King’s New Life
said to have been a succ« ss.
[Portland Pills, Free, as well as a eopy
of Guide to
Press.
Health and Household Instructor Free.
All of which is guaranteed to do you good
and cost you nothing. At A. A. Howes &
Mrs.
Partington’s Successor.
Co.’s Drug Store.
“My son has taken to riding those twoTaxin* Wheels.
“and
wheezicles,” said Mrs.

So far

Rheumatism.

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
some time in my practice 1 take great
pleasure in saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in fact, it is the
only one I have found for the cure of this
disease iu all its various forms.
Gm41
Dr. E. E. Tull, Chicago.

|

I C. Bowen,

j

When she

never object to
taking AdamSpriggins,
Cough Balsam. It is pleasant to the lie's
perfectly crazy about 'em. He buys
taste, always relieves the soreness of the
lungs at once and makes restful sleep at every new fandango that comes out. What
night possible when all other remedies fail. with rheumatic tires and patent feet gear,
and cycloramas to show how far lie’s rid,
“No, Willie dear,” said mamma, “no lie’s just ruining himself as far as fiancees
more cakes to night.
Don’t you know you are concerned.”
[Harper’s Bazar.
cannot sleep on a full stomaCh?” “Well,”
replied Willie, “I can sleep on my hack."
[Harper’s Round Table.
NOW IS YOUR TinE--■■=7

and)

supplications

a

son’s

1

b

Trade Mark

Y\ C"\

decidedly sour.
isn t feeling well, thought mamhe morning is hot, and she is tired

ma.
out

s|S

1

I wantsome

sweet, was

Guild a remedy have existed for over
eighty
years except for the fact that it does
possess
extraordinary merit for very many Family Ills?
1 here is not a medicine in use
today which has
JGH
tne confidence of the
public to so great an extent as this wonderful
Anodyne. It has stood
upon its own intrinsic merit." while generation
after generation have used it with entire satisfaction, and handed down to their children a
use it are amazed at its wonderfu [ knowledge of its worth, as a Universal Household Remedy, from infancy to good old
a.re loud iu itever
after
praise
age.

C

Puri tana

sum-

you wished for
said the mother.
toast,
“Jane made
this on purpose for you.”
"It's burned,” said the child.
“Oh. no; only browned the least bit too
much.”
Xan managed to eat a few
mouthfuls,
but there was a scowl on her smooth forehead, and her face, that could be very

J

ENT

M

certain

morning.

“I don’t like cream toast.

i

iDVNE
N

on a

peaches,” she moaned.
“Hut yesterday
morning

.NSON'S

L

Object Lesson.

Nan was very critical

occur

Mrs. J. I*. Bell. Ossawatomie. Kan.
wife of the editor of The Graphic, the leading local paper of Miami county, writes
iiI was troubled with heart disease
for six years, severe palpitations, shortwiih such exness of breath, together
treme nervousness, that, at times I would

We
walk the floor neariy all night.
consulted the best medical talent.
They said there was no help for me,
that I had organic disease of the heart for
I had read
which there was no remedy.
your advertisement in The Graphic and
a year ago, as a last resort, tried one bottle of
Or. Miles* Aew Cure for the Heart,
which convinced me that there was true
merit in it. I took three ljottles each of the
Heart Cure and Restorative Nervine and
It cotnpletely cured me. I sleep
well at night, my heart beats regularly and
I have no more smothering spells. I wish
to say
there’s

to

all who

are

suffering

as

I

did;

relief untold for them if they will
only give your remedies just one trial.”
Dr. Miles Heart Cure is sold on a positive
guarantee that the first bottle will benefit.
All druggists sell it at $1, 6 bottles for$5,or
it will be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elknart, Ind.

Dr. Miles’Heart Cure
Restores Health

us

offer t his

to

Aournal” for

>.

*l«*m! i<! journal and
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OWE TEAR FOR OHif $2.00,
CASH IN ADVANCE.
(The regular subscription price of the
SUBSCRIPTIONS MAY

BEUIN

two

AT

papers is >:;.<><).)

ANY

TIME,

Address all orders to

The

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

Write your name and address on a postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best, Room 2
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
TRIBUNE will be mailed <o you.

Registered Jersey Bell.
The BULL EXILE OE BELFAST,' Xn. 41,400,
American Jersey Cattle Club Register, is at my
stable in South Belfast for service. Terms $1.00,
to be paid at time of service.
He is by Corona’s

Exile; he by Maine’s Exile, 20,020, out of I’me
Tree Corona, 54,003; Maine’s Exile i< by Exile of
St. Lambert, out of Exile's Success. Pine Tree
Corona is by Buffer’s Son, 21,101, out of Pine Tree
Mary, 10,321. Farmers wishing to improve their
stock should give him a call.
3m4

ELIJAH

PHILLIPS,

South Belfast

The ART AMATEUR
Best and
■

The

Largest Practical Art Magazine.
only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the

/ nr<t/mi/i/i
lilt

World’s Fair.)

/an// ii/ki irish tn mu/,i
tn mnkc fheir f)nines III
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/ icing
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UII
IUU
mentioning this pn'nli- M
cation a .specimen e my. with sup -rl> III"
color plates lor copying or framing'
and S supplement a'rv pig-s of designregular
will send also
l'nr *•
uti Irtp
tuii.
**p«|qtii t',r ,»'gin mr-py* > p.i<gv?s
MONTAOt’K HAKKS, 23 Inlon Square.
V.
For Over Fifty lears.
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Fill?

•’

Searspoit

the text books part of the total expenditure
for schools? And, indeed, is not the supervisor’s salary to be included in any such es-

Locals.

F. J. Biatlier spent Sunday in town.
F. N. Eaton arrived from Boston Sunday.

Frank E. Curtis is making

a

timate of what the schools have cost us?
Even if that hose cart had been bought for
the schools (to keep the pupils out of mis-

short visit in

chief during the noon hour, for instance!)
would it not have to be included as part of
total expenses?” That is the sum and sub-

town.

Capt.
Sunday.

McGilvery returned home

James

stance of my

offending!

W. H. Arnold left
East Searsmont.
Mar. 20th for a few weeks’ visit in Franklin,
Mass-Henry Mahoney is repairing his
house-The remains of Royal Thomas of
Boston, formerly of this town, were brought
W. S.
here for interment March 27th..
..

Hunt is building
G. Packard.

a

farm wagon for Joseph

This was a very mild criticism, and surely
Brooksville The new store of Frank H.
any citizen should have a right to make it
Special music at the harbor church Easter i without doubt of his good faith and without
Billings was burned Tuesday night, March
the
offence
to
more
that
so
I
Sunday.
giving
anyone,
with all its contents. Mr. Billings left
said the remarks in town meeting 24th,
Clias. P. Ferguson returned Monday from distinctly
the store at 7 o’clock and went to his house,
were not made in criticism of the past, so
Presque Isle.
much as to point the facts and urge economy which was only a short distance away. The
for the
year. This year the taxes
tire was not discovered until about 3 A. m.,
Heading at the Congl. parsonage next Fri- will fall coming
more on the smaller taxpayers, and
when he was awakened by the explosion of
day evening.
I think that whatever can he done consistwith efficiency to economize should be some loaded gun cartridges which were in
Monthly contribution at the Congl. church ently
done.
When he arrived there the inthe store.
next Sunday morning.
The figures I gave arc taken from the town
terior was in dames, and he found it imposAbram P. Wentworth is visiting his chil- report and can therefore be only as approximately correct, as the figures there given, sible. to save anything. He then broke out a
dren at North Andover, Mass.
and those, on the selectmen's own showing, window and went into the office for the
Capt. W. H. Gilkey spent Sunday at home, are as near correct as necessary for a com- books, which were partially burned. Mr.
parison, it being understood that what is inreturning to Portland by train Monday.
cluded from the former year balances to all
Billings was slightly burned about the face
The Women's Missionary meeting will intents and purposes what is omitted from and hands. The dwelling house, being near,
the last. (Hills for transportation anil the
meet with Mrs. lumbar Friday afternoon.
No insurance on
was somewhat damaged.
1S‘V> mill tax, for example).
With this
understanding my figures store or stock. Total loss estimated at
Ship Sachem, Capt. H. T. Lancaster, arri\stand approximately correct for the only £1,500. Mr. Billings, who is a young man,
< d at
Anjer March 25tli, 139 days from New
purpose they were intended to serve (a little has the sympathy of the community in his
York.
under estimate rather than over, perhaps),
loss.
The Congl. sociable will meet this, Thurs- hut showing about the total expense, and 1
leave the letter with this explanation to
Rockfokt. At the annual town meeting
with
I>.
are
Mrs.
S.
Beals.
Ail
day, evening
speak for itself, having no further interest the
v
following officers were elected: Moderto serve.
invited.
My mends 1 hope have no need to he as- ator, E. A. Morrill; clerk, ,J. E. Leach; seHr. and Mrs. F Hopkins went to Camden
sured tlu.t 1 hare no interest to serve other
lectmen, assessors and overseers of the poor,
Iasi week to atti ud the funeral of Mrs. Hop- indeed than that of education and a pastor’s
T. J. Andrews, J. \V. Ingraham, Otis Fisk;
foi
his
I
have
no
thought,
young
people.
kins' mother.
child in the schools and no relative who treasurer, C. F. Knight; school committee,
EHie Patterson has secured a situation on wishes to teach, and self-interest would say,
L. A. Brewster, J. S. Foster; auditor, S. J.
the Bosti n pilot boats, and left by tram leave the whole question alone, it brings Treat;
constables, H. V. Melvin, C. A.
trouble and is thankless.
I think then I
Monday morning.
can claim to be disinterested.
Morse, C. F. Knight, G. A. Barlow, J. Russ;
I trust I cau appeal to my ten years’ resi- lire
Henrietta M. Porter of Amherst, Mass.,
VV.
A.
L. A.
wardens,
Merrian,
dence to contirm me when 1 say 1 have no
was m town the past week to attend the
“axe to grind’’ and no unkindly criticisms Brewster, A. »T. Morton, J. W. Spear; truant
fuueral of her father.
of anybody to make and that i do not strike officers, L. K. Morse, J. A. Russ, H. V. Melin the back.
Yours truly,
vin ; tax collector, C. F. Knight; road comEdith Pendleton and Mabel Griffin left for anyone
R. G. Harbutt.
missioner, VV. A. Merriam ; harbor master,
Boston by steamer last Monday and will be
March 31, lS'.Hi.
E. A. Morrill; fence viewer, Eben Thornabsent several weeks.
I*. 8.
A comment on my remarks about dike; sextons, VV. O.
Corthell, A. I). AnCharlies C. Hamilton was called here by the High school is contained in the fact that
drews, R. H. Howard. The following aphave
I
a
letter
from
our
former
principal,
the severe illness of Ins father and arrived
Miss A. N. Carver, saying she would like to propriations were made: $2,000 for schools;
by tram Tuesday noou.
have the High school again this year. When $2,000 for poor; $250 for school books; $4,500
Edward If. Ford, who has been lirst offi- we have such superior home talent available for roads, bridges,
sidewalks, etc.; $500 f r
we ought to use every effort to keep it at
cer of bark Alice Heed, arrived home by
home, and I cannot help expressing the hope fire department; $1,000 for town debt; $000
train Monday evening.
of many that our committee may see the for interest on town debt; $1,500 for C. & R.
There will he a sociable at the Methodist way clear to appointing her for the later Water Co.; $750 to be used for the electric
terms of the year, as it seems they have
church,under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid made the spring appointment already.
lights.The house on Central street, owned and occupied by Charles Tolman, was
Society, this, Thursday, evening.
NORTH

Ship

El

Capitan, Capt.

A.

L.

Carver,

SEARSPORT

ITEMS.

H. B. Fernald and Sumner Green left by
boat last week for Rockland to look for em-

grounded while towing out of New' York,
hut came off next tide without damage.

ployment.

Blanche Whittum, who is teaching
at Northfield, Mass., came home to attend
the funeral of her grandfather, Mr. Ira Por-

Herbert Black has a yoke of beef oxen for
sale which are seven feet and eight inches in
girth and are very fat.

Miss

ter.

Obituary.

W. W. Parse has returned from Boston,
where he was successful in securing two
large cases of work, with a fair prospect of
continuing to receive more during the seamembers >1 Sears Lodge

are

weeks. She was
woman and will be very much missed in
her family circle. She leaves a husband
and four children.
She was formerly of
Swanville and her maiden name was Ellis.
She was a sister of Wallace and Roscoe
Ellis of East Belfast and Andrew Ellis of
Swanville. Her remains were taken to
Swanville for interment. The family have
the sympathy of all in their hour of great

requested

to lie

present Friday uiglit as business of importance is to be transacted. Picnic refreshments.
Capt. A. N. Blanchard left by train Saturday to take command of the four-masted
st-eei bark Puritan for a voyage to
Shanghai.

by

owned

sorrow.

Sir Roderick Cameron of
CO UN T Y

York.

New
At

a

the annual town meeting officers were elected as follows: Moderator, C.
E. Dutton; selectmen, assessors, etc., O. F.
Sproul, A. P Mosher, E. D. Jepson; clerk,
China.

Maid; Mist, the following delegates to State
convention u> he h- iden at Portland the lbtli
of April were elected : James G. Pendleton,
Allied Stinson, Isaac C. Park. The follow-

ing delegates
tit

be

o

to

the

Iiiiiden

Congressional
at

Apri; lull, were elected:
F Smith, F C. Pike.
A
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Prospect VTllage.
The S. B. I. society
Friday met with Mrs.
Betsy Ivillman at the Killman
Sargent, C, House Friday afternoon and
evening, the
-7th, and a grand good time was enjoyed by

all.... Several Hocks of wild geese were seen
passing over here Thursday. Guess they
must he hound for the north pole.
They
had plenty of wind and if no accident happened to them they must have reached there
hv this time.

ic.jiiirv among

Lave tiics far been unable to
km w of such an instance
•'
.a.
3- jt. a favor it anyone
ha\ mg km.-v\ ledge o| t he
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W aterville

!•:. gpened some time siheetd: ng.
A resident **f s.-aisi •■!•-, Mr sa,\ s. and oilers prod d lus state,
!li',,iF tkat a s grandfather married a second
1 ‘'
v
'I .'<-*ars old, raised a second faini-ibiren, u'd pi,.,} at the age of
1 ‘b
'New York bun.
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made
our older
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held at their

ual meeting of the
Association

was

Mrs. Freeman Atwood remains

quite sick from prostration following the
grippe-Mrs. D. A. Nye has been confined
to her bed a wreek by a severe attack of the
grippe-Mrs. Warren Weston is quite sick,
suffering from a complication of diseases_
The little daughter of Edgar Thayer is quite
sick-John Dorr of St. Albans, Me., has
leased the pant shop and begun work. He
comes here highly recommended as a thorough workman. He has engaged house rent
of D. A. Nye over the post office and will
move as soon as the travelling will permit.
P. Clark, who has suffered from
paralysis of the throat for the past two
years, and unable to speak a word, is failing
fast. It is not probable he can survive long.
-Mr.

sult

held here Tuesday evening,

caucus

wife of Horace
after an illness
a
hard working

21st

of two

son.

All

Medora A.,

Maddocks, died March

damaged by tire March 25th. Part of the
contents was saved.
The cause was a defective chimney. Small insurance.

an

Warren Weston is in Boston to

oculist,

as

his

eye-sight

is

con-

failing

He went about a year ago and was
much benefitted-It is rumored that F. L.
Palmer and C A. McKenny have bought
the grist mill, but the business is not closed
at present writing.... Horace Twombly is
driving a team for E. II. Neally_Miss
Nellie Staples has returned from Winterport and is in the post office again-L.
Staples, our postmaster, spent three days in
Bangor last week on business.
again.

South Montville. Mrs. Aldana Gilman,
who has been visiting in Camden and Rockland for the past few weeks, has returned
home....Mrs. C. E. Gilman has returned
from a short visit in Lynn, Mass-Mrs,
Frank Carter of Worcester, Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs. B. F. Knowles, who is
quite sick... .Ralph Knowles and Charles
Lovett are attending school at Searsmont.

-Ralph Cooper, who has been at home
during vacation, has returned to Belfast to
resume

brother-in-law,

Josiah Nickerson_J.
W. Nickerson got into the lake last Saturday, with three horses and a cart....Miss
Blanche Miller and Mr. George Clark of
North
Winterport were in town last
Mr.

his studies.

Liberty.

W. H. Moody’s lecture entitled
Home, delivered before the W. C. T. U. last
Thursday evening, was both interesting and
instructive, and was delivered in a very
pleasing manner_At a special town meeting held in this town last Monday it was
voted to raise $600 to build a school house at
South Liberty-George Cram will serve as

juryman from this
of

town at the

April

term

court.

—Seven members of the Grange
took the 3d and 4th degrees last Thursday
evening. A harvest feast followed and was
much enjoyed-Willis J. Know 1 ton has
bought tlie*J. W. Kuowlton store... Allen
Lamson, our popular young horse fitter and
driver in races, who drove H. M. Bean’s
winners last year, lias engaged with Berry
Bros, of Rockland for the coming season....
Henry Cook has bis mill running at full
blast....J. o. Johnson has a tine horse for
sale.
Centre Lincolnville.
Mr.
Leander
Morrill is spending a few weeks in Boston.
.Miss Etta Mullin has returned to Camden, where she lias resumed her duties as
teacher in the Primary school_Mrs.
Amanda Heal has returned from Thorndike, where she has been visiting her daughter, Mrs. Munroe_Mrs. William Knights
is spending a few week in Rockland...
There will be an Easter concert at the
church next Sunday evening, April 5th....
...

Arthur

Mr.

Moody leaves Thursday for
Massachusetts, where he has work_Mr.
Edward Barnes of Houlton, Me., will give a
temperance lecture at the church next Friday evening, April 3d... .The last dance until May night was held here March 26th.
It
free masked ball and was well attended. There were thirty-five couples in masks.
The most comical was our young
stagedriver from here to Belfast. He was dressed
as a clown and
tilled the bill_Moody
Bros, of Waterville were in town last week.
-Mrs. Albert Knights is very sick....
There is much sickness among horses and
Dr. Will McKeuney is kept busy_Notwas a

withstanding the bad traveling

Belfast
stage is on time as usual-Mr. O. Heal
had a finger cut off at the Wood
Mafg. Co.’s
place of business last week....All persons
should call at the store of J. N. Young and
look at his line of goods... .Mr. Benson Hall
lost a horse last week... .Some of our farmers are just
cutting their winter wood_
Miss Edna Miller of Camden is
visiting at
the home of I. H. Cross_Mr. Nelson Tilden went to Gardiner last week.
our

Stockton

Strings.
Capt. Melvin Colconi and wife have arrived home from New
\ ork.
Capt. Coleord will remain home
while his bark, Rose limes, is makiug a voyagc. All are glad to welcome Capt. Coleord,
as he is one of our most
enterprising citi-

.Capt. il. A. Hieliborn, who has been
spending the winter in Cambridge with his
son l)r. Herman
Hieliborn, arrived WednesWilliam Ames is quite ill at the
day
home of his mother, Mrs. Margaret Ames.
He has had a lung trouble for several
years
zens.

....

past, aud his case at present seems critical.
While Rufus ]C rrnnan was out in the
"

""ds with his gun

and

Swanvjllk. E. B. Greeley arrived home
from Olamon March 25th.... Mrs. M. M.
Nickerson of Whitman, Mass., was in town
last week to attend the funeral of her

shot

Capt.

a

wildcat.

II. M

Griffin

recently he discovered
Dr. (I. A.
re

rooms

Scates Medical Co.,

mounting

Cld,

FOREIGN

sch.

Carrie

per pair aud every pair warranted. If
don't wear as well as you think 'I,
ought to, get, a new pair in exchange

frog myour Throat ? I
tot

\i

For cigarette smokerj

Ja.

Pascagoula, March 3U.
Look, Stevens, Boston.

\

this

Week tor
WAfCH
sale. The

E.

OUTS.

gain

Deal, March 24. Sld, bark Jennie Harkness,
London for New \ ork.
Guantanamo. March 17. Sld, sch. Belle Hooper,
Hall, Delaware Breakwater.
Rio Janeiro. March 3. Sld, bark White M ings,
Davidson, Baltimore.
Buenos Ayres, Feb. 24.
Ar, bark Mannie Swan,
Higgins, New York via Montevideo.
llong Kong, Feb. 22. In port, bark Coloma,
Noyes, for San Francisco.
Cienfuegos, March Id. Ar, sell Abbie CStubbs,
M'hitnev, Mobile.
Honolulu, March 10. Sld, bark Alden Besse,
San Francisco; Id. sld, ship Iroquois, New York.
St Marc, Much 18. In port, schs Thomas M'
Holder. McRitchie, for N of Hatteras, to sail
Marcl> 2<»; Austin D Knight, Drinkwater, for do,
to sail 27th.

ever saw.

Choice Canned Peaches,
Fine New Prunes.
Elegant Sour Tamarinds,

The

new lighthouse at Marblehead Neck was
25th and was lighted April 2d.
light is of the 4th order and is 101 feet from

March
completed.
The

The prices are right.
A trial will convince

Stockton
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.‘EXTRA HUE HAW

Scrofula,
Humors

matjic.
('apt. I'. II M k.\i»i:k. Hooth
bay Harbor, Me., was troubled

:
:

with

Scrofula bunches ami
for years, lie u-ed Dai
for a few mouths and
they disappeared. He statethat Dalton’s is the onl\
remedy that ever benefited
him.

sores

ro\'s

Remember there is no better Pill
in THE WORLD
than DALTON’S for Liver Troubles and
for general family use.
POR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

E. S. Pitcher,

DIED.

Beef, corned, p It., 7//8
Butter, salt, p box,
Is
45
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 45
Corn Meal, p bu,
45
Cheese, p lb,
14ft 10
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20
G«.5)
Codfish, dry, p It.
Cranberrit s, p qt.12 a'i4
Clover Seed, p It., lift 12
Flour, pbbl, 3 75(a/4 76
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 50ft.2 75
Lard p lb,
8ft 11

GOODS

/ > Intnhhcs ••TH A T I'lB /■;/>

Adams. In Camden, March 25, Mrs. Adeline
Adams, aged 92 years.
Dkink water. In Malden, Mass., Mrs. Amanda
Drink water, formerly of Northport. aged 49 years.
Keen.
In Appleton, March 22, (ialen Keen,
aged 70 years, 7 months and 21 days. The remains
were taken to South Montville for burial.
Macomber. In Warren, March 22, Mrs. John
Macomber.
Pai i,. In W>hlo, April 1, R. R. Paul, aged
about Go years.
Pierce. In Monmouth, March 13, Rev. .1. E.
Peirce, formerly of Rockland, aged 58 years
Porter. In Searsport, March 25, ira Porter,
aged 8s years, 0 months.
Hion. In Bangor, March 29, James M. Rich,
formerly of Jackson, aged 77 years.
Seidkrs.
In Waldoboro, March 19, Emma,
daughter of the late ( apt. John Seiders, aged
about f 0 years.
Si.eebkk. In Rockland, March 19, Rebecca,
(Cray), widow of Nathan Sleeper, a native of South
Thomaston, aged 79 years, 9 months and 10 davs.
Burial at South Thomaston.
Svi.\ ESTHt. In Tenant’s Harbor, March 21. Nellie M.. daughter of Oliver F. and Orace M.
Sylvester. aged 3 years, 3 months and 1 day.
Scanlan. In Portland, March 22, Mary, widow
< f James Seanlan,
formerly of Belfast,' aged 74
years.
I iiomas. In Chelsea, Mass., Royal W. Thomas,
formerly of Searsmont, aged 74 years.
\ e.azie. In Rockland, March
20, Frcelove(Bicli
ards) Veazie, widow of Abiezer Veazie, aged os
years, 4 months and 1 day.
Wadsworth.
In Belfast, March 29. Charles
Wadsworth, aged 09 years, 2 months ami 15 days.
\<>i m;. In Camden. March 20, Florence,
daughter ol Mr. and Mrs. F, H. Young, aged 9
years and
9 months.

50a75
4 a5
Beans, pea,
1 85// 2 oO
medium, 1 GO// 1 75
yel w eyes 1 4< > n l 5( •
Butter, p li>,
1G.//20
Beef, .pit.,
5//7
60//55
Barley, p bu,
Cheese, p lb.
lOz/12
12 //. 14
Chicken, p lb,
Call Skins,
50//100
Duck, p It,.
14,/elO
11
Eggs, p doz,
8ft 10
Fowl, |> lb,
Geese, p lb,
14ft.lt>
He ail /‘rice.

tits

next to that our

Scientific

it

up-to-datT

IT is

Hi < i\Nam Colby.
In Bucksport, March 28,
Ilcnr\ (
Bucknam ;-ml Miss Ruby A Colby.
CkosC.n Wilson.
In Searsport, March *24, ;v
Rev. <>. 11 Fcrnald, Fred I). Crosbv and Mrs. Lillie F. Wilson, both ol Belfast.
I).\ vis-Mi »rtla ni»
In Searsport March 28, hv
Rev. R. (, llarbntt, John Davis and Emma F.
Mortland, both of Seat sport.
(i ENT11 nek-Willi:\
In Friendship, March 20,
Eugene (ientliner ot Waldoboro and Nancy Wi 1 ley
ot Bremen.
(■ re\ Merkiav.
In Belfast, March 27, by Rev. I
S. L. Hanscom, Russell (Hey and Elinda Merriam, j
both of Morrill.
Hall-Jones. In Belfast, March 27. bv Rev. I
Levi L. Walker. Ernest L. Hall of Belfast and I
Miss Mabel Jones of Bangor.
Jones-Elmer. In Chicago, March 7, Robert F. ;
Jones, editor ol the Northwestern Horseman and
Sportsman, and Miss Maud Howe rimer.
Lotiikop Closson.
In Rockland, March 20,
Ephraim P. Lotlirop and Nellie E. Closson, both
ot Rockland.
Pekkins-Maloney. In Warren, March 25, W.
IL Perkins ami Letti Maloney, both ot Warren.
Smith-S tai’LES.
In Searsport, March 2a, b\
Rev. R. C Harbutt, Wm. W. Smith and Sylvania
li Staples, both of Stockton Springs
Tiijhktt.s-Mooiiy In Camden, March 20, Joshua
N. Tibbetts of Rockport and Ida Mood\ of (am
den.

Apples, p bu,
dried, p 11,,

*
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A Few Facts

SPEAKING OF SAUCE WE HAVE

MARINE MISCELLANY.

space

rousing bm
biggest Beth
a

**

H. A.

the foundation.
Bath, Me., March 2(5—Lightship No. GG, for
Nantucket Shoa-s, was launched at the Bath Iron
Works to-day. She is 112 feet iong, built of wood
to the water line, with steel frames and steel
plates above water, and 2 powerful electric lights,
supported by steel masts. She has a 1,000-pound
bell and a steam fog whistle, and six staterooms
in the cabin, with quarters for ten men forward.
There are one Scotch boiler, two donkey boilers
and one vertical surface condensing engine. Her
speed is eight knots.
Disasters, etc. Ship S. D. C'arleton, at New
York from London, reports March 19, lat 39 19,
Ion. (58 2o, during a heavy sea, SE to NNW gale,
saw an unknown three-masted schooner, with
loss of sails; 18th, lat. 38 54, Ion. (55 52, passed
through considerable wreckage, consisting of
hoards and a portion of a schooner’s house_
Sch. Fannie Whitmore, from Mobile for Cienfuegos, which stranded on the Yucatan coast, is a
total loss. Crew all saved. The vessel registered
(518 tons, and was built in J882 at Rockland,
where she
was
owned.... The
three-masted
schooner (hello due at Boston with guano, is 43
days our from Savannah, (la., and much anxiety
is felt for her safety.
She is 320 tons register,
and her value $10,000. The crew consists of
Captain Coombs, a mate, a steward and four seamen, all shipped at
Boston
Among the passengers arriving at Quarantine, New York, Saturday, per steamer Orinoco from Bermuda, were
part of the crew ot the schooner Thomas W.
Hyde, (’apt. Carver of Bath, Me. The Hyde was
from Daiien, (la., hound for Bath with a cargo
ol lumber, and as previously reported, put into
Bermuda leaking.
Charters. Soli. (leorgia (lilkey, Portland to
Buenos Ayres, Lumber, $7.25; Rosario, $8.25.
Sob. Isiah K. Stetson, Wilmington, Del. to North
Side llayti, Lumber, $G, and port charges. Sell.
Cynts Hall, Pascagoula t a Sound port. Lumber,
$5 fill. Schr. H. .1 Cottrell, Philadelphia to Boston, Iron Pipe, $1.75, loaded and free wharfage.
Soln Almeda \\ ley, Charleston to New York,
Lumber, p. t. Schr. Humarook, Satilla River to
Now \ urk. Lumber and ties, p. t. Se.hr. Puritan,
Norfolk to Connecticut River, $2.50, free wharfSell. F. J. Pendleton, Philadelage am' towage.
phia to Portland, coal. 90 'cuts.

X*'

—$1.00—

Philadelphia.
Newport News, March 28. Ar, sch. I). H. Rivers, ( oleord, New York.
Rockland, March 28. Sld, sch. A. W. Ellis,
Ryder, New York.
Sa\annah, March 2d. Sld, sch. W. H. Sumner,
Pendleton, Perth Amboy.
Mobile, March 28. Ar.sch. Lucia Porter, Kingston.

,<4

Kid Gloves for

Dai.l.r i. In Washington, M. rob is. to Mr. and
Mi.'. E. W. Daggett, a daughter Lilia Ma\.
Frelman.
Li Belfast, March
to Mr. ami
window display advertising “Frog in your
Mrs. She1 man \\ Freeman, a daughter.
Throat.''.... Miss Emily Overlook has gone
Qi i.MiiY. In Laconia, N IL, March 2\ to Mr.
and Mi.-. L. N <yuimbv. a sun.
to Somerville, Mass.... Mr.
Joseph LancasSimmons
In Rockland, March 24. to Mr. and
ter has arrived home from Bangor.... M r.
Mrs. Fianz M. Simmons, a daughter .Margaret.
8 ELI
In Siioet, Deer Isle, March
ie.
to Mr.
and Mrs. James Treat have gone to Boston.
ami Mrs. Albert Seilers, a son.
....Capt. Elden Shute left Monday for Bos- iton to join his vessel, sell. Fawn_Mrs.

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Me.

A Brand New line of

Eliza Lovett died March L\”>th, aged about Dll
years.Tolm M. Ames Company have a

Leavening

Westbrook,

For Easter.

Port Tampa, March 25 (not 22d). Sld, sch. R.
W Hopkins, Hichborn. Carteret, N. ,1.
Jacksonville, March 25. Cld, sch. Florence Leland, Spoffo d, New York; 27, ar, sch. Henry R.
Tilton, Dodge, New York.
Brunswick. Ga., March 25.
Ar, schs. Viola
Reppard, Cummings, Boston; F. C. Pendleton,
Burgess, Norfolk; 27, ar, sch. Willie L. Newton,
Boston.
Fernandina, March 20. Sld, sch. Isaiah Hart,
Williams, Philadelphia; 2d, sld, sch James A Gar
field. Wood, port Spain.
New Orleans, March 20. Ar. s h. Helen G.
Moseley. Holt, Punta Gorda.
Norfolk. March 27. Sld, sch. M Wallace Ward,
Providence
Providence, March 20. Sld, sch. Gov. Ames,
Newport N* ws.
Darien. March 27. Ar, sch. Liuali C. Kaminski,

Stevens and

March 25th and the following officers were re-elected: S. H. Morgan, Pres.: A. F. Carleton, Sec.; Fred At- Sunday.Fred Cunningham
and
famThe icov.ng schooners in the harbor
Sat-j wood, Treas.; R. H. Morgan, A. F.
Carleton, ily are at home again....The remains of Almeda Whittemore and son of
unia\ eva-i ing ga\e
an
air
of
Bucksport
business
quite
F. NY’. Haley, Mrs. Elizabeth Clark and Miss
Mr. Josiah Nickerson, whose death was
are visiting Mrs.
Ralph Morse_Mr. and
along the w aier i:. nt.
Schooner E F WarE.
M.
Hall, Directors. Our Free Library mentioned last week, were, buried March Mrs. Albert Ames entertained several memten was at anchor,
having just completed I
tiist hai g-.ng: schooner Fi/./.ie Lane sailed has ceased to lie an
experiment, ami is a | 25th by Mariners lodge, F. A.M., of Sears- bers of the Whist Club last Saturday evenwith
a\
tor Boston; schooner A. ,f. Whitpronounced success in every way. Those port, of which lie had been a member JO ing. Fruit and confectionary were served.
ing wa> leaving j-ut with wood for Rockwho have it in hand have reason to lie proud years. He was a man quite prominent in
laiiu schooner Senator had
Among those present were Capt. and Mrs.
completed loading. schooner Banner was laying at her of its showing for the first year_Mrs. public affairs, having served as sheriff severHorace Griffin, Dr. and Mrs. George Stevens,
berth, and the Prince Le Boo was just ar- Benj. Atwood is
very low-A. W. Shaw' al years, and held various town offices. In Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cousens, Miss Alice
riving with com for Nickerson.
has been very ill but is recovering_Most 1*74 he was a member of the legislature. He
Crocker, Miss Clara Griffin, Miss Jennie
Ok id i.'ary
Died in Searsport March 25. of the people
reported m the sick list belonged to the Waldo and Penobscot Agri- Lambert and Mr. Harry Hieliborn_
lM'U, Ira Porter, aged 87 years, b months. last week are
improving.... P. C. Rich has cultural Society and was one of the trustees The Red Seal Base Ball Club gave
IB was one of live children of
Ephraim and returned from Boston_Mrs. Lizzie Ward for the present year. He was highly respect- their first annual ball in Denslow Hall
Sallie (Smart1 Porter and was horn
Sept. 2b,
on Monday
evening. There was a good
l-si'S, at Mt. Ephraim, then a part of Pros- ami Mis/* Etta Hutchings left on Monday’s ed and widely known. He leaves two sis- attendance.
The hall was handsomely decFor many years he carried on the saw 1 boat for Melrose, where they will
per;
probably ters and the family of his adopted son to orated with bunting, making a very fine apnull on the Swanville road not far from the remain
the summer_Mrs. Josie mourn their loss. They have the sympathy pearance. Ice cream and cake were for sale
through
Porter school house, with his
father and Mason has
during the evening. The management degone to Boston for her spring of a large circle of friends in their bereavebrother \\ limoth.
He married Margaret M.
served much praise-Capt. Albert Colco d,
Park July 15, 18M8. They had six
millinery.... Miss Lizzie Moody is at home ment-Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements gave wife and
children,
daughter Evelyn, arrived home
two ot whom survive—Mrs. Melvin M.
Whit- on a vacation.... J. H. Thayer has gone to their complimentary ball last Tuesday night. Monday night from Portland.... A
reading
tum of Searsport. and Henrietta M.
Porter, Boston on a business trip_Capt. E. F. -Hon. A. E. Nickerson went to Boston of Dole’s hook, “On the Point," will be held
residing m Amherst, Mass. Mrs. Porter
with
Mrs.
Morse
Ralph
this,
Littlefield ami family have left Winter Park on business last week.
Thursday, even<licd m Dec., 18b2
During the latter part of
ing. All are cordially invited.... Mr. Fred
lus life Mr. Porter has made his home with and gone to St.
Augustine, Fla., for a few
Brooks. Mrs.
O.
Hieliborn, after spending several weeks
Mary And* rson (May
Ids daughter, Mrs. Whittum. Seven
years weeks-Mrs. J. F.
Hutchings has gone to Curtis) has gone to Boston for the season. at home, returned to bis business in Portago he had a paralytic shock, since which
land last week_Miss Edna Nichols of
Or
land
for
a
visit
of
a
few'
time he has been confined to his bed.
weeks_Mr. Mr. Anderson will join her in a ftw
He
days. Searsport lias been spending the past week
was the oldest man m town.
Funeral Ser- Charles Davis has taken charge of the bar- He expects a job on the electric cars_M.
with Mrs. Horace Staples.
vices took place
Friday, March 27th, and bershop of the late M. S. Tainter_Manley J. Dow has
were conducted
bought the Augustus Curtis
by Rev. R G. Harbutt.
McAuliffe has opened a new' barber shop in place and transferred it to Rufus
Lancaster,
Suit* mu U S.
To THE Editor of The Journal:
I was
the post office building.
who wishes it fora home_Mrs. A. J. Robsurprised to receive attention from my
of
ertson
very good friends, the selectmen, last, week,
Billerica, Mass., is here to remain
Prospect Ferry. Died in Belfast, March
PORT OF BELFAST.
as they were among the
very last persons in 22d, Annie
ARRIVED.
M., infant daughter of Freeman with her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth W. Dow,
mind when writing my letter.
there
Indeed,
March 20. Schs. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall,
W. and Ruth M. Batchelder. The flowers who is very dangerously ill_Miss Pierce,
w as really no
personal reference in it. As
Fannie
&
Boston;
Hattie, Eaton,
to that letter
reflecting on their report, or were very pretty. There was a bouquet of daughter of Charles Pierce, has been visit- Deer isle; Volant, Edith,Ryder,do:
Penoleton, Rockland.
conveying “the idea that someone had been carnation
March 27. Schs. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston;
and smilax from Mrs. John ing her sisters in Belfast_Miss Hannah
pinks
in
at,
effort, to misrepresent facts,
caught
Hamlin is visiting the family of C. E. Lane. Miantonomah, Ryan, Boston.
March 28. Sch .Marcellos, Sellers, Boston.
et:-, my friends, the selectmen, know' better, Damon, a bouquet of pinks and white rose....Milo Colson has moved into the C. E.
March 2'J. Schs Lady Antrim. Murray, Boothand 1 could trust w ere as
sorry wlieu they bud, forget-me-nots and smilax from Mary
; E L Warren, Larrabee, Searsport.
bay
saw their statement in
print as~I was to read Knowlton, lilies of the valley and smilax Lane house, on what is called the Deacon
March 30. Sch J J Moore, Chadwick, New
it.
Small
York.
Bowden
has
leased
the
place-Ira
from
Mrs.
A.
M.
South
worth.
The “estimated” $8(>0, and my innocent
The reApril 1. Maria Webster, Turner, Mt. Desert.
Rev. Humphrey Small place for the season,
iemark as to its being
“vague,” is what they mains were brought to this place March
SAILED.
refer to, apparently.
-Dr.
A.
I assure them it was 24tli and
W.
Rich
has
work
ou
the
begun
placed in the receiving tomb at
March 25. Sch. Harriet Rogers, Lynam, Seal
simply the expression of a mild surprise that
stand he is to rebuild on the James W.
Harbor.
the supervisor or committee should not Sandypoint. The friends of Mr. and Mrs.
March 28. Sch Minetta, Crockett, Boston.
Isaiah Bryant is now moving
know’ at, the end of the term how much was
B. sympathize with them in their trouble. Jones place.
April 1. Schs Fannie A: Edith, Ryder, Boston ;
still due to the teachers.
I innocently
S L Davis, Pattersliali, do.
-The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. Jessie the stable.... Everett Foss is clerking for
that
the
number
thought
of weeks they bad
Thaddeus Huxford-Mrs. Charles F. BesAMERICAN PORTS.
taught, and the in nut already paid, would Harding March 25th. Thirty-eight were
New York, March 24. sld, schs. Mary L Crosshow,
present and a good time was enjoyed by all. sey is steadily improving in health_Miss
Savannah:
D.
H. Rivers, Newport News; 25,
by.
1 have no wish to continue a
newspaper -A sociable was held at the schoolhouse Mildred O’Brien of Rockland, with her cou- ar, sch. Puritan, Sargent. New Bedford; 20, ar,
schs.
S.
controversy, such are unsatisfactory at best, March 27th... E. B. Batchelder has
Foster,
Miss Dodge of Belfast, has been visiting
Edgar
Bucksport; Mark Pendlegone to sin,
but must say a word as to the
ton, Fall River: cld, sch. Senator Sullivan, Crockstrange mis- Somes’ Sound to work for C. J.
friends in town... .Mr. Dow has a new case ett, Fernandina; 27, ar, bars Henry Norwell,
take to which their letter is committed.
Hall_The
So
28, ar, baiqiie White Cloud, Carter,
far from denying the
existence of the many friends of Capt. W. H. Harriman and of prints this week. He is closing out odds Charleston;
Bermuda, in tow of tug C. W. Morse; sells. Annie
balance of $52, I had special permission Rufus Harriman
ami ends of stock very cheap_George
(1. (Joiner, Snowman, Cayenne, 24 days, (carried
were glad to hear of their
from the Moderator, onr first
Selectman, to safe arrival in Boston March 28th.
away main boom); Talofai Fletcher, Pint
|
make an explanation, in which this
They Johnson, wife and child, of Burnham have sld, ship A. G. Ropes, San Francisco; Tampa;
2D, cld,
very
balance was specia.ly acknowledged and were 25 days from Brunswick, Ga., to Bos- spent a few days in Brooks. .Katie Small, bark Edward L. Mayberry, Hinds, Rosario.
Boston, March 24.
referred to as in no way affecting my argu- ton.
Ar, sells.
Capt. H. has seen some pretty rough the new compositor at the Yankee Blade of- Ryan, Belfast; Odell, McDonough,Miantonomah,
ment regarding the total cost of the schools.
do.; 25, ar,
Then again, how my letter could be misun- weather at sea, but said he never encount- fice, is learning the business very fast_ schs. Yale, Baltimore; Edward H. Blake, Smith,
Fernandina; sld,sells. Daylight, Baltimore; Daniel
Rev.
David
derstood m regard to it I cannot
ered
Brackett
is
like
the
this
in
w
anything
kept
very
hen
gales experienced
busy
B. Fearing, Philadelphia: 28. sld,sch. ,J. J. Moore,
say,
it distinctly states, “I know that the
Belfast and Oxford, Mil ; 2D ar. schs. Hattie
gen- March. The heavy seas swept over the ves- spring, despite his poor health.... Having
eral fund shows a favorable balance of some
Page, Dill, Belfast; Hattie S. Collins, Greenlaw,
business
in Belfast last week your correDeer Isle; Polly, McFarland, Rockland; 2D, ar,
$52 (rearly,) all that remains of the $524 sel’s deck, washing everything movable spondent visited the
jail and looked over sch. Young
Brothers, Philadelphia; 30, cld, sch.
balance left by the last committee.”
therefrom, Hooding the cabin and causing the marked improvements now being made Aluieda
Willey, Dodge. Charleston.
It is just here that their misunderstand- the vessel to
spring a leak. March 3d the there, was furnished a nice dinner by Mrs.
Philadelphia, March 28 Cld, schs. J. Manchesing has arisen—one shared in by our late leak became so bad that
and
was
Norton,
given a ride by Mert after ter Haynes, Boston; John I. Snow, Rockland.
the crew were that
supervisor. My whole reference was to the
nice mare. He left with the idea that
Baltimore, March 28
Cld, sell. Horace G.
total amount spent for schools, and I
ar, bark Frances, Rio Janeiro.
thought obliged to jettison 60,000 feet of lumber from it is not such a bad thing to be scooped in Morse, Plymouth;
March 27. Ar, sch. Georgia Gilkey,
all possible mistake would be avoided
Portland,
the
deck
in
Sheriff
order
to
save
the
schooner. The
by
by
Norton, after all-Mrs. Esther Boston, to load for South America.
italicizing in my letter the word “total”.
Roberts is visiting her friend Mrs. Briggs in
Camden, March 24. Sld, sch. Flora Rogers,
To keep things clear I even made a separate vessel’s boat and davits were swept away Belfast this week.
Savannah, Ga.
summary of the general appropriation, mill by a sea, the boat being carried clear across
tax, etc., and then added the others. Of the deck-load. In its flight it struck the
course any child may know that the fuuds
first mate, Rufus Harriman, who was standPower.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
Highest of all in
are distinct, and that the one cannot he
used to help the other, but where there is ing near the wheel, knocking him insensible.
overpayment in one, economy in the other He received a bad scalp wound, and one of
will help the taxpayers who pay the
bills, his legs was badly injured. The leak is in
and that is the whole of my case. As my letter points out, if the Committee had glveD, the vessel’s topsides, and was caused by the
severe strain she w as subject to. Sch. Jacob
say 5 weeks less of extra schooling they
would have hi ought forward a larger balid. Haskell had mainboom broken and mainance available for this year, and counterbalanced the overdraw in another depart- sail carried away. Capt. H. and his brother
ment so far as the taxpayer’s pocket is con- arrived home March 24th. Capt. H. will recerned.
No one certainly can gainsay the turn to Boston in a week or ten
days, but!
fact that this would have made the town at his brother Rufus will have to
stop at home j
less expense for schools last year. Are not while the vessel is
I
repairing in Bost n.
■

If it don't cine yon, col/ the chick.
is offered to all. Why not take advantage of
this great offer ? Dr. John Swan, the eminent
specialist in nervous diseases and all heart
affections, will advise without charge all who
may call at our laboratory or who will write
their symptoms to us. Dr. Swan’s valuable
prescription, under which Dr. Swan’s Nerve
and Blood Tonic is formulated, has accomplished many wonderful cures and is recommended aim prescribed by emiuent pliysi
cians everywhere.
It supplies the nerves
with food, makes new blood and removes the
cause of disease, and makes you well.
W’e
give a bank check with every'bottle. If the
remedy don’t cure you, cash the check. You
are sufe to get your'money back.
Full pints,
$i. Sold everywhere, or sent carriage free oil
receipt of price.

Successor

to

Mears &

Pitcher,

MUSIC DEALERS,

Staples^Cottrell,

Wishes to announce that he will continue in the music business at the
Stand,

75 Main
.with

a

St., Belfast,

OUR

good stock of_

Pianos,

►V;

Organs,

12 Main

Sheet Music,

Books,
Strings,
and General
And

hopes

to see

many

customers
new ones.

and

RE/TEMBER THE PLACE,

Sterling

PITCHER’S
MUSIC

Current.

CAUCUS

Price Paid Producer

Jackson.

I lit*

NOTICES.

Republicans

ot Jackson are rehouse on Saturday,
choose delegates in
the Republican State Convention at Portland.
April 16, lHStti, and the Third District < ongresMona! Convention at Waterville, April 17. 1896. Also
to choose a new town committee.
Per order,
Rkpcbi.ican Town Committee.
Jackson, March 28, i»96.

quested to meet at the town
April 4lh, at 6 o’clock I*. M ., to

Hay, p ton, 8 00 «12 00
Hides, p lb,
3d4
5 a7
Lamb, p lt»,
Lamb Skins,
30«45
4 <i 5
.Mutton, p It,,
()ats, p bu, 32 lb, 3( 1 a 32

Potatoes.
20«2f>
Round Hog,
4 l-2a.»
Straw, p ton, 5 OOr/doo
18 a 18
Turkey, p lb.
Tallow.
2 tt4

North port.
The Republicans o! Xort.hport
hereby requested to meet at the Beech Hill
school house on Saturday. April 4,1896, at. 5 o'clock
i*.
lor the purpose of
electing one delegate to
attend the State Convention to be holden at Portland on the 16th of April. 1896. Also to elect one
Retail Market.
delegate to attend the District Convention to be
holden at Waterville, on the 17th dav of April
90 a 1 00
Lime, p bbl.
Oat .Meal, p lb, 3 1-2//4 1896. Per order,
Republican* Town Committee,
2 1-2"a 8 1
Onions, p lb,
Oil,kerosene, gal. 13/i 15
Pollock, p lt>,
4a 4 1-2
Waldo. The Republicans of Waldo are rePork, p lb.
7^.8 1 quested to meet at the Silver Harvest Crange
1 20 , Hall, on Friday, April tenth, at four o'clock r si
Plaster, p bbl,
03 to choose delegates to attend the State and ConRye Meal, p lb,
90 a 95 gressional conventions.
Shorts, p cwt,
Sugar, p lb, 5 1 2(uQ 1-2
L. H. Jackson,
) Republican
40
Salt, T I., p bu.
Edward Evans,
Town
Sweet Potatoes, 4<a;4 1-2
J- I) Webster,
Committee.
Wheat Meal,
21-2^3
Waldo, March 30, 1896.

^

Silver,

Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver; Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.

STORE,

75 Main St., Belfast, fie.

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Street, Belfast

Watches,
Clocks,

Merchandise,

all old

SPRING STYLES flEAN
OF BRIGHT, NEW
STOCK
CLEAN,
FRESH, STYLISH
GOODS. THAT IS W HAT YOI
W ANT.
W E HAN E I HI M.

are

Veal, p lb,
8//7
Wool, unwashed, 14«15
Wood, hard, 3 50//5 00
Wood, soft, 3 00 «3 50

AND CLOCK PEPAIRINti
WATCHPROMPTLY
DONE.

.,

j

|

,,

[
)

H. J. Locke & Son,
Belfast National Bank

Building. P. O. Square

^

j

Cottage

for Sale.

“Union Lodge,” located on the west side
Swan Lake, Swanville.
In good repair, new I'
painted, well furnished, four chambers. T"
boats. For further particulars enquire of
3wl2
C. F. GORDON, Searsport.

